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1. The first section of the paper will define the scope of the 
paper; our typology will be based on the overall energy policy options, 
broadly defined, of groups of developing countries. On that b.~si~, we 
will analyze the issues and options for three case types: 

(i) developing countries which are marginal oil and gas producers 
with the potential for continued self-sufficiency, exports, 
and even deficits depending on domestic policies and trends 
(Egypt, India, Colombia); 

(ii) oil deficit middle incomce semi-industrialized countries 
(Turkey, Brazil); and 

(iii) oil deficit low income agricultural based countries (Central 
America, Hest Africa). 

It is our contention that the issues and options facing countries which 
are described by the above types are very different. Thu~, for 
ccuntries in group (i) the basic issues is one of demand management; 
e.g., options may ex~st to control domestic consumpC~on, anG even to 
generate a marginal exportable surplus for balance of payraents purposes. 
Equally, domestic trends could push these countries into a deficit 
position. For group (ii) flexibility is limited due to the demands of 
a more advar:t.c.ed _s_tq,ge of industrialization, an'd-tlre-concorhit:3rlf ·heavY. 
dependence on imported energy stock. Policy options are constrained by 
·these import needs. The need for private capital flows to finance 
imports will continue to grow. Group (iii) countries also face 
difficult balance of payments problems in the wake of risingenergy 
prices, with TiffiitedrluanCia1 abLiit'yto manage deficits. In addition, 
due to relatively lm-1 levels of industrialization, a high percentage of 
energy needs continue to be met through traditional sources. The medium 
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term structural shock therefore may be less; however, the implications 
for longer term growth may be more severe. In these countries, 
~alternative energy sour_ce __ dey_elo.pme_nt will be important as a medium 
and longer term solution to energy deficits. We would like to note 
that as with any typology not all NODCs will be exactly described by 
our cases. 

SECTION II 

2. The second section wi".l discuss the. linkage between the inter
national energy 11 crisis 1

! as described ~n·Ur~I, and the above case 
types, out ling the major domestic financi-a-l-and aevelopmental issues. 
Our concern will be to describe the macroeconomic implications, in terms 
of two major variables: first, balance of payments constraints and 
second, domestic resource allocation as it affects income growth, economic 
structure, and development expenditures and equity considerations. We do 
not anticipate preparing new quantitative projections of the above factors 
for our case types or individual countries as this work has been completed 
elsewhere and is outside the scope of this paper. Rather, we will focus 
on the broad outlines of the problem and the policy implications. We ,;ill 
argue that all oil deficit developing countries will face obvious growing 
cur!:en-;.. account Jifficulties as a result of the increased costs of imported 
energy. The implications of such a trend inclu~e: 

(a) 

(b) 

overall_§_:j__o_w;::-.down-in the .ability of dey_~.loping 
borrow in international capital markets; ... ·-
---~ ... ---~---~ - "-~Q-. ·-· 

countries to 

and ever growing need to press for the expansion of exports 
-.~·----

Such efforts may run directly counter to developed cou~tries efforts at 
protectionism w~.ich may develop due to similar pressures. In terms of 
domesti r:: issues, growth rates in c. he developing countries will be adversely 
affected; Domestic policies will be affected by the politics of immediacy/ 
scarcity. The need to export will influence patterns of internal resource 
allocation. Gcvernment policies designed to address equity considerations 
may be constrained by more immediate y,~venue considerations· and demands. 
Possible negative effects of a mini-recession in the developing countries 
will be different than-ehose experienced in the developed ~ountries. . 
Unemployment rates in~IDco/are in general high and will continue to be 
high; more important wri:i-J>e the impact of declining government revenue 
available for development ~nd welfare purposes. 

SECTION Ill 

3. Section Ill will analyze the main energy policy issues for each 
case type, citing general examples from illustrative countries. For each 
group we will pose key questions meant to describe a major issue: 

(a) For group (i), countries which maintain a precarious energy 
balance are faced with a policy option; given high inter
national petroleum product pr:i.ces and growing demand, will 
governments attempt to control the growth of internal energy 
demand in order to maximize both the volume and value of 

'·_;.T:::'-• ~~'~""'"~"-"':'i'·"-""_-:~-.-------·.,-,-~' .-------------~---:-----------;---.. .._----···-------------·· -- ~---··--- -- ------. --~~--....-- ---~----~------· ·. 
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exportable surplus? There are two elements to such policy: first, 
the overall dampening of the expansion of domestic demand 
and second, a substitution of lower value energy product 
alternatives for higher value exports. In addition, governments 
will be faced with the need to both closely monitor and control 
domestic demand even in cases where exports are not an option 
in order to avoid possible deficit/import requirements. 
Domestic price policy for products wi·ll be the most important 
instrument in this cont2xt. 

For group (ii), the overwhelming question will be how to 
sustain and finance imports of required energy needs, 
industrial feedstock and consumer goods, These countries 
will exert pressure on the international trade and financial 
system. The demand for capital flows will continue as will 
problems of repayment of existing debt (Turkey). Access to 
developed countries' markets for their exports will become 
increasingly important (Brazil). Case (ii) countries could 
benefit most frdm the development of industrially suitable 

<.J!!ternative energy technologies including biomass, nuclear 
and synthetics; 

For group (iii), the main issue will be hC'-.> tc develop 
commercially feasibly alternative energy sources >~hich 
wou~1 be suitable for power generation, cooking/processing 
and transportation, while managing the medium term balance 
of payments crisis brought on by rising imported energy 
costs. In addition, these coUntries also face an 11 alternative11 

ene;_gy crisis, as traditional fuel sources become scarce and 
expensive (deforeeta~ion). 

SECTION IV 

4. In Section IV we will attempt to outline the constraints which 
the oil deficit developing countries face in addressing energy issues. 
The coverage will be limit~d to the energy issues (ref. Section Ill) and 
not the overall economic issues detailed in Section II. We feel that the 
constraints\ to action can be catego~ized as follmvs: 

(i) ' Financial: including lack of capital for investment in new, 
alternate, or even domesi:ic oil. and gas development, and the 
shortage of foreign exchange for technology imports. 

(ii) Resource: 
and there 
or rather 
financial 

prospects for major oil and gas development are limited, 
is little commercial interest in developing the small 
limited potential which might exist. (Linkage to the' 
constraint (i) particularly for oil and gas .exploration.) 

,-
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(iii) Tec.hno}~.: for alternate or ne" sources there is little actual 
progress to date in movi .. ng from the laboratory to the market 
shelf. For oil and gas? (See issues, e.g., _small-scale 
refineries, product cix issues? Distrj.bution issues? Other?) 

(iv) Plannj_~_g_: LDC response to the energy problem is hampered by a 
general lack of data and overall energy assessments; by a 
shortage of skilled manpmver in ener_gy assessments; by a 
shortage of skilled manpower in energy planning; and by an 
inadequate institutional framework capable of linking plarlning 
and ~orecasting to decision making pr?cesses. 

SECTION V 

5. Our concluding section \.Vill assess the impact of these issues and 
trends on developed countries. Our· conclusion will be that as oil deficit 
LDCs constitute only a small percentage of world energy trade, they '"ill 
not be dominant ac~ors f·com the point of view of overall energy supply/ 
demand. There will be a growing pressure for market access by OIDC's 
exports and certain OIDCs will present difficult financial situations. 
Hm.vever, it is also in the political domain that the OIDCs will present 
serious concerns to the industrialized countries due to the uossible domestic 
instability and pressures which national energy _policy decis.:.on;_· and optioc.s 
may create in thes~~ countries in the decade to come. Slm.-1er grmvth in inccme, 
reduced resources for investment often for sectors with ec!uity considerat.ions, 
possible attempts to control domes cic deraanri, priority given to export sector, 
may all cut into development and equity gains of l:he past years. Structural 
adjustment may be difficult and politically painful. In a:1 age of rising 
development cxpectatj_'Jns, the political management of these issues will take 
place in increasingly volatile situations. I·t is therefore in both the 
economic and socic-political context that high priorit? mt..st be given to 
the resolution of the energy policy problems, of the oL!. defi :it developin~ 
countries. 
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I _Adjustment Process of Japanese Economy to the First Oil Crisis. 

1. Japanese Economy before the First Oil Crisis 

To understand the peculiarities of adjustment to the first oil crisis, 

one ought to take many factors, unique to the Japanese econmay, into 

consideration. The foliowing are the most crucial of all. 

(1) After the miracle 1960's with an average 10% per annum .economic 

growth the trend toward lower growth started at the beginning of the 1970's. 

This transition, bringing with :tt a sharp reduction of capital investment, 

unavoidable large demand/supplygap and a large current account surplus, 

without any other turbulance, was burden enough to the Japanese economy. 

(2) As a result of the high growth of the 1960's, the size of the 

Japanese economy had become second only to that of the United States among 

non-communist countries by the beginriing of the 1970's. respite the 

low-posture foreign. policy of .Japan, it has been inevitable that even a 

slight fluctuation of the Japanese economy exerts a large influence over 

other small countries. Yet the Japanese did not properly understand what 

other countries expected Japan to do under the changing conditions of the 

international ·economic system . 

(3) Before the first oil crisis Japan was taking part in the syn-

chron.ised upturn of the economies of the major OECD cuuntries and the· 

economy was at the climax of an upturn of 22 succe::Jsive months \':hen the oil 

crisis came. The government continued to follow a lax monetary policy out 

of its concern about the deflationary effect of the "Nixon Shock" in mid 

1971. The rate of increase of M2 in 1971 was· 24%, 24.7% in 1972 and between 

January to October 1973, M2 was rum1ing· at over 20% p.a .. The Japanese 

economy, therefore, has already been heading fo::- the eA-plosive inflation 

of 1974. 

2~ Japanese Adjustment Process 

The real issue of the first oil crisis was not a cut in the quantity 

~ 

of oil supply but an unprecedentedly rapid price rise and an intole1·able 

··:,_. 
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crisis situation created by a latent fear that Japan's oil supply, would 

end. 

The oil crisis imposed an internal shock to the system in the form of a 

350% price hike and the adjustment to it means the process of regaining new 

equilibrium for the system which was severely disordered. As a consequence 

of this oil price hike, four major disequilibria were introduced; (1) extremely 

high inflation, (2) large balance of paymen-t deficit, (3) very low economic 

growth and (4) high unemployment. The economy was forced to recover fron 

this disorder, (often called a trilemma or stagflation) and restore the 

equilibrium on these four fronts. Although all countries had to aim basi.cally 

at the same target, the Japanese adjustment process has been regarded as a 

rather smooth and sucessful one. The characteristics of the Japanese adjustment 

process can be summarized as follows: 

First, Japan sought to achieve the four policy targets one by one; 

a step-by-step approach was followed instead of seeking a simultaneous solution 

to more than one target. 

Second, although these four problems came to the Japanese economy 

virtually simultaneously, a step-by-step approach to economic policy meant 

that equilibrium .was tried to be restored first in inflation, then in the 

balance of payments, then in growth and finally in the labour market, matching 

with the orC.er of the length of response delay of each variable. 

(1) When the first oil crisis came in 1973, the J·apanese government 

perceived this as a problem of inflation rather than of employment or- of any

thing else. The Japanese government, therefore, concentrated on anti-inflation 

policies to the virtual disregard of the other three difficulties. 

One of the underlying factors for this choice was the fact that the 

first conspicuous symptom of the oil- crisis was an extremely high rate 

of inflation, which came to be call Kyoran Bukka (inflationary craze). 

· It was particula:rly traumatic because sharp price rises were accompanied by 

----·--- -- - -- -· 
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panic buying resulting in sudden shortages of goods like washing 

detergent and toilet paper. As a ·result the social· and political 

considerations for calming down this eA'}Jlosi ve inflation were more 

important than the purely economic ones. 

In addition, the Japanese economy had already been gathering a 

great deal of inflationary momentum in the period before the oil crisis. 

Even without oil price increases, it would have required drastic treatment 

to reduce future inflation. 

Fortunately, fears of unemplo}'Illent were mitigated by the Japanese 

employment practice·based on life long employment and seniority wage 

system. Thus, the fourth target of diminishing unemployment ·could be 

left aside until a later stage of the adjustment process. 

As a result, the Bank of Japan took very stringent monetary policy 

measures with a 2% rise of official discount rate to 9% at a stroke and 

restraint on private ban!< lending throue;h tight window guidance. 

With the stringent money supply policy, th8 working of the competitive 

market mechanism carried out the proces~ of· calming down the inflati~n. 

Bargaining on price between suppliers and users of raw materials and 

components became tough. An upstream sector could only pass on to 

downstream sectors a part of the proquction costs, caused by the oil price 

hike, the proportion depending inversely upon the level of excess supply in 

each sector. 

Nevertheless, the effect of the tight monetary policy on wage rates 

was delayed, which continuen to increase by 26.2% .1974, consequently the 

corporate sector was forced to be~r thP. initial burden of adjustment through 

a sharp reduction of profit between 1973 and 1975. 

As the rate of unemployment rose gradually, the labour market began 

to behave in accordance with the Phi lips curve.. Thus, after 1975, the 

wage increase ·showed a marked moderation. 

(2) The second target to be aimed for)which is balance of payments, 
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was achieved as inflation calmed and economic growth fell shaJ;ply:· 

Reflecting the sharp decline in industrial activity imports reduced sharply 

in real terms in 1971 and 1975. 

On the other hand, exports kept increasing partly because of the 

weakening of the yen-·.and strong export drive due to the emergence of excess 

supply in Japan and ever-growing rion-price competitiveness. The current 

account turned to surplus in 1976 which sharply increased in 1977 and 

stimulated protectionist sentiment on both sides of the Atlantic. There is 

no doubt that the adjustment process in this sphere did bring about an 

excessive improvement. 

(3) During the struggle against inflation the Japanese economy 

experienced negative eeonomic growth in 1974, for the first time sinee the 

end of the war. In 1974 and 1975, exports were the only buoyant factor in 

the E:Conomy. Until 1978 the autonomous demand, i.l3. i:-:.~pital investment and 

private consumption, did not play an important role. Between these two 

periods the demand factor which was dominant was public investment. The 

expenditure on public works was kept low in 1974 and 1975, but after inflation 

had recededJ it was mas'Sively increased f.r.oru 1976 onwards. As a consequence the 

Japanese economy grew rapidly during 1976, 1977 and 1978 at 6.5%, 5.4% and 6.0% 

respectively. These rates, however,. were slightly lower thau. the levels 

expected by other membere of the Summit meetings. 

(4) In contras~ to the rather smooth achievement of the other three 

targets, the employment situation has kept deteriorating. The unemployment 

rate climbed continuously from 1.3% in 1973 to 2.2% or 1.24 million unemployed 

in 1978. Employment related indicators for 1978 did not recover to 1973 levels. 

This deterioration is partly explained by the refraction o:f growth trend. 

The adjustment process to the oil crisis from 1974 to 1978 took place 

relatively smoothly, but at the cost of a deterioration in employment in. 

manufacturing. 



II Structural Changes under the First Oil Crisis. 

The first oil crisis led not only to the repeatable and reversible 

changes discussed in the previous section but also to structural changes of 

a non-repeatable and irreversible nature which have changed the initial 

conditions for Japanese economy in the 1980 1 s as it is faced with a new round 

of oil crises. 

Following are the major changes in. the 1970's which would influence the 

course of development in the 1980's. 

1. . Refraction of the Growth Trend 

Since the beginning of the 1970's it has been fashionable 'amongst 

some Japanese to talk about the refraction of the growth trend -of Japan and 

the end of the miracle 1960's. 

The oil crisis ,,:ade the refraction of the growth trend a reality instead 

of assumption. The reduction of the expected growth rate has been con~irmed 

by surveys of businessmen's sentiment, but was given an official seal of 

approval by the reduction of target growth rate in the goveri1ments's msdium 

term economic plan which is often used by corporate planners. The 5 year 

_, 
plan of the Miki Government in 1976 reduced the target rate to .6. 25% from the 

Tanaka government's 9.4%. Then, in 1979, the Ohira governmen.t-'s seven year 

plan set 5.7% target for the years to 1985. 

A reduction of .growth trend is accomp:;mied by a negative accelerat9r-

effect. As a consequence, private investment has dropped substantially. The 

downward shift in the medium term growth rate delayed the ocecovery of 

capital investment because of persistence of excess capaci t.y. 

2. Changes of Industrial Structure 

The change of industrial structure since 1973 can be characterized as 

follows: 

(1) The share of manufacturing industries decreased and the share of 

total production and employment of the tertiary industries increased. 

-significantly. 
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(2) Haw and intermediate materials supply industries such as steel 

• 
and aluminium, decreased in importance whilSt processing industr-ies such 

as machinery and pharmaceuticals b-ecame relatively larger. 

(3) Emergence of structurally depressed industries and their adjustment 

and restructuring . 

The whole process of change in the industrial structure can be interpreted 

as movement from high energy consuming economy toward a more energy conserving 

and more energy "efficient system at the· e'q>ense of a painstaking adjustment 

process in structurally depressed industries. This change in itself shows 

the highly adaptive and flexible nature of Japanese economy to new situations. 

3. Changes in the Employment Structure 

(1) The manufacturing sector reduced the number of regular workers 

by 10 per cent. As the economy began to· recover from the middle of 1978 

this decline came to the end. And yet, Japanese companies ha(~!e maintained 

a very cautious attitude to recruitment of regular workers and when the 

economy picked up again they tended to rely on increase of the hours worked 

by regular workers and to increase the number of part-time workers, 

particularly of women. 

(2) The .Philips curve shifted upward because of a rise in inflat:onary 

expectations as shown in Figure II-1. However, the bas.ic relationship 

between the unemployment rate and the rate of wage increase has been uudis-

turbed, and has been returning to that obtained b:::fore the oil crisis. 

(3) Adjustment also brought about a change in qualitativ?. aspects of 

Japanese employment. Among the Three Sacred Treasures of the Japanese 

employment system, pressure for the abandonment of the lifetime employment 

system has been eased at the cost of the· seniority wage syste:r.:J. whilst the 

third treasure, company trade unions, were left unaffected. The absense of 

job oppOrtunit-ies for old aild middle aged employees outside their present 

employment has meant that the threat of unemployment is taken very seriously 

by these people leading to their ready acceptance of even modest increases 

in wages. The introduction of new employment schemes, such as a selective 
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retirement scheme, will exert influence on the distribution of. iilcome 

between the old and middle· aged employees and the younger. 

(4) A brighter aspect on the employment front is the increasing 

importance of tertia'ry industries which are relatively labour intensive. 

This partly e:;:plains why the pr0blem of unemployment did not become serious 

in Japan, despite the sharp deterioration of the manufacturing sector. In the 

late 1970's, of those made redundant by secondary industry., as well as school 

leavers, were absorbed by the tertiary sector. 

4. Changes in Fiscal Structur~ 

The public sector played an important role in sustaining economic growth 

in the absense of private capital investment. In this process public fi.nances 

underwent a significant structural change: 

(1) ·The size of public expenditure in proportion to gross national product 

increased substantially. 

i 

I 
(2) The share of central government eA~enditure devoted to debt 

j servicing is increasing rapidly. 

(3) Due to the increasing social welfare spending and stagnant tax 

revenueS because of persistant recession, the government deficit has risen. 

Public sector borrowing has increased sig!lificantly and the proportion of the 

nation:al budget financed by bond issues now amounts to nearly 40%. 

The large public. deficit is of more than cyclical nature. The slow down 

of inc.rease in tax revenue, continuing increases in social welfare spending 

due to aging of the population and increased debt services are the factors which 

contribute to the structural nature of budget· deficit. New sources of revenue 

are needed unless a drastic rationalization of public spending is implemented. 

However, the result of the general election in the autumn of 1979 suggests that 

the option of inc1·easing taxes, whether direct or indirect, to reduce the 

budget deficit, is politically limited. 

5. Changes in Energy Demand and Supply Structure 

74 per cent of total primary energy is satisfied hy oil in Japan and 

88 per cent of all energy is irr.po:rted. It was natural, therefore, that after ithe 
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first oil crisis strenuous efforts have been made in Japan to- increase the 
• 

level of efficiency of energy use, hence it was not .a totally w~asted five 

years. 

Imports of crude oil declined slightly from 238 million tons in 1974 

to 230 million tons in 1978, despite the fact that GNP' has growu on average 

5.1 per cent. The total final energy demand increased at an average annual 

rate of 1.2 per cent between 1973 and 1977 ·though GNP increased at 3. 7 per cent. 

so that the ene~gy demand elasticity to GNP was only 0.32 in 1973~77 in 

contrast to 1.17 between 1965 and 1970. The oil consumption per unit of GNP 

fell by 14.2 per cent during 73-77 period. West Germany and France reduced 

this index by 14.3% and 18.9% respectively but the reduction in the United 

States was only 1.9 per cent for the same period. In 1973, Japan was the largest: 

importer of oi.l in the world, but now Japanese oil imports are only 67 

per cent of those of th" United States. 

The following factors are cited as responsible for improved oil 

efficiency of Japan . 

. (1) Japanese companies, especially in high energy consuming industries 

such as aluminium, steel, cement, sheet glass and pulp and paper have 

achieved considerable <economy in the use of energy. 

(2) Efforts are also bei<Jg made by the manufacturers of consumer 

durables such as TVs, air-condi ticners and cars to improve the energy 

efficiency of their products. The average fuel efficiency of Japanese 1600cc 

cars was improved by 33 per cent from 9. 6 km/litre. to 12. 8 km/litre between 

1975 and 1978, according to 10 mode running tests by the ~!:!nistry of TransJOort. 

(3) Japanese economic system as a whole adapted to the hig;, relative 

price of energy through a decrease in the importance· of· raanuf.acturing, 

especially energy consuming, raw-material-related industries, and a dramatic 

increase in the importance o.f the low energy consuming tertiary sector, 

especially service industry. 

Japanese Government is also endeavouring to improve the energy situation 

th.rough the Sunshine Project on new .energy development and Moonlight Project 
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aiming at long term conservation. 

However, there are . some worrYing aspects on the Japanese energy scene. 

First, although the energy efficiency of the industrial sector has much improveG .. 

the efficiency in the transport sector has changed little in the last few years 

and the energy consumption per unit of income of the household sector is 

increasing at almost the same pace as the period before the first oil crisis. 

More significantly, the most worrying is the change in the structure of 

the supply of crude oil to Japan. Reflecting the changing structure of the 

world oil market, which was triggered off by the Iranian Revolution, the 

share of Majors oil decreased dramatically in 1979. In the second quarter 

of 1978, 68.1 per cent of crude oil was supplied by the Seven Sisters but 

by the second quarter of 1979, this figure decreased by 11.6 per cent points 

to 56.5 per cent. This reduction caused by the application of force majeure. 

clauses must be compensated by other sources, if not,. the Japr.o_nese ecor!.omy 

wiil suffer from a genuine oil supply shortage. Japan·ese general trading 

companies, So go Shosha, tried to fill the gap, as a result, DD and GG oil 

increased by 12.3 per cent to become 31.7 per cent of Japanese supplies. 

This seems to have significant implications for the cost of oil and the 

stability and reliability of the supply of .oil. 

• Figure II-1 Shift of Philips Curve 
);) 
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III. Limit to the Oil Crisis. 
• 

1. Classification of the Oil Crisis 

The Iranian Revolution and succeeding political turmoil in the Arabian 

peninsula and the northern tier suggest that the world oil market will be 

turbulent during the 1980's. In order to identify the type and magnitude of 

oil crises one must have a comprehensive taXonomy of them. 

Oil crises have two dimensions. (see Table III-1). The first is the 

form in which the crisis presents itself shown vertically. This may be 

related to oil production, production capacity, dtstribution or price. The 

other axis is related to whether the policy of OPEC countries ~s the cause 

of the crisis or not . 

2. Arithmetic of an Oil Supply Crisis 

The moSt important questio"l, in considering Typc-. A crises, is whether 

oil supply will be totally suspended or not. If this fear became reality, 

consumer countries must ultimately either: (1) increase energy efficiency or 

(2). increase their energy supply from non OPEC sources, or, {3) reduce 

economic growth or perform some combination of the three. However, the 

pressure fo:!' t!.~ese actions wi 11 be reduced if consurr:~r cow. tries build up oil / 

stocks. The bargaining position of consumer countries vis-rc:-vis OPEC has,~been 

strengthened since the first oil crisis r_ ... y the increase o-f stoc~cpiles (targeted 

at 90 days use) and the emergency sharing system among the 20 member countries 

of the International Energy Agency. Japan, at the time of the first oil crisis, 

had an oil stockpile of merely 49 days, but now the private sector and 

government stockpile together is running at more than 100 days, The resilience 

of consumer countries to supply cuts through holding oil stockpiles for a given 

magnitUde of crisis, is analysed in Figure III-1. 

For each level of oil stockpile the length of time that change in oil 

consumption can be resisted depends upon the extent and length of the oil supply 

cut. The parabola CC indicates the combinations of amount by which oil supply 

is cut and the period the cut lasts which a 90 day oil stockpile can offset 
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Table III-1 

(A) Oil Production related 

Classification of Oil Crises 

(X) Independent from the policies 
of OPEC. 

1. Technical fault,accident. 
2. Natural distster'(earth

quake, cyclone). 
3. Strike,sabotage,guerrilla activities. 
4. Don1estic,political and social 

turmoil(revolution,intestine war). 
5. War (bilateral ,multilateral), 

(Y) Caused by deliberate policies 
of OPEC countries. 

1. Pro rata production control organized 
by the OPEC secretariat. 

2. De facto production control conducted 
by individual country independently. 

3. Production geared only to domestic need~ 
4. Oil embargo as 'oil weapon' strategy. 

------------------------------------------------~·~---------------------------------------------

(B) Oil Production 
Capacity related 

(C) Oil Distribution related. 

(D) Oil Price related 

1. Limitation of recoverable reserve 
of oil. 

2. Destruction of production capacity by 
sabotage,revolution,war etc. 

3. Decline of production capacity 
by lack of appropriate maintenance. 

4. Natural depletion of existing production 
capacity. 

1. Major incident at port facilities 
and on tanker routes (Hormuz, Malacca) 

2. Guerrilla activities,war in port 
facilities and on tanker routes. 

1. Wild change of price in the spot market. 
2. Increase of "hidden cost" or "additional 

cost" to official price, 

' 

1. Suspension of,or constraint cri invest
ment in the expansion of prodtlCtion. 

2. Suspension of, or constraint on, oil 
field.exploration activities. 

3. Freezing a part of production capacity. 

1. Suspension or cut of supply of DD .oil 
and GG oil. 

1. Sharp price rise in real terms. 
2. Drastic manipulation of real price of 

oil to disturb the development of 
alternative energy, 



Figure III-1 Effectiveness of 90 davs Stockpile 

Daily amount of oil supply cut 

% 

lOO 

50 

19 Iranian Revolution 

* p f----------'o/q 7 3 OAPZC embargo 

L-----------LILr----------L-----------~----------~·-----------L•-Mronth 0 

3 6 9 12 15 

Period supply cut lasts 

/ 

·(1) Daily amount of oil supply cut is measured by the percentage of. total 

domestic oil consunption of IEA member countries plus France expressed 

in barrels per day. 

(2) Line 00 and Line AA move up«ard or dowm,ard every year. This figure is 

drawn using the numbers for 1976. 

(3) Here, the stockpile is 90 days of effective oil sto.ckpile. 
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without any reduction in oil consumption. The area to the right ·of CC is the 

crisi-s zone. which represents cuts which the stockpile cannot totally cover. 

However in reality the crisis zone is not the whole area to the right of CC. 

So long as non-OPEC oil can be secured we can disregard the area above the 

line 00 which indicates the share of OPEC oil in total oil supply. If we· 

believe it is only the Arab member countries of OPEC which pose a real threat 

of a supply cut, the crisis zone is further reduced to the double shaded area 

below line AA wh.ich represents the Arab oil exporters share of total supply. 

In retrcspect, the 1973 OAPEC embargo (plotted as 0on the chart) is :far 

from the crisis zone if we had had 90 days stocks. In the same manner, the 

supply disruption of 1979 caused by the Irallian revolution, which was equivalent 

to the loss of the whole production of Iran, 5.5 mbd, for two anc: a half 

months (plotted as * in the chart) can seem to be about the same level of 

crlsis as 1973. If :it 1;; supposed that this supply cut continues further, it 

will take 2 years to eat up the whole 90 days stockpile of consumer countries. 

However, examination of these two cases does not assure us that we can always 

manage a supply crisis. We have only examined once-for-all crises, but not 

a succession of supply crises. 

In a once-for-all crises consumer countries reduce oil stock by the ar~a 

of the rectangle opq·r. The line CC shifts downward in proportion. to opqr to a 

new line C'C'. This shift widens the crisis zone. In order to keep the area 

of the crisis zone constant, consumer countries must shift the line C'C' back 

towards CC, i.e. build up stocks once more. 

However, if crises come in quick succession, stocks C?nnot be replenished 

and C'C' shifts down further, and the crisis zone is further widened. This is 

the most serious crisis and wil~ continuously weru~en.consumer countries' 

resilience to further crises. 

This is the reason why type X (non-OPEC generated) crises must be 

distinguished from type Y (OPEC generated) crises. We do not e»."Pect type X 

---~-----------

.· 
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crises to occur successively, they are normally once-for-all. -·But in the 

case of type Y crises, producer countries could deliberately dep.loy this 

successive crisis strategy. 

So far only type A-X and part of A-Y crises have been discussed, but the 

analysis can be extended to all types. In the interests of brevity, however, 

I shall only present here the main conclusions of· the analysis. 

(1) 90 days stockpile of oil is a very. effective measure against oil 

supply crises.·· 
·'·' 

(2) Whether the producing countries are hostile to consumer countries 

or not is crucial. If friendly, most of the potential crisis can be managed 

by using a part of the stockpile. If a hostile relationship preyails, the 

crisis may not be once-for-all, but coulct be successive. A successive crisis 

situation seriously undermines the resilience of consumer countries to supply. 

cuts. 

(3) As ~ong as the cut is limited to the production of a· single country, it 

is unlikely to .lead to an absolute oil supply shortage. 

(4) Potentially, the most serious case is the war among more than two 

large oil producing countries. Therefore,- paying for po.Iitical stability in 

the Middle East is an important assurance against an absolute oil supply shortage,_ 

(5) It should be emphasised that consumer countries should calmly 

analyse the magnitude of the crisis and avoid panic reactions. 

(6) The limitation of recoverable reserves o<" oil certainly exists but 

this problem will not be serious in the coming decade. 

(7) If OPEC coutnries follow conservationist policies, it is certain 

that demand for OPEC oil will come dangerously near to the production capacity 

of OPEC sometime in the 1980's. 

(8) the notional gap forecast by !EA of 10 mbd in 1990 and 28 mbd in 

2000 must be filled up by the accelerated development of alternative sources 

of ener.gy and energy conservation at a fast.er pace than !EA presumes, unless the 

world accepts the ultimate solution of lower economic growth. If the gestation 

--" ··~·~ .. ~------· ,_-___ : __ ..::.....:........-.:-.:..,.... __ ~-···--····-·····-·- -~- ·--
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period of energy developrilent is on average, 7 years, by not ~aking a decision 

now we are faced with a supply crisis in 1987. 

(9) The adjustment by consumer countries to the changing oil distribution 

system due to the decreasing role of Major oil companies, should be made 

carefully. Even if consumer countries· make this transition smoothly, increased 

shares of DD and GG oil will give wider room for manoeuvre to OPEC countries. 

3. Limit to Oil Price Change 

The emergence of 'additional cost'· such as sign~ture· bonuses and key -money 

and the increased size of the spot market inflates and increases the volatility 

of the oil payment bill for consumer countries. However, the effect of 

additional costs on the oil payments burden should not be overemphasised. For 

example, if the share of spot oil is 10 per cent, and the spot price is 

running 15 dollars per barrel higher than contract oil, it only raises the 

average price by 1.50 dollars per barreL These type D-X crj_ses are relatively 

manageable, although they have important balance of payments implications. 

The more representative ·type D crisis is a sharp increase in the real 

price of oil. In theory, the upper limit of the price increase is the cost 

of alt.ernative sources- of energy. The mere the real oil price is allowed. to 

rise by consumer couni::ries limiting the repercussions of the oil price ris·e ,on 

their domestic inflation, the faster the price of oil approach to the cost of 

al tern3.ti ve energy. Detaching the oil price increase from the rise of general 

prices and thus raising the relative price of oil is. very important in setting 

limits to increases in the price of oil themselves. 

The floor price of oil is as important as the ceiling price, because· it 

indicates the extent to which OPEC countries can lower the price of oil to 

undermine the viability of alternative sources of energy. This floor price 

is determined by the revenue required by the majority of OPEC countries to 

sustain an acceptable :minimum standard of living. This is further complicated 

by uncertainty over- what OPEC countries might do when. they recognize that large~ 

scale development of alternative Sources of energy in consumer countries is 
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inevitable, yet seek to tal<e advantage of the long gestation perio.d of 
• 

investment in alternative energy·. In the short· run, <?PEC can impose virtually 

any price it wants. If this is the case, international politics may be the 

only means to solve this problem. 

: ·.· 

F 
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IV. Japanese Economy in the 1980's and beyond under Energy Constraints. 

The 1970's was the period when the Japanese economy was e>.}Josed to many. 

fundamental problems, none of which was solved. The 1980's will be the period 

when Japan will be forced to respond to problems such as (1) energy, 

(2) distribution of income both domestically and internationally and (3) defence 

and national security. In analysing the perspectives of the Japanese economy 

in the 1980's, it may be necessary to look at the decade in two stages, because· 

the early years of the 1980's have already been reserved for adjustment to, 

and recovery from the second oil crisis. 

1. Stage I - Adjustment to the Second Oil Crisis 

The Iranian ;revolution has brought about several changes in the world 

oil mar!;et, such as (1) decreasing role of Majors in the distribution of oil, 

(2) increased importance of spot market, D!l oil and (3) collapse of the normal 

pricing system. The addition to the oil bill of consumer countries is larger 

thfs· time th~n in the first oil crisis. However, in contrast to 1973, this 

time the price has increased in a series of sharp steps through 1979. 

One shou}.d recognize that this time ti1e oil crisis hit the Japanese 

economy at a far ·more favourahle stage of :i;he business cycle than in 1973. 

(1) This time the business cycle was in the early stages of an upturn 

rather than at its peak. 

(2) The rate of inflation was decelerating and the money supply weli 

controlled. 

(3) The labour market has weakened despite a short-lived upturn in 1979. 

Assuming that another 'oil crisis' of this scale will not recur within three 

years, we expect that the adjustment process of the Japanese economy to the 

second oil crisis will be characterised as follows: 

(1) There has been no panic because of the step-by-step nature of the 

increase in oil prices and the experiences of the first oil crisis. 

(2) Although the rate of inflation in Japan is accelerating at presen~ 

it will be contained by tight monetary policy. The Bank of Japan, in company • 
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with other. central banks, is following the precepts of monetarism. M2 has · 

been controlled within the range of 10.7 to 12.7 per cent increast> year on year 

and the target will be further· reduced. 

(3) Because of the structure of the labour market, a Philips curve seems 

to have worked in Japan in the past. Tight monetary policy will ensure that 

inflationary expectations will be contained and that the Philips curve ~ill 

not shift upwards. As a result, wage increases will remain moderate as 

exemplified by an expected 8% increase in the 1980 Spring Offensive. 

(4) This ·time the initial lead to recovery given by exports will be 

weaker and shorter lived. 

(i) Because all industrialized countries have tightened monetary policy 

simultaneously during 1979, a synchronized world-wide recession· will occur in 

1980, leaving little room for Japan to take advantage of expanding overseas 

markets. 

(ii) Since Western industrialized countries :increasingly- followed 

protectionist adjustment to the. first oil crisis, there is a temptation. for 

this tendency now to be strengthened. 

(iii) Excess capacity in Japan is smaller than before as a consequence 

of the adjustme::tt of the Japal'.ese economy to the reduction of its trend. Thus 

the export drive will be dampened. 

(iv) Internal disturbances in OPEC countries, such as· the Iranian 

revolution and the seizure of the Great Mosque, may lead to a slowdown in 

development projects which will reduce opporttmities for Japanese expor.ts. 

(5) The role of public works spending in sustaining the initial export

]-'-'d recovery will be less important than after the first oil crisis. This 

is beca~se the government will be preoccupied with reducing- the budget deficit. 

(6) Because of poor export prospects and a trend for higher imports, 

the current account will remain weak. The need to finance this proposition will 

increase pressure for more internationalization of_ Japanes.e- money and capital 

markets. 

(7) The si.gns of strain on Japanese employment_ prac.t.ices, which emerged 

in the last cycle of. adjustment, will be fur~her enhanced. 

/ 
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2, Stage II - Towards an Oil Crisis Free_ Economx_. 

1) Three Types of Approach for Energy Problem Solving. 

Our analysis of the nature of oil crises leads to three types of approach 

by consumer countries to a solution of the energy problem. (see Table IV-1). 

(i) Crisis Management: Here the fundamental solution of the energy 

problem is regarded as impossible. An oil crisis is accepted as fate and 

hence the most appropriate policy is to minimize the damage to the Japanese 

economy, should a'. crisis occur. The first priority of national energy policy 

is placed upon ·crisis management measures in a narrow sense consisti_ng of: 

(1) Keeping the oil stockpile at a high level and, 

(2) preparing emergency measures such as restraint upon gas and electricity 

consumption and a petrol rationing scheme. 

(ii) Structural Adaptation: This policy aims at increasing the counter

vai.!..i.ng power of consumer countries vis-a-vis OPEC. This approach requires 

strong government intervention to shift resources into energy 1 especially oil, 

saving uses, and into the development of alternative energy sources. This 

implies replacing eA~ensive energy by relatively less eA~ensive factors, such 

as capital, technology and skilled labour. 

(iii) Political Action: The third approach is based upon the belief that 

the source of oil crises is the hostile relationship between OPEC and consumer 

countries. ?:·mprovement of this relationship, and the establishment of an 

acceptable agreement on the stable supply of, and reasonable return from oil,. 

should, therefore, be the ultimate objective of energy policy. This approach 

aims at removeing type Y crises (OPEC generated) through collective political 

actions of consumer countries. Several measures have been suggested. varying 

from .massive economic and technical assistance through the development of an 

institution for collective bargaining on oil prices between IEA and OPEC to 

a military threat. 
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Table IV-l 

1. Type of Approach 

2, Measures 

3. Nature of Approach 

4. Time horizon of the 
measures 

5. Perception of the 
Energy Problem 

Profile of Three Types of Approach for Energy Problem Solving 

·-·-·--·--------------------~--------

(I) Crisis Management 

-Preparing only for mini
mizing damage to the 
economy when a crisis 
occurs. 

-Stockpiling. 
-Emergency measures 

-Internal adjustment to 
external crises. 

-Short le ad time 
-Immediate effect 

-Energy problem is one of 
the re 1 at i ve ly important 
problems but not the 
most important. 

(II) Structural Adaptation 

-Inducing the substitution 
of scarce energy resources 
by relatively abundant 
factors, capital, technology, 
middle & older aged exper- • · · 
ienced manpower. 

-Energy conservation 
-Development of new sources 
of energy. 

-Institutional development 
·for this purpose. 

-Internal adjustment to 
external crises 

-Long +end time 
-Taking long time to have 
effect. 

-Energy problem is the most 
important problem. Even the 
whole 1980's should be 
reserved for the period for 
the economy to cope with it, 

(III) Political Actions 

-Establishing agreement 
between consumer countries 
& OPEC on stable supply of 
oil & reasonable revenue. 

Political action to remove 
the hostile relationship. 

-Massive economic & technical 
assisatnce. 

-Institutional development for 
collective bargaining of 
oil pricing between IEA & OPEC. 

-Military threat. 

-External solution to 
external crises. 

-Discontinuous 
-Taking little time to have 
effect. 

-Energy problem is a p~litical 
problem and it is ~problem 
of an international nature. 
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2) Implications for the Japanese Economy. • 

The recovery from the second oil crisis will be marked by the emergence 

of the Crisis Management approach in Japan. The oil stockpile is now (early in 

1980) running at more than 100 days level. What is required is a sound consensus 

in both government and the private sector the oil stockpile is not merely a· 

buffer stock for smoothing a short-term fluctuation in price but a contingency 

reserve to secu~e.the long-term security of the economy. The Japanese government 

is reported to be'·' formulating emergency measures including a petrol rationing 

scheme. The :re fore, before the next oil crl.sis occurs, Japan will have· completed 

the measures necessary for Crisis Management. 

The future of Japan will be very different depending upon whether .Tapan 

regards Crisis Management as the ultimate measure against the energy problem 

or whether such an approach is accompanied by other policies. If the former 

is the case, the Japanese economy in the 1980's and bey.vnd will be characterized 

as follows. 

(1) As the world economy grows, so will the demand for oil, and the 

demand and supply situation will become tighter. Before long, the real price 

of oil is raised by OPEC. The economies of consumer countries again fall into 

recession, whici1 is synchronized and is accompanied by tight monetary and fiscal 

policy to control inflation. The cycle begins once inflation is brought under 

control and economies are :a·gain reflated. The long term trend of the 

business cycle will be constrained by the oil supply ceiling. In addition, 

this cycle of oil crises adds a new dimension to the normal business cycle which 

wj_ll overwhelm the normal stock adjustment and capital investment processes. 

(2} Given a sufficient oil stockpile and emergency measures, panic will 

be avoided. Persistant pursuit of monetarist policy will ensure inflation being 

controlled. 

(3) Japan must keep bearing the burden of heavy oil payments. To cover 

this, Japan must in-crease exports, which may lead to a cycle of protectionism. 

In these circumsta.'>lces, further international cooperation on energy is u.i.likely. 
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(4) The greatly increased amplitude of Japanese business pycles will 

jeopardize longstanding employment practices as the periodic visit of crises 

requires the employment structure to become more elastic in the short te1·m. 

However, the fact that these crises will become more intense in time, will 

increase pressure on the employment practices that traditionally have enabled 

Japanese industry to smoothly adjust its structure. 

(5) Structural change wil~ accompany the controlling inflation and the 

upturn of the economy. This will increase the problem of the distribution of 

income between various groups. Hence this scenario implies that the source of 

crisis will be discharged from the economic sphere into the political arena. 

(6) Increased uncertainty brought about by these turbulant conditions, 

will retard long range planning by companies, the government and even consumers. 

As a result, the Japanese economy may suffer a further reduction in its growth 

trend. 

The developmen-t of Japanese .. economy under this assumption in which the 

resources devoted to preventing an oil crisis are kept to a minimum, will be 

dominated by the cyclical visitation of oil crises. There will be. a subdued 

and stagnant mood about the economy and society. Relying on merely Crisis 

Management, therefore, should not, and will not be the option for Japan, although 

it is inevitable that she will enter the 1980's with such. a policy. 

A more constructive attempt to attain an oil crisis free economy is the 

Structural Adaptation approach. 

·(1) 'l~his approach requires a ·determined government initiative· to enhance 

·the countervailing power of Japan and other consumer countries vis-a-vis OPEC. 

The government induces capital investment in, and sets up an institutional 

framework for. substitution energy and energy conservation. The private sector 

is expected to respond sensitively to the high relative price of oil. 

The greater this _surge of investment, the less serious will be the future 

oil crises. Once the total· amount of oil savir.g is perceived by OPEC as a threat 

to its future, the power of this approach to .reduce OPEC bargaining strength 
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will increase exponentially. 

(2) To make this approach possible, a strong domestic consensus that 

the fight against oil crises is the most important objective in the 1980's 

must be established. In addition,. the policy requires strong international 

cooperation among consumer countries. After all, saving of oil by individual 

countries can be easily nullified by increased consumption by others. 

(3) The development of new frontiers will expand employ;;;ent opportunities 

which will mitigate to some extent, at least, the deteriorating employment 

prospects. This approach involves greater use of the experience and expertise 

of older workers, and so may reinforce tradi-tional Japanese employment practices~ 

(4) OPEC countries may disrupt this policy by a large, sudden reduction 

in real oil prices once oil energy substitutes have been formed. In these 

circumstances consumer ·countries may have to impose a tax/subsidy system to 

equalize the price of oil to the cost of alternative sources of energy. The 

same system could also be employed when the difference between the cost of 

non-oil energy and the oil price has decreased but not to the extent that the 

private sector is justified in investing in alternative energy sources and in 

conservation. 

(5) The crucial problem in taking thi.o approach lies in th.-, transition 

fron the period of Crisis Management to the time when the threat to OPEC posed 

by Structural Adaptation measures is such that OPEC adjnsts its policies. 

(i) From an energy economist's point of. view, monetarism iluplies means 

allowing an increase in the price of oil when an oil crisis occl!rs, so narrowing 

the gap with substitute energy Gosts·. Monetarism will, therefore, accelerate 

Structural Adaptation. However, strong government intervention \~hi eh is a· pr0-

condition for a St"ructural Adaptation progra..'nll!.e, contradicts the free market 

world of monetarism. 

(ii) Increased uncertainty brought by the potential threat of oil crises, 

will keep the saving ratio of Japan at its traditionally high level~ However, 

because the economy cannot provide eood investment opportunities there w·iJ.l be 
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an excess supply of capital. The Structural Adaptation approact\ aims at 

employing this capital dramatically, and it implies delaying the full inter-

nationalization of the Japanese capital market. 

On the other hand, in the world of Crisis Management which involves 

cyclical visits of protectionism as well as oil crises,. the pressure on further 

internationalization of the Japanese capital market will be strong. 

In order to undertake the transition from .Crisis Management to Structural - .... - ,_ .. 
•''·' 

Adaptation. a new paradigm of economic policy which links these two different 

dimensions will have to be established. 

Japan will not be able to take any initiative under a Political Action 

approach. It is unlil<ely that Japan will entirely change its traditional low 

posture foreign policy and quickly restore the asymmetry between economic· and 

military power, although symptoms of ch~,ge can be detected. Therefore, in the 

earlier part of 1980';,-, tl:is option is not open to Japan. 

However, this does not necessarily mean that other Powers, po1iticc,lly 

more influential, will not be tempted to take hawkish Political Action. An oil 

crisis is cat1sed by increased poli ticization of the oil econoiuy by ·oPEC. Consumer 

0.0untries have endeavoured to cope with the problem so far only by mobilizing 

eco!lo:nic instruments. However, in time, excessive poli ticization of the oil 

economy could lead to the politicization of means to solve the oil problems. 

If this Political Action approach is attempted by other countries, Japan 

will be affected by the impact of th-is action, not only on Japanese oil s~pplies J 

but also on international relations in general. Japan \'Till be forced to support 

such action probably only cindirectly. The more hawkish is "the action, the 

higher the risk of a supply cut and a price increase. The vulnerabiii ty of the 

Japanese energy supply structure will make Japan try to stay out of trouble. 

However, should this action be taken by others, its economic implications 

for Japan are enormous: 

{1) The extent to which Structural Adaptation has been achieved in Japan 

when Political Action is taken is crucial. The worse is the bargai!ling position 
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of consumer countries taking political action in terms of thei:~; relative 

dependence upon OPEC oil, the more hawkish that action will be and the more 

difficult and costly it will be to maintain any equilibrium that is attained 

with it. 

Japan will never be in a position to promote or participate directly in 

Political Action in the early stages of its Structural Adaptation. However, 

in later stages, in which the resilience of the Japanese economy to an· oil 

crisis will be greater, a higher degree of.commi~ment by Japan to Political 

Action of a relatively dove ish nature is likely. 

(2) The economic benefit of Political Action is the stability of supply 

and price of oil and not cheap energy. As a sweetener for OPEC Cooperation, 

it is lilcely that the real price of o;il consumers pay will have to rise, so 

that the balance of payments burden will be higher than it would otherwise be. 

(3) This approach will accelerate the development of oil resources 

otherwise e>:ploi ted much later in the century. The solution to the oil shortage 

is regarded as the further development of oil not of oil substitutes. However, 

it does not solve the lo_ng term problem of the absolute limit of oil resources 

and this approach could advance the date at which this limit becomes a pressing 

problem for Mankind. 

In conclusion, the likely course of development of the Japanese attempts 

to attrdn an oil crisis free economy will be as follows. In the beginning of 

the 1980's, it is unavoidable for Jap-an t'o .rely upo:n the Crisis Management. But 

before long, the consensus will emerge among .Japanese that mere C~isis Manageraent 

is far from desirable. Then, undergoing the difficult transition period, for tha 

navigation of which creati 'Ire economic policies as well as strong gov~rnmen t and 

a responsible private sector are needed, the Structural Adaptation approach will 

be accepted. At an even later stage, Structural Adaptation will be accompanied 

by doveish Political Action. 

No matter which approach is taken, international cooperation and solidarity 

among consumer countries is necessary to cope with the common problem of future 
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oil crises. After all, the energy problem is global by nature '• and natur·ally 

requires international collective action for its solution. 

·'·' 

/ 
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Tentative outline of W. D. Nordhaus, 
"Energy Policy and Economic Growth: 

---------~-------- ,;.:.»..-.•. 

Janaury_ 1980 

• 

Perfo~·mance and Prospects for the Future" 

The basic purpose of the paper is to examine the linkage 
between the energy market and overall economic activity. Consid
erable attention is given to recent behavior in both areas, as 
well as to developing an analytical view of how the interaction 
takes place. The centraL question is an analysis of the effects 
of alternative energy polir.ies on overall economic performance. 
The four policies are: laissez-faire, aggressive energy taxation, 
slowing economic growth, and efficient pricing. Policies are 
evaluated in a small aggregate empirical model of the industrial 
(OECD) countries. 

The following outline gives 
pursue over the next few months. 
will ~e accomplished, but a good 

a rough idea of what I intend to 
It is unlikely that everything 

deal surely will. 

1. Introduction 

Outline the perspective taken here; why energy is an 
important macroeconomic question. 

2. Historical Review 

a. Review broad trends in energy market and macro
economic performance, focusing on break in 1973. 

b. Energy market--mainly oil. 
' 

-~demand: outline evidence of responsiveness 
of energy demand to price and income, motivating 
its very great importance lays in response to 
price. 

--supply: chart trends in oil market, reviewing 
particularly recent CIA study. Discoveries, 
pool size, U. S. funding rate. OPEC conservation
ist tendencies, Outline views on OPEC as cartel 
and projections of OPEC prices from different 
studies. Outline the view of OPEC held here. 

,... 
c. Nacroeconomic impacts. Survey briefly earlier 

work on the subject--Jorgenson and associates, 
CONAES, several macroeconomic studies. 
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3. Perspectives on policies 

a.; Outline the major options for energy policy: 

1° Laissez-faire (decontrol with no taxes or 
subsidies and no curb-on macroeconomic 
activity). 

2 ° Curb economic growth to slow energy demand-. 

3° Energy sector policies (curb imports, tax 
energy use, or, through price controls, 
subsidize imports) . 

4° Break up cartel to return oil price to 
efficient level. 

b~ Discuss historical policy actions in u. S. to 
see how they correspond to each of these. 

4. Modeling the effectiveness of policy 

Present the results of a small econometric model of 
the OECD economic and oil market through which effects 
of alternative policies can be estimated. The components 
are 

a. The macroeconomic model ( 8-10 ag9-.::egat:e equations 
for OECD) • 

b; The energy sector (basically a 3-5 squation model 
of the oil market) . 

c. What are the objectives of economic policy. Macro
economic policy response (how fOlicies do or eo not 
accommodate inflation) . 

dJ Alternative energy policies (quantifies those 
policies outlined in 3 above). 

[It is not envisaged that the gory de~ails of the 
econometric estimation will be presented in the paper. 
Either sunwary equations, or charts will be used instead. 
Depending on time constraints, it may be possible to 
separate u.s.from the rest of OECD.) 
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5. Quantitative estimate of the effects of alternative energy 
policies 

Uses the econometric model outlined in 4 to estimate 
the effects of alternative ·policies on: 

--The energy sector 

--Macroeconomic performance 

--Real incomes 

For these, we again focus on OECD countries. 

6. Conclusions 

Drawing upon the analytical and empirical work here, 
conclude about: 

--The most likely future course of energy and macro
economic events. 

--The possible risks given the nature of potential 
shocks. 

--How alternative energy policies might affect the 
,future, .. Here we will draw conclusion for both the 
U.S .. and OECD. 

• 
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Paper 4: Macroeconomic and structural implications - Western Europe 
(provisional outline) 

•-·-

(It is assumed that the b~sic world energy situation and outlook will be dealt 
· ~rith in Paper 1, aspects of wurld trade, payments and investment in Paper 7, the 

socio-political future of Wester~ Europe in Paper 10, and global views on political 
implications - cohesion/disruption and the balance of power- in Papers 11 and 12. 
This paper therefore does not discuss these aspects in detail; however, brief 
mention of them may in some cases be unavoidable.) 

1) 'Western Europe' is a convenient concept far a chapter heading but not for 

much else. The macro-economic and industrial structures of the score of independent 

countries - and even those of the four major countries - are different. 

2} Egyally different is their endowment with·energy resources and, consequently, 

their energy policies. 

3) The existence of the European Communities has so far not changed much this 

situation of divergence; there has been no lack of honest attempts to achieve 

significant harmonisation - particularly in the area of energy policy - leading, 

however, to the recognition and better definition of the naticnal difference~ 

(minor steps forward being the exception) rather than to the formulation of an 

~C policy. Reforming the industrial s··oructure has been another objective; but 

although there has been some modest-progress, commercial and trade policy alone 

appears ~o have come up to the high early expectations. 

4) . The first step, therefore, is the 'mapping' of Western Europe, starting •~th 

the main structural indicators which demonstrate the differences. 

5) Some of the European countries rely very heavily on- imported oil or other energy, 

others less so, and again others hardly at all (though this situation may change 

after 1985). It is therefore i~portant to see the extent to which existing domestic 

energy sources, with the likely additions, may be able to cope with foreseeable 

demand and vice :versa, e.s 11ell as the order of excess rcq,uirements to be covere~ :0...1j 

imports- still assuming availability. 

I. 

.-

I 
' I 
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6) This is a'tentative forecasting exercise which will be based ou the 

individual countries' own plans, supplemented possibly by estimates. A further. 

important point is a breakdmm by the main types of primary energy (oil, coal, 

gas, primary electricity). It win also require the critical examination of the 

European countries' nuclear programmes, with special regard to anti-nucleari= 

(referenda, etc.). 

7) What is energy used for? Again, differences among countries are large and 

it is probably a minimum· requirement to compare them, indicating the. pattern of 

~final ~~e}n industry (possibly separ~g-:h-=--~=~n_a_n_d_s_t_e_e_l_industry l_._::_:~_nspc::;::, 
other sectors, as well as non-energy use. 

8) Energy requirements of the various branches of industry show large variations 

and any shortage of energy suppl).es may have ~orrespondingly varying effects on 

their operation. A crude ranking of industries by specific (per unit of' output) 

energy requirement - from input/output tables - would help in the later phases. 

9) The scenarios for the 1980s expect e. "minor shortfall" of energy supplies lll 

1985, gradually rising to ~pprecie.ble proportions by 1990 and the gap would be 

wider.in.,; rapidly as fr·.:>m thelL onwards. In fact. however' there may be a large 

number of possibilities in the vexed and rapidly changing energj· world. (Indeed, 

a considerably modified IEA view in the near future would not be at all surprising 

for a number of reasons, mainly on the supply side.) At this point, therefore, 

decisions have to be made on a numbe7 of aspects; following the 'guidelines' these 
e:--·------.., ... ~--~-=--.,-,-~~~~ ...... .---.·.r.~ " -". -~ ·--··-.. ~---------::C----~--~--- ---
are: 

. . _.:-·-.1. 

' 

the time horizon, 

economic gro•.th as proxy for demand, 

the energy/GNP coefficient 

domestic energy production, 

the availability et' imported energy . supp~f~ -; 
' .J J 

.L!'?.J ...,_ /_ ..-"!-- .... '/ :. £/' ~1 
~'-V"..:-"""""f.A/1/1 C /- . j -~u U,.t-'1.--t- ·7/ 



10) Time horizon: the next decade, discussing the mid-1980s in more detail (and ... · .. 
considering 1985 as a shorthand for the mid-eighties rather.than a concrete 

·calendar year) and the end of the. decade ( 1990 - representing crudel.Y the· period 

1989-1991) •. Prospects beyond that will only be hinted at. 

11) Economic. growth: the 'guidelines' proposals are probably on the high side 

(3.4% a year); the suggestion is. 2~-3% a year for Western Europe. (If OECD's 

estimates concerning the effect of oil price increases on GDP are to be believed, 

and if the likely future oil priee is taken into account, even 2~-3% may be 

ever-optimistic.) 

12) Energy/GNP coefficient: the 'guidelines' expect a 'reduction to 0.8'; as a 

general rule the reduction is accepted. rt· is not easy to see the extent of the 

reduction (i.e. to 0. 8 but from what? - presumably from about 1 • 0). Fu...>-thermore, 

the past record of the various countries in Western Europe has been different and 

thus a more detailed treatillent of this aspect is probably unavoidable; some 

countries may already have a coefficient below the 0.8 target. (The 'ratio' is 

in fact a misnomer: the indicator in question used to be called the energy/output 

coefficient.) 

. 13) Domestic ene!·gy producti~:t: the prosp:cts, _as reflected ·by ,the countries' plans 

or programmes (see above), obviously have to be re-assessed in the light of the 

changed energy situation. 

14) ·Imported supplies: it seems very unlikely now that .the 38 mbd 

Arabia's 15 mbd} will be reached, as foreseen by the 'guidelines'. 

(and Sau;;~ ~ 
(A surprise-fr/J/ 

I 

scenario is supposed to exclude pleasant surprises as well!) The three West 

European scenarios will therefore be based on the following assumptions: 

(a) ·As compared with estimated w; European demand for crude oil imports, no 

more than minor, almost marginal, shortfall of OPEC (plus other producers') oil 

by 1985, becoming considerable by 1990. This, basically, is the IEA scenario 

given in the 1 guidelines' •. · (By now, this see;ns very U.!llikely. It is worth 

including it at all?) 

~ 
I· 
f 
! 
' 
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(b) Considerable shortfall already by 1985, of the order fOJ;eseen for 1990 

in {S:) above. (If the quantities foreseen by OPEC for production in ·1980 

are maintained to 1985 this already means a considerable shortfall.) 

(c) Some major calamity of whatever nature and origin, reducing available 

OPEC supplies to 50 per cent of the 19'(9 level, occurring some time in the 

1980s • 

. (d) In order to avoid complicating the scenarios even further it will be 

assumed that the natural gas supplies planned will indeed be available but 

there will be no access to additional quantities under cases (a) and (b) 

above. In the 1 catastrophic 1 scenario (c) the natural gas quantities· from 

OPEC would also be cut by one half. 

(e) In view of the special connection between some Hest Europe?.n countries 

and the USSR as a supplier, the European East-West oil/gas trade ~ill require 

brief consideratioc:; t:C.is should include the Polish coa:l trade, as well as, the 

future of the energy flows between the USSR and the other East European Cl<IEA 

countries on the one hand, and between the USSR and Western European countries 

on the other. 

(f) Insofar as ~~ import requirements of Western Europe are concerned, it 

is ass·..uued tha'c in scenarios (a) and c-.,) above the qllantities needed •.;:ill be 

available; in case (c) there may be difficulties in two respects: the major 

problem will be that equipment end appliances cannot be rapidly converted to 

the use of coal, whilst the second question ~rill be the a:vailability of coal 

on a much larger. scale since output in the main producing areas. cannot be 

suddenly expanded beyond rather narrow limits. 

15) In assessing the macroeconomic impact of the scenarios in paragraph 14 above, 

there are two aspects to be considered: price and physical availability. Although 

interconnected, they nevertheless require separate discussion. Prices will go up 

(in real terms) even in the most favourable case (a) but of course they will increSEe 

much more in the other two basic cases. As. in the past, the gradually - but 

probably very significantly- increasing oil prices will affect output, ~~d fuel 
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inflation, in Europe. In cases (b) and (c), however, there will·.·be .additional 

difficulties which are - certainly in case (c) - unlikely to be automatically 

regulated by the price mechanism; these will stem from the physical shortage of 

oil, and of energy in general. It is indeed unlikely that in the case of a 

severe scarcity ever rising energy prices will not be supplemented by compulsory 

measures of various force, possibly going-as. far as physical allocation. 

16) The impact of higher prices may be tentatively estimated O'- a macroeconomic 

basis. Of course, any such estimate will be hazardous. In any case, it would be 

an advantage if the guidelines could be amplified by assumed future prices (or 

price ranges) in order to ensure· some uniformity in this side of the various 

contributions. It will be more difficult to go one step further down: to the. 

level of,.the energy-using· r.ectors. The reaction to .higher prices cannot be the 

same every;rhere, especially not if the oil price becomes excessively ·high. This 

aspect, however, becomes more important in the case of· real scarcity- whether 

or not the latter results in some kind of allocation system. 

17) In case of more serious, and especially catastrophic, scarcity, the developmen~s 

in the various Europ~an countries m~y be different, depending on their degree of 

self-sufficiency in energy. Although it can be assumed that the p;~essure on 

energy producers by non-producers will be heavy within Europe (and particularly 

within the EEC), the outcome of this political manoem"''ing vill only be to reduce 

the differences in endowment and not· to make them disappear. Thus, in most 

European countries any serious cutback of imported oil and gas supplies will 

require difficult decisions in many areas towards the middle or the end of this 

decade, affecting all major sectors as well as the way of life of the average 

citizen. 

,. 
' ' 

r 
,. 

' ,. ' 
r 
' 
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18) There will be many problems to be solved; only some of them cari be discussed 

and even those not more than rather superficially. In the area of industry the 

emphasis will be on reducing activities that are heavy users of energy; this, 

however,- is easier said than done since most countries would ~rish to retain some 

capacities, for example for making steel or other bulk base materials. ·It is 

conceivable that under normal conditions market forces, by way of sharpening 

international competition, ~rould sort out the most efficient prodt4;:;ers·; the · 

likelihood, however, is that if a scarcity-of severe proportions occurred, there 

would be no time left for market forces to .<Tork themselves through and 

_intervention might follo<T. Energy saving would take precedence over labour-saving: 

energy scarcity and abundance of labour will be the parallel resource problems, with 

opposite signs!. Every single country will attempt to concentrate on relatively 

energy-free· activities ·- especially on processing and services; this process is· 

unlikely to happen in c•:ny harmonised manner and the scramble may take considerable 

proportions, quite possibly leading to shortage~ of some (non-energy) materials. 

In the transportation sector, private transport will be hampered by lack of fuel 

and the past gradual dismantling of the public ~ zoail and road) t~ansport syst;em 

will be painfully felt. The privat<) life of 1-lr, or 1-lrs Avez-ege C~.tizen would not 

escape either: their mobility will be affected, as will the comfort cf their 

home: bicycles and warm clothing will be in great demand. So will any energy-

saving device (e.g. insulation materials) applicable in the home, on the road or 

in industry creating new productive activities and contribut:i!:g to structural 

changes. 

19) The most important branch of the economy towards the end of the decade 'or 

in the 1990s will be that producing or conserving - energy in S.."JY conventional 

or new form. It may be the nuclear industry, if the present technology can be 

further developed and the ecological opposition overcome. It may be the coal 

industry if new methods of coal-mining and processing technology can be implemented. 

It could be industries producing equipment for capturing renewable energy from 

solar, etc. sources on a large scale (or even on a small scale but using improved 
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technology) . or any new form of energy, such as alcohol from sugar.· .for motor fuel, 
• 

as already carried out in Brazil. Research and develop~ent into all these, 

and other, directions will be of prime importance (see below). 

20) In the longer run.(i.e. beyond the end of this.decade) there is clearly a 

need for new energy sources if the present lifestyle in Western Europe is to be 

maintained. The 1980s will be a period of transition. The development of new 

sources of energy - and we obviously neerr sources supplying energy in large 

quantities -will take 20-30 years; therefore efforts ·to solve the future energy 

problem of Europe must~e strengthened and more resources ought ·to be concentratec 

on research and development in this area. It is hoped that this may bring about 

the desired result. However, if no solution can be found soon, West European 

lifestyles will be very different in the more remote future, taking an eventual 

shape towards which the 1 catastrophic 1 scenario only indice.tes the first steps. 

I -e i 
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Robert B. Stobaugh 
2/29/80 
"Energy and Global Security" 

PAPER I: THE BASIC ENERGY SITUATION 

I. Statement of current static picture and brief historical review, including 
impact of 1973 -1974 and 1979 price increases. 

Consumption, supply, and net imports and exports of each energy form will 
be given. 

A. OECD 

1.· United States 

2 .' European G:,conomi0 Community 

3. Japan 

4 •. Other 

B •. OPEC 

C. Developing non-OPEC 

D. Centrally planned economies 

E. Total world 

II. Review of lEA estimates for 1990 and 2000 

,, . Demand 

1. OECD 

2. OPEC 

3. Other developing countries 

4. Net CPE 

s. Total 

B. Supply 

1 ; .. Oil 
' 

a. OPEC 

b. Other developing countries 

c. OECD 



c. 

D. 

2 

2. Natural Gas 

3. Coal 

4. Hydro/geo/solar and other new supplies 

5. Nuclear 

6. Total 

Basic assumptions l 
1. Crude oil prices 

2. Economic growth 

3. Price elasticities short run 

4. Pri.:e elasticities long run 

5. Energy-gdp ratios 

Conclusions 

1. The lEA estimates sho~ a notional gap of 3.3 mbd in 1985, 9.5 mbd 
in 1990, and 28 mbd in tnk year 2000. 

2. The lEA suggests several methods of closing the gap including increased 
ene!:gy production, and/or lower GNP and/or greater energy conservation. 

Ill. ProbabJB variations in the lEA estimates of energy supplies. (Each of the 
major variables listed under ll will be discussed.) 

The lEA shows primary energy demand of 84 mbdoe in 1976, growing to 
190 mbdoe by the year 2000. (1 obtained mbd by multiplying m toe by .oa.) Their 
base case shows 162 mbdoe of supplies in the year 2000; hence the notional gap 
of 28 mbdoe. They further show a possible change in supplies that would result 
in an additional 37 mbdoe for a total of 199 mbdoe. The lEA does not show the 
possible changes in the base case that would indicate. a louer supl'ly·rather than 
a higher supply. 

My preliminary analysis indicates that it 4--Jw~le that .sup.,P.lies ;uj_g!.JJ;_..fall 
short of the IEA base case by as much as 49 mbdoe, that is output in the year 2000 

~•~:gtrt:-lie 113 mbdoe :GIS'teacr-or-16"2 mbdoe and the notio_I]2} g~.p;;ight [,e ·n·mbdcie-·=· 
-.::nsl:eaaOT'28'mli'ilO"e."-"E'Vei1iCsuppTies··;;:re"·iici·Cas-1ow as u:rffii><foe~my-prefiffiiila~y 
analysis in(ficai:e's surely they will not be as high as the 162 mbdoe lEA base case. 
(The 113 is equivalent to an energy growth rate of 1.4 per cent per year.) 

The implications of a notional gap of 77 mbdoe are quite staggering. If 
this production level S11ilUld actually occur,!~here are two ways"""Wclose this 
notional gap. __!.L.ilieJnergy.::gnJL.£~£!2-..!.Lill!.L_~Jlll?.L~ed_JlY.er .... t.h!'LI)..!!.mbe_:2~'l....!E .. 
the lEA estimates (.84 from 1979 to 1985, .83 from 1985 to 1990, and .67 from 1990 
to 2000) then gnp growth would be 1.7% per year between now and 1990 and 2.1 percen: 
from 1990 to the year 2000. (These numbers were obtained by dividing the energy 
growth rate of l. 4 percent by the lEA estimated energy-gdp ratios . } In round 
numbers this would mean that instead of economic output doublinl! between :).979 
11nd the year 2000 it would rise only 50% therefore the world would be l/4 
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poorer in the year 2000 that it would otherwise be. (I've used the term world but 
in fact the economic growth rate and the energy-gdp ratios are only for the 
OECD •) The loss in 1979 dollars would be about 3 trillion dollars. 

The only Wl!Y. of closing the notional gap of, of c;pur~ would~....££. 
improve tne energy-gdp ratio. To achieve the economic growth rates indicated 
by -the lEA (3.5% between 1979 and 1.990 and 3% between 1990 and 2000) the energy 
gdp ratio would have to be .4 between 1979 and 1990 and .47 between 1990 and 
the year 2000. 

' 

.. 
r 
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l. If I seem some~1hat ca-atious about sticking my head over the .parapet ,to 

survey the_ terrain of the coming de6~e, it {s because the oil industry is no 

resp!'Jcter of forecasters. As late as 1973, there ~1ere corporate economists 
. :,c .. 

who. ~m{ 1985 in ~erms of Saudi Arabia 1 s producing around 26 million barrels 

e. day)b/d), Irap,l3.m5.llion, Kuwe.it 6 million, with further Iraqi and Nigerian 

1\'1. contr,ibut;!.ons of 5 million a piece (Note l). This _optim:tsm about productive 

. .. ce,pabili ties ~{as. enough to persuade some well-reSJlected commentators tha:t; , . ·,, :...,.::. ~ . .. ·.. . .. . 

Ol'EC, c0uld be_ .broken and the_ price of crude be reduced to the :Dolla.r-~ba,r:rel 

N2 range (Npte 2), 

2. T"nis .optimism was very much a relic. of the intellectual- plimate of the 

rv :l;960s,_ whe::1 oil Has cheap .and, for some. of the Hajors, 

too, much i'liddle E;astern oil -.not too lit.tle .(:t!ote 3). 
•'· . . - .. 

the. problem ~Jas having 

Since,- the wid-l970s, 

howeYcr, l'I_G have .~>ll be_ en _hecoming more pessimistic about likely oil ·production 

levels 5.n the 1980s, This pespimism :r:ests partly on a gr01dng p.~;areness of 

the teclc."lical limitations on what a country_ like Iran could actually produce 

should its political leaders ever permit it again to profracc fl't out. ?artiJ·, 

thol.lch1_._ t~ppe ,~c a g:L'owing.w~~areness that a number of oil-prod·,tcing countries 

Of'hHkcly, to produce at l'rell belc.-.1 their t:c~o;retical capacities, for. rea~;ons 

which rc:~ge frc::u 'high' politics (a dissatisfaction with attempted seti;~ements 

of ,:tfle. f'alestinian issue) to a simple calculation that o.il prices are best 

k,ept.>high, by keep:lng oil pro<iuc;.Ion low. r;; is .this mixt·v.re of. politica:;. 

a."li i;ec~"lical fac:tors which makes projections of the 2980s E. hazardous business. 

Ho',·rcvcr,_ c Co:wen';ional 1-!isdom is emerging, OPEC production in 1980 is likely 

te: fe,ll by one to t-"o million b/d over 1979 levels. At best, __ i.t;oi&'1t then rise 

by 1935 to 5-~ million barrels a day above the mid-1979 level of· ;1.6 million b/d 

N4 (No.to 4) •. At worst, it is now conceivable that OPEC 1 s total output will never 

U5 exceed 1979 levels again (No.te 5). Is such pessimi~m over-dra~m? A:re there 

any conceivable policies of the ,i~dustrialized world •~hich might make the 

slightest difference to :fut~e production levels? 

~. <"· ,. • .- •• , I 

3•.. ·,Before looking at. the sltuation in individual T'nird \·iorld oil-producing 

cou."ltries, '"e need to consider the ra.'1ge of lssues ,:hich are. engagilig OPEC 

memb9~:s, · .. Ur~ecs ~1e d.o this., we can run into the tz·ap of thinking tha.t their 

actiqn3 .f:i:r.e, motiva:ted_._by __ a. single., factor-the desire to maximise their 

rcve:mp from oil, -~lhateYer _the O.amage which mig.l-)t -b~ done elsm,·here in the 
' ' '. . . l ' . . ' ', 

world.. In fact.,. thGi.:c m_ot~ves are much more complex tha.1'1 'th-itf~ :and. the 

ir...d1.!s:t~ia-li:~crl wo:rlcl.' a _p_o,l:tcy. makers must ta.l<e thi-~/ i:n'tb P ... cccri...'l'"lt" 
- ' 

"' 

·.• .. . ·. ~. 
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.. 4. ... . .. Above, eve:cythj.ng el,se , .. AIC. (Advor.cced_ Indus,tr:cal Country) readers should 

.. realis.e, that .. OPEC mombe:r.s. have, . over the. h\St couple of years, increasingly 

· st~ted_ .to. quo~_tion. t·:hcr0 thq oil indust:t'Y should fit into_ their national . .. . . ,. 

deVE)lop!llei)t strategie~. The logic of thJs debate is persuading the planners 

.: and .oth13r technoc:r.e:j;o that. th•lir optimum strateGY is to leave m•Jre oil in 

:.·-~e. ~qung. that:t AIC :- q9nsumer_0 fiGht like. (_0PF:Q. sollrces, re:f~r. to this as 
1 cop._servi.ng~_ oil9 Np.ic~~ ,_ ~-s. :ca.~~-er conf1:-..sin{'; ._ ~i~1cq ener_gy _'conservation' 

: w_~tl).;i.n,"~he .1\.ICs means cutting b<~ck on the us.!?. of energ,r, not c~ its ].XOduction). 

HOI{ever, this is not just a debate ammog technocrats. The fall of the Shah 

and its aftermath have shaken the leaders of the other Hiddle Eastem oil-

.. p;ro.?,ucinG states, _and, apart from <JOnc1udine that AIC allies.Uke the US 

c:a,nnot be counted o~ to pmp .up regimes uhich are i.n "2S3i.:S~mis,: they have 

· generally clra~m the lesson that over--rap:O.d ind.ustrialization and modemization 

. must polle, a serious ohallel;lge,. to, traditional, :cegi;ne:3 currently controlli~ 
. ··.:.:. '".:': . : '·· . - . ,_. ___ , ' -· . ' . ' . . ' . 

mvcJ:< of )'.id(lle Ea,stern oil. . 1~(3ncc, bcth l.'Ulers.and technocr.ats, art) no~; 

l;W,itt!d in sensing the,~ there are good domestic reasons. for not allO\-ling 

. '···· 
tP.eir oH to be _prodt+ced at its max:i.mUlll poten-;;ial rata • 

;<6 

H8 

. 5.. a selectip!l of reeent stat(,roent'l "by po3.ic;r .. :nakers within and around 

.... Ol'FJC, should indicate. hot< the eo!1cept of PJCOduc.t!.oi~-·lirilitation is now firmly 

embe4ded. >li thin the. oil~·producers' rheto::-ic: 
' ·.'I _. . . 

'.:··· 

. ·.-: 

. ""··: _,11 envisage that the prod•wtion poli<;i.es of Oi'ZC countries ;-;ill be. 

attUlle\1 to the requirc,ments of .their economic _mid social developme.."1t 

..... As. such the process of econo!!lic develcpracnt ca.nnot conceivably 

be completed. in_ a ~~hor·_t. -PE:riod duri:t;g ?ne 9 . _tuo or -~hr.ee five--year 

~~a.ns. e:. this :9rocess _vi.ll __ occupy the better :.9art of a century(·,,_ •. 1 

(8h~ik4Alii\ha1ifa al-Saba.l:t, Kmm.i.ti Oil r1iniste:" (Note 6)). 

,·- .•:!·'· . 1 ., .it ~.s. in the best inte!~est of OPEC count:1.:.es to follou :,,rudent 

oil production policies, ;;hich should pot be detemined by the sheer 

needs of the >lOrld energy- markets ••• they should not be residual energy 

suppliers during a tra.ns::. tional period in 1rhich they may lose their 

entire oil resources before they are able to cl.evelop their national 

and regioi_lal economics!' (Dr Ali Attiga, Secretary-General of OAPEC 

. (Note 7)) •. . . ,•, . 

. 1 The overuhelmingly predominant mot.i ve for the imposition of 

(production) .. +im.i tC?-tions in all of the countries where they exj st is 

.to _s.t:r.etch out the_ country's resources over a period-of time 1rhich at 
::. . . ' . 

presen·l; ~:r!lee.rs. to be long enough ·:;o allcu :for tra11sition to other forms 

of e.conomic ac ti vi i;y and national inco~e. '. (Francisco Parra1 ex

Secreta.ry-Gcmeral of OPEC (Hotel G)), 

~" ....... 
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rrpese are by no means the only .recent stat"ments a],ong these lines to come. 

from OPEC circles., but . they give an idea .. .. . . . . . . . •' . . . . of one 1·:ey the. debate •d thin the. oil 

producers is goine (Hote. 9). .. ~ 

6. There will be readers from the AICs who remain convinced that these are 

self-se:cving al:'gumcnts .designad to cover a base concern ~li'.;h keeping oil 
.... 4 .... ••• • • • • . • . ' . • . ': . . . • ' . • : 

prices as high as possible 1·1Hh a semi-respectable Developmental cloak • 
.. ' . . . . . . .' ,·;- . . 

Such s~epticism ~an blind.one to real problems which are troubUr.g the; leading 
. ·::'. . . . . . 

o.i,l.producers, Forone thing, Saudi Arabia, Ku~Tait, the United Arab Emirates 
.l ........ ·. . :'. . · ... -. .· . . . .· .. 

(hencefo:r.Hard tlle ITJ8) and Iraq a:r.e cu:r.rently producing oi:;_ at rates 1·1hich 
. :. ~- ,;:: ·. . . . ... 

give them an income they cannot totally snend. One Chase Economics analyst 

s~c;~sts ~~t.sa~d(idab.ia ~a; b~· running' a ,il2~5 billio~ ~urrent a~~~~t . 

s~l~ii i~'i979; K,~;:1ai~ ,il~L25 billion; i;~~ %9.:2.5 b~lliQ~; and the rfAE .i5 ,4 
'.'.'J•;·~·:: •' '•_·,·.' •: ~ ,.·.:' '; j.,v·.,. ,'• ' ,:· .. i,.:..~ .. .-.:,• •J'-', • '• • • .· ,." 

HlO billion (Hots 10), 'l'hese are . sums vlhich cannqt ]?e inv:csted in . their domestic 
;··· .. : · ·.; ·.. .· :~ •. ---~·.-~· · .·.: · ....... ~,~·:-: ·:lt"i..~ .~:.!;:.r'j'':-:": ·--•· .. • _ 

economies .. ~Tithout riskir.g "severe inilation.u'Y .. (and q_ther social) tensions; 
. : ~:: !-•,·: ·' ·:. -:;_--: .:.·- · ...... ·: . '·.·'· .·. L'~~ ... ! . ..... :,) ... ;";' ... ;_; -~" ;1; .... ' •.. -- ;._i, ~ 

if they are .:i,nvested abroad,. they run the risk of being-. devalued by declines 
:,· .. _- I " ,:;· .- •. :-.. i· .. ~ :: ·.: • ~, ,• .f•J:;.. '• , , :-;.,:",j, .. ,. . ' :.!. " 

:In .key_currencies s.uch e.s.the Dollar ox·, eve~, of being blocked by AIC action, 
:: :':'!·i ·: ...... ::.- · :··.;, · .. :., · .. :~·r .: - : .. e ... : ·.! ·:·;1. · .. _ ·: . . :!_;; 

It. is hardly surprising that the fc.udi Hini,.ter of Fin~·.,,e recently told the 
-~;,.:·.: .. :.···:> .. ~· .. ~.~-- '.:. ,· . ·~.:· ~ .. -.. .- ':·.::·- .. ·. ' ; . 

joint ll'JFj\·!orld Bank ai'_'lual meetincr .. at .. ~e),grade: 'It 11ould _be_,n;uve .to 
. .. :-. . ... ; . : . · .. :·-' _.. ·. . 

pret~nd that c continuous erosion.of our financial resources through ini1.ation :. :: ."':.' .-:,; .. :. . · .. :·_-_,_. ... _., : ... ·;;.·.':. 
Hll and exchange . .depreciations could not.evoke reactions.• (Not~ll). In these 

Nl2 

-~-·~- . 

circumstances, one ca"1 understan<i people in the oil producir.ff ~10rld .who . .-.: -- . . .,,. 
queeti9.n, ~~h~j;h<Jr . they shoulG. run up rapidly-eroding financial surpluses . -. . .. 
mere:j.y to maintain the A!'Js 1d ';h the level of oil supplies to ~rhich they have 

beco~e accusto~~d. 

7. "Alongside these financial and develoymental issues, there is a series 
..... ·. 

of t1op:ies ;rh:i.ch can perhaps be described as involving 'Good Husbandry':~. 

Every~ne ~cepts that oil is a v1asting asset, so there is a growing debate 

about the optimal rate at 11hich pro<iuction should run i~ Ofder to get the 
.. .. 

best long-}erm returns from fixed reserves. Future_ gener~:ions are not going 

to thank current policy-makers should the latter permit the draining of oil 
. . : . . . ' . . ' L . . .. ~ .. 

thought of.uhether they can be replenis~Td. reservec \·Ti thout the slightest 
,;, . · .. 

· .. · . 
a. !l'his is a debate \1hich is growing in intensity as the oil producers 

rc~ise hoH .fast the res.~rves-to-pro.duction ratio has been faUincr~ . By OPEC 

calculations, this ratio was .135 ;rears for Hiddlc 
· .. :;r.,_ ·.·~ .. ::.- :.1.::.-.~·,t\·'·. . · 

Eastern oil pro~ucer~ iL"1 

1957; by 1976, thatha.d,}a~~ep)?,4?,.Yea;rs (Note 12). By most ota.;.da.rds, 

this is still a gener;~s ~~tri'n;· .but" the oil proa.,_,cj.ng crovenunents 'e~e only .. . .~ : . . . . . . ...... ::.:. -~' . . . . . . . . 

too D.-\ia..~e that OPEC members su_ch as Iran, Ven~zuela and Algeria ma.y_ \·rell 
·-·: . . 
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' have reached thei:t" peal-;: oiJ: :PJ::odUeti~ri l-evels~ i:>.gain 9 the T·ii.ddle Easterners 

··k.11ow that ·their 'pubHsheii prc.vecl' reserves have barely inched ahead since 

1973, from 550 billion barrels ta 370 bi.llion in 1978, This inevitably 

leaves .them fes:ling some~.;bat i.nsecu:ce. 

9. Il011,'' it' is likely that {he oil producers' pessimizm is overdrawn.·'' For 

one thing, there is at least one very :lmportunt country (Saud.i. Arabia)· ~1hich 
has . a stroriti se·ir.:...pr~serVing interest in not being forced to arm ounce major 

new· ~ddi tions: t~ its ~il ~eServes ~ Secondly, the ,,<Jhol.e irJdn~try has been in 

transition from the early 1970s, and the m>~ ND.tionHl Oil Companies have not 
. ,' . 

yet ·fully truce11 over the exploration rolo no IV lm~gel.y. 'vacated vi thin the OPEC 

world. by the Hajors. Accepting that there are a nUlllber of q_nalifications 

a.b01it the val~e of' the 'd1cilling density·, concept (Ilote i3), there is a:ro~d 
a 15:1 ratio between the. relative drilling 2.ctivH0, found in the liiCs and 

thi? .. 'orEC countries (see Table 1). The ratio between the AICs and the nq~l··'' 
OPEd · d·~-~eiopj~n~- c~~ntries is even more one-~·:t·decL ~}1 t~matelyf ·thou@:l~'. Y!e 

sh~uld not get too bogged dov:n in such tecl:mico,i'i ties. 

the Oil prodUC8I'S perceiVe that the.)' aX~ aJ.l~Wing thPtr 

\!hat matters is that 
'_.. ·.-'· 

rather faster 

'cl to. be produced.: 

th;m may be ;,ise'. In the vmrds of OPEC' s Deputy SecretG.ry·· 

Gen~~2>l: 'The urgency of oil conser-,ratio;:, in the OPEC area stc:;ns from the 

fact 'that depletion rates are the highest in the 1·1orld. The lifespan of its 
'. 

on reservoirs is conti.nuall:y an1 dramatically shortening as a result of the 

fast. d.epletion of ·~il reserves, "i thout such a depletion beinG' counter-

balanced by 

(Note 15) 

'.'•>· 
nev commensurate ne~ additions c.f rGcoverable oil' reserves,' ,, 

10; 'a is argur.wnts like these which sus:;ain the 'Young Turks' (to use 

lU6 Shei1~· Yamani' s tann' (ilote 16)) within the oil-producing world, . Vie have 

al:i:-eady seen the eoergence of national ceilings on oil-production--: )Cu\.rci.i t. 
Ql in 1972; Abu Dhab:l and Qatar in 1977; Saudi Arabia in 197 ; and Iran in 1979. 

Some _of these ceilings have a1ready been lmvered sil1~e they ~rere first 

fonn'llated (as in km:ai"t's case). Ho1·1ever, if the arguments fo:!: production: 

limi tatiun gain gro1md, then >'e 11ill probably see further reductions in them, 

Hi th a resultant impact on the 1mrld' s supp1y-cl'lmend balance. 

. . . - . : . 

11. Dl timateij, though, the events of 1979 l:ave reminded us that political 

tu:r.mo:il nlay be just as i~po~tant as eC:~n.omic calculation in rendering our 

projectiOns· obsoieie. ~!c ean all drav: up lists of count:cies uncle:r- stress 

;., 

ri-bm, ~:..ier-rapi·a_· i'n.d.~lstriaiiz.?..tio;l arul frc~ :religious and n.•"J;tionaliot tensi·2>ns .. 

Inter-Arab tena.ions vr.i.ll r!.cvc:r be fa~c from the surface as long .as key count:cies 

·' 
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l~e Saudi Arabia are torn bet•.;een their commitment to the 11rab eause in 

Palestine .. and their _need for. a -.;orking relat:!.om:hip with a Uni;ted States 

bent on following a diplomatic. policy >hi eh, perhaps inevitably, leaves the 

majority of the Arab \lorld dj_ssatisf5.ed. T:len; there is the possibility of 

w~s and terrorist act,i:vi·t:Les \vhich. could cut off oil supplies from the 

Persian/Arabian Gulf for at lea\'lt a short period, Hight dome;Stic pressures 

force an unwise US m:L],itary adventure in the _region? • Uhat about the Russians? 

.Can ye guarantee that a_ violent struggle for? political, change in Southern 

Afrioll. m,ight- not spill_ over. to affect the production poli.cies of _a COUil:try 

likE!. ll.i.geria'l 

.,., .. :. 

12,.. Th,i:s paper, then; _will, examine the most likely _production poliqies_ 

~1hich the leacling oil producers will follot·l in the 1980s, It will look at 

the' chances of radi_cal breaks in these. policies. It .~Till conclude w,i: th an 
.- ,-,. 

examination of policies which the AICs might follow either to persuade the_ 

oil produqers to be.more generous in their production policies, or to ~void 

some of;. the 1vorst 1 downside 1 risks . we can envisage_, .. 
•.-,_ 

-~ ~· . 

The l'Li.ddle Eastern .Oil Pro~~E§.. 

• , • , .Saudi Arabia 

15. Saudi Ara~.J:~,the_ cpUIJ..LO' ~h~~E) __ ppli_tic_~l stability and oil-production 

policies. will set the tone for the development of the' \torld eccrtoii:iy· durin.s-----
. ' I . . ' . • . ... --~-~ . .-. .. ~ •---

t'1.e 'f-980s. The indications. are that the country's policy-makers win rio.t 
..... _~.·--o-."e".'~o~ 

enjciy' this :>urden, and -fua:t.}hey will limit Saudi production to lower levde 
:-i· •:. 

during this decade than. 'the AICs would like. 

:" .·_:; ~~(~{;:~~'' . ..-;: 

14. . The -upper techniqaL 1imi ts to Saudi production l'n the mid-1980s will 

depend on 't>~o sets of cpnsiderations. _Firstly, there is the surprisingly 

vexec. question of how .much oil is likel~ to be produced fr_om the exi!lting 

productive facilities, Jhe problem here is that there is 'still some doubt 

as to how much oil they. could a:ctua1ly .produce now on a sust£".:..nable basis, 

As late as Spring 1979, it was ;.generally assumed that the Kingdom c;ould 
1", •. ,. ' 

choose to produce at around 11:8 million. b/d. In fact, one d~y .in December. 

1978, production actually ~~ached 12 ~llion b/d (note 17). 'iro~Tever, there 
. I ' 

is a grm;ing consensus· that production at those sort of 1eve~s >;ould lead to 
''"Ci • ;".,d:-

irreparable damage to 'the 'Saudi, • fields and, since we e.re dealing with fields 

like Gha\-lar (68 billion'barrels reserves) <!nd Safa.niy~·-(25 billion), w~~h 
are so. eno~qus that th~ir. .perfo.rmanc·-as a.rG indi vi, dually im.porta.'1t to· world 

·.;,oil output, )lo-()ne is inclined to take arry risks, In the short-rur1, there is 

--- --------------------------------- ---- ' 
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an appa.:!:-eilt ileed to step -hp :routine development Ho:Ck to Stop a Steady reduction 

in the !Gngdorri1 s upper sustain<>b1o rate (nol-I :oomGtim8s thought to be ·closer 

Nl8 to 9,5 niHHon b/d, than 10.5 million (Note 18)). 

15. ·'!'here have been -b<o reports which havG sirrnalled a chang~_ng perception 

of Saudi Arabia's productive capabilities. The first of these 11as the report 

Nl9 from the US Senate ~'oreign Hclations Committee (Hcte t9) which suggests that 

the 9,5 million b/d level probably represents the ](j_ngdom's long.:.te:rm sustainable 

pr<Jdi:tctive capacity', A higher rate of 12 mHlion b/d mi.ght be sustainable·· 
- ,; ·--~· 

for 15-20 years before i=Gversib1y declir.ing, Attempts to push productive-

caj:Jaci·ty up tm·rard the 16 million b/d mark 1·1onld shorte;~ the period such peak 

H20 production could be sustair;ed, ~he CIA have supported this analysis (llote 2o), 

16,. il'he Saudi au'thori-Gies are reportedly angry with such analyses and have 

by no means dropped -plans tn expand p:roducti ve capaci t·:;r; However, the smile 

of!:' their ambitions" has been· drastically rechiced--and there is no guarantee 

that SUCh plans Will be v.ceserved should the conse:n•atioU:ist::i ever 11in th:C, 

upper hand, Cm:rently, it is being left to the Aramco consortium to finm10e 

capaoi ty increases out of its own profit margi.ns, 11h!.ch thus 'adds. a further 

eleiDent of uncertaint-y into the ecruat.ions. 

':J:7. The key point here is tha·c it 1vill tcJm a political decision <ri thin 

Saudi Arabia to authorize the investments ~o~h.ich ;rill m::ke higher sustainable 

production ra'~es :;icissible :Ln the mid~i980s, If the~· do give approval, than· 

there Hill be inevitable timc;.::le,es. In the cptimistic mid-1970s, Aramcc -· 

assJmed it might increase productive capacity by a millio~ b/d per year,-

In our current cautiotUJ mood, we should. assume that the o'tudis are unlikely 

'to authorize capacity increases in steps of more th:c.'1 one miJ.lion 'S/d at -a 
·-

tim~·;,'a'rid, 

'reltitiviily 

. ·.;.- '· 

even th€m'i· that they IWUld prefer to see the investment made-

slOI>ly. So, ~m oan assume tl:;at the current sustainable producti-on 

rate is somewhere in the 9.5-10_ 5 million b/d rru1ge, \le can also assume 

that, \mless told to the contra:t-y, Arainco will continue with its plans to -· 
raise this to the 11 million b/d rai1ge, but that thj_s expansion will take a 

couple of years to materialize, Decisioi1s to bring capacit-y up to -the-12 · 

million b/d range- are 'mlikely to be taken in time for -tl:iat ca:pacity to be : 

reached by the mio.-1980a, 
. ' .,,_ -· .. _ ... :.- -· 

18. HoNever, the chru1ces are quite 'h'igh that na f:vx:ther-e*Pans1eh-.i>.LaU_ 
-~. --

' Por one thing, the off5.cial s:5 · · talc~s place in the immediate future. 
. -- - - --~---..,.,._-~~--- .. ---
million b/d Ilrocluction CE:i1ing .is -gal:nin5' in symboJ!.c importance. - Admit-~edly, 
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it has been consciously breached in 1979, but sb.ould demand fall' in ·1980, 

then Saudi production could fall bel m; the ceilin(l' with the chance that 

poli t:.i.~al opinion >Vill harden against ever producing 2-b<ive it ,again except .iil 

extreme circumstances, 

19. · Given. the nature of Saudi decision-making, it is pointless for out

siders to make firm predictions about the 1vay things •,till go. All ~m c2.n do 

is lay out the factors l'lhich may a.ffect future; decisions one way or another. 

20, The first thing to stress is that .the Saudis have proved anything blJ.t· 

the 'low absorbers 1 l'lhich many western observ-ers· still see them as being. · The 
. . 

Kingdom is in the middle ~f a mas~ive programme to provide the basic ini'ra-

strtioture needed in a modern state. There are major plans for industrial 

N21 investment which have not yet got into top gear (Note 21)> All awareness of 

the country·• s vulnerability to predatory outsiders has inevitably led to ·. 

heavy ex:pendi ture on the military sector, ~thich currently accounts for about 

a third of the national budget. !Jational security considerations have en

couraged the Saudi leadership to be even more outward-looking, £>.•id to provide 

a variety of neighbouring states (Bahrain, Olllan and the Yemen Arab ~epublic) 

~ti th varying degrees o'f financial ,;upport. Sntwined with purely .security 

cons'iderations is the''fact that the Kingdom is the spiritual centre of Islam, 

uhioh thus involves the Leadersh'_p with the Palestinian issue and with further

flung events sue~- as 'the l1oroccan· ·Algerian tensions over tile Western Sahara, 

·Once again, Saudi money is involved • 
. ', .. 

•': 
21. · He thus ·have a country whose import propensity for ·both goods and 

T2 se:t.-vices has proved relatively high (~;ee Table 2) and which is enmeshed i:-. a 

series of regional and religious enta'lglem;mts involving further ex:pendi tures 

of money. Ue can thus understand hovt the Saudis wer" forced to dip into 

their rese:t.-ves during 1978 and ea:rly 1979 \·then their oil reven-u.e& actually ran 

N22 behind their overall commitments (Note 22). This means they managed to spend 

t.l-:le'income from an average 8.3 ullion b/d priced at )lf12,64 (for Arabian Light). 

22,. HOI{ever, ~Ye arc nN: in a different -~TOrld. For the first nine months' 

:''of 1979, Saudi production was running at just under 9.2 million b/d; and was 

· 'being sold at )1{18 per ba=el--a pdce 11hich Hould inevitably be :raised before 

the end of the year. The Chase Economics Group estimated that the Saudi 

G..2 payments surplus should. run to f,12.47 billion in 1979 ((readers: there's 
. . 

N23 some ambiguity as to vlhether this is in 1977 dollars)) (?lote 2)). Higher 

piiC~s in 1980 ·shou.ld mOre tl:.an compensate for -any cutting back of ·productiox~ 
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levels t01mrd the syccoolic . B. 5 million b/ d. le·: cl • 

• .. t ,,: .. -. . . . 

2~. . ·.It is impossi'qlc -,;o ?P: cm:·tain about hou p01;erful. such expendi "t1lxE! 
pressures t·lill be 0!1 policy-·makors in ·;ho mid-l980s, because .~o much depends. 

on the speed t'l.i th uhich S2.ud.i ou·t·-g·oillgs eontirlue to increase. Since 1973, 

these have .. ri13en. by around. 50 vorcent per an."l.un: in nominal terms, !Ict;ever, 

commonE)ense. tells us the l~Ete .rcust -fall belou this in the 1980s and, indeed,. 

Saudi imports of goods .nad se::·vices qurin:; 1977. and 1978 did fall to axound 

a ~3 percent annual erm;ti:', rate, Showing caution, 11e must accept that this 

rat~ t'lill fall still furthsr, even if it does not do so precipitately. 

After all,. t;hat ;re Jmo;·J. of the ~hird Developmen"c Plan, HP..ich starts in 1Q80 •.. . •.· . ' . . . . 

suggeots that the_ Saudi,s are thinkin~.> in terms of ea...T'Jllarking ;lf200. billion 

t.o deyeloprnental expenditure over 1980-85 (l:Jgt_.)? 24); the terr.po of rnili ta:cy · . 

spendin(S is. 1;':!; lea:'lt being maintained; and the major investments .in the .. 

industrial ports of J'ubail and Yenbo have yet to: reach their peak.· 

' 0 '• V 

?.4., .. _., I vJould ther~fore predict. that $audi Ar~b~at s financial oU::tgoings 

.will grow into the mid-1980s e.t SCL'•JHhcre between,l5-30 :Jnrc.ent per. annum. 

This means thats at ono extreme 9 the K:i,ngdom co1,1ld live Hith C}trrent pr;ices 

in 1985 as lm-1 [1,3 

the slot~est ~ate, 

, e:;dreme, ~·Je could 

%24 

and 

see 

pe:>:· bm:-rel, 

oil oxp.o::cts 

thHm t:ryi1v·~ 

on the ass;:tmption. that outgoings groH at 

run a:o ll. 5 million b/ d, At the opposite 

to keop oil pr,ices a,t ;lf76 per barrel, should 

ou:t_g~d:11gs i.ncrease at 30 :r?~rcent' pGr cmnum c1ncl should they try keepiric; exports 

•.r3 to. 8o5 milliqn-b/d (see rrc.-oJe 3 for other -..ra-c.iant[;;). It is "4oo soon to 

decide uhich onU. of this opec·trun ie> most likely to come about, but the 

picture clearly is one. >-Thich sh011s thr,t the press11res on Saudi '~ra.bia t.o 

develop. some combination of higher oilp:cocination nnd increased prices should 

not be (liscountecl.. If one fox.·ecees S;i -tuations in ythich there is considerable 

resistanee- to higher p::iees ~ then,. the: Sa1.1dis, ~nigh_t havo to inc:rease production 

in order. to maintain thei:r. rGvenl!es .'Lt. nro-·detormined levels. ,- - .,, .. 

r 

25. Ho~1ever, oven though He need to bo aHare of the expendi turc· pressu.tes .. 
_ on the Sc-.udis 9 '\'le should b8uaTe of ovcr·-·Gtressing them. For one thing~_ 

\then_aver the Kine;dom _. :qoe_s again come close to spcndi...Tlg its annual o_i.l revenues, 

i .. li lTill have more -str2.tegies ___ opan to it than merely increasing oil production • 
.. -... . ..... 

It could eat into. _-i,-ts -.finany_i~?l reserves ( currsntl7 in the %70 billion region). 

It could. push .for :higher .prices, It coulcl slesh spend.i.ng • 

.. ·,:-· 

26. It 1n thio -lc.st pvssi1~ili ty: \Vh.ich shQuJQ. nend. a_ s~1ive~~ down the spines 

of \·Torld_._t s )f.O~~cy-make~s s f:or \-tc .2.r,e ,.~!--pec:tiDg . ~he J~i:ng9-orJ _to continue on a 
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virtua~ly unprecedented importing spree. On 1978 figures, only' ten non-

, ,;communist countries were importinG' more; the Kingdom was importing more t.':tan 

.: ·,:Austria, Deninaik; :.Norway· or Sweden--and had very nearly over-hauled the Swiss 

N25 .(lJote 25), Admittedly,·· the· popUlation r<mges of these countries· are comparable 

·. 'liith' that ·of the Saudis, but 1-ie have to ask ourselves how sure 1ve are there 

might ncit be ·a reaction to. such ±mport:..dependenoe in a cotintry which- is so · 

new to ·industrial iife •. · The chances have to be put qui to high--particularly 

after the events in Mecca during November 1979. 
~. -.: 

27. Having sounded this ncte of cauticn,·we should point out that ~here· 

are technical constraints ag<d.Iist the Saudis dropping production too far belo~t 

·'the 8.5 million b/d "target; ·For one ·thing, Saudi export ·plans ;:for Naturai 

'' 'Ga:ei''Liquids (NGLs), assume that oil p:::oduction wHl be higher··thiln 8;5 million 

b/d; and:'that'''the curreth 65:35 .light-"'to-heavy crude ratio \·d.il be miillltained 

N26 (Note 26)~ '· Agairi,. as' negotiations progress Hi th potential i'oreign partners 

in fndu::;trial joint ventures (petrochemical complexes et al)' it is becoming 

clearer· 'that 'the ·crude imti tlemen·ts \vhfch ~<ill go with such investments ~till 

Q 3 cumulatively' tilvolve soriie (( }) Gilllon b/d •. This u not a massb'e am"unt 

by sa:iidi's'tandardsi but.;,ill form a series of firm commitments which unl. ·' 

reduce the dC'·:nward flexibility that the Saudis have. (These projects',a.lso 

utilise gas, so they are again linked with oil production policies-• in so far 

as Saudi gas is of the ass.ociatcd kind.) .. -, 1_·,.. 

'·'. 

28; 'Takini:; these econumic a•,d techriical considerations into account,· it 'will 1 

prove SUL'prisir,g if the ~ent Sa'Jli leadership drastically cuts oil production 

rates during the 1980s, l'Jithout severe political aggravation f:eom the AICs. 

'rnstead., ·ue would expect production to hov·~r 1vithin the 8.5::.9.5 million b/d 

region for at least the early part of the decade, with a reasonable chance 

that it ~till be raiseC. gradually tmmrd the 10.5 region: The current regime 

k has shoim itself responSi'le to wor::i.1 economic needs in the past, as when· it 

-tried to' undermine ·the high-price polity of the rest of OPEC in the first 

},<J.lf of 1977' and as when it increased oil production in 1979 to soften· the 

impact of Irania11 shortfalls, while keeping prices significantly' Yi·~ich1 those 

charged by the other ·producers. ·Of course, this moderation wiii'.riot"satisfy 

everyone in 'the Arcs, but given the constraints Hithin which Saudf'policy 

· ma:kers ~ibrk, these have"oeen relatively generous ~ather than restrictive 

''polic:i:es, Their 'generosity' ho~1ever could prove fragile and needs constant 

nurturing. 
. , •·. 

.. ,, 
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T3 ••••• Iran (Tfible 3) . 

ll27 

' 
" 29', > ... Only a fool uould try to predict Iranian poUUoal developments during 

• 
-the coming decade, though \/El can make some C,"l<esscs" .. It is .perfectly possible 

·-that :che fundamentalist Khomeini regime V~ill sta.y in .the saddle for most of 

:the: 1980s, Ho)lever, it j_s .likely to be a relatively weak one, pitting religious 

zec:l.· against various centrifut;a1 forc::es Hi thin Iranian society (minority 

,rel:i,gions' and. nationalities). On its curTcmt shot·ring, it is unlikely to be 

a technologically sophisUcatGd adroinistration, lthich means the AICs can 

icnore the possibility of ceJ:•tain Iranian poli.cies \vhich might othen1ise be 

desirable. for the uorld .eCO)t:lmy (i.e. stec1.dily increasing Iranian cru.de 

exportn). Should the regime of Khomeini Pw"ld his follm·rers be overthroun, it 

is' likely .that Iranian instability will continue for a Hhile. Houever, even 

.if· a forceful nmv regime did establish itself, it vmuld mostlikely shape its 

policies in the light of the anti-Americ<Jni.sm (perhaps general xenophobi,-a) 
' 1~hich is cu.=ently in the aseendant. Econol"lically, this me.ans that it is 

extremely unlikely that any Ira.nian regime >rHl >~ant to '.!ring back significant 

numbers of foreigt~ers to help .in oil production. J.n any case, even if a 

. regime . in Teheran did so decide; it iH. unlikely that the oil-field· Horke:cs. 

in Khuze.stan 1;ould av"ept such a decision. Bccnomic nationalism is now 

rtUming very deeply 1d thin Irani:m society • 
... ... 

:· .. 
\-~ t. ·.. ? 

c 
39· It is extremely difficult to see any circ=stances o-ver the oorr,ing , 

half-decade· :~n 11hich Iran ;rill be producing mu"h more than 4 million b/o on 

a~ sustained basis, The reaction against the Shah's policies of produci.ng at . . s 
full output. runs extremE·lY dee:r. Official policy seems . to hscve crysta].lised 

ro~nd an export ceili11g of 3. 3 roillion b/d, 'ti th dooestic c.onsump:1;j-9n in 

1978 rurmiilg: at just over 600,000 b/d (Note 27). If this e)'llort.,0eiling is 

altered, i.t, is .more likely to be lo•rered, not r2.ised,, 

. ' 

31. As far as 1·1este~"!lers are concerned, it is nm1 generally., believed that 
. • • • J'.~ 

Iran' \•Till .prove technically incapable of producing more,. than about 4 million 
. ' . . . 

b/d in "the· mid-1980s, unless substantial further investmerttc, are !llade in .the . . .. : ,. 
oil fields in th-e :!.mmediai;e future, but .that decision is ... ,one that. ,.-ould 

involve bringing in, more expatriate technici.ans. than publip opiniol1 in th9• 
'c 

oilfields is likely to accept. \le should perhaps be a bi:t cau:tious about-.,_. 

such: belief~. ~i·J?~ !'l~n? of the people currently denigrating Iranian oi-l: / 

technology Her!". eithor cloDe to the form<Jr regime or else 'may be :westerne,rs 

bliniied by the 1 Suez pilots' syndrome---the belief that the technical 

capabilities of non-' \\'esternors! are close to zero. Ho\.,revez·, the:r.•e are 

{;,Tounds for suggesting tha.t some pessimism is jt~stified in this area. 
' . 
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Throughout the autum.'1 of ;I-979, tbere were pe:;:8iStEmt rumours (stoutly denied 

N28 by !HOC officials. (Note 28)) that Iran 1·12.8 having considera.blc:difficulties 

in meeting its production· targets. One of the industry 'bibles r, ~oleum 

Intelligence \ieekly, resolutely maintained that production ~18.8 running half 

a million b/d bel01;_ the 4 million b/d target during much of the July-September 

N29 period (Note 29). Secondly, there is . gener.al· agreement that the Iranian· · 

oi,l-fields Here. in grolving need of substantial gas injection even. before the 

Shah fell. Hm·rever, one of the very first decisions taken. by the Khooeini/· 

Baza:rpan administration was to stop the ambitious gas reinjection progra.cirne 

which 1ms j'.l.st sta:rting to gain momentum. This programme aimed to enhance 

Iran'~ recovery factor from 18 percent of oil-in-place to _25 percent. Its 

scrapping is not, by itself, sufficient to justify writing Iran's sustainable 

productive capacity down from a pre-revoluti<;:mary 7 million b/d to 4 million 

b/d in the 1980s. :. However, decisions_.like this and the e::..'1Julsion of most 

skilled expatriate .''lorkers will mean t)lat<the _upper limi te. of the ageing 

N30 Iranian oilfields must be assumed to be steadily declining (Note . 30). · · · · 

·.·,_ ' 

)2. ci.,a,rJ.y, however, ~:tat matters is not the technical debate but the 

simple· J?Oli tical decision about--l'That production level l'Till give·:I:z:an the 

revenues needed to maintain. the -economy at. a: chosen level. The scrapping ·of 

the Shah 1 s nuclear and military plans has clea:rly left the nel'l regime with a 

lot of lee,··ay, particula:rly l'lith oil prices rising Go fast during 1979 •. The 

illtention is appa:rently still there to complete a number of fue industrial :.· 

P':'o_jects 1-lhich were under cons.truction when the Shah fell, but even if .such 

completion is ca:rried out fairly sma:rtly (and the lingering debate· 1.zi th Japan 

over the l<tst bits of the Iran-J£!)an Petrochemical Company project raises 

questions abo·;.t that), there is little sign that· there will be a serious 

programme of industrial investment to follov: on through the 1980s. The 

e~penditure pressures, therefore, are likely to come from some increase in 
. . . . 

mili t"ry expenditure should troubles ~Ti th the Kurds and, perhaps, th_e_ Irr;;q_:i,_s_ 

gro'l'l •.• i-10s.t1y, _th0ugh, the pressures will. come from the import bills needed· 

to keep a population of 3.5: million reasonably satisfied. . These pressures 

should not be underestimated" sL'lce food-imports in the last days cf the Shah 

lvere eating up the income .frgm .1 million b/d of exports. Admittedly oil 

prices have risen sharply_ s:i,nce then, but this ;is a reminder of h01>1 econor:Jic 

efficiency within ,one part of the Iranian .economy has been translated ·i.'lto · 

suosta.'1tial imports. 

r·. ·.;, 

33, : Ij; -looks as tho1.'gh Iranian import volume may have fallen by half during 

1979. . .l-!13 should probably 8.Gsu:ne tha·t it \·rill not· :cegai11 J.978 levels ~mtil 
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axo11nd 198.5, . F this is the c;J.SF, . then the1:c" should be no real economic 

pressure .. on the country' o rulors to do more than m.rdntain current export 

. " . 

levels and th~ r<'al price of its crude expo:t'ts. \Jbat has to be uatched, thoug,':!, 

is the gro•;th of' the country's mm domestic consUlilption of oil products, 

. Assuming that this grous e:t .the rate it 1·ms under the Shah (is that· noH. a 

realistic assumption'!), then Iran could be consuming nearly l. 5 million b/ d 

N31 in 1~85, and nearly. 2 million b/d in 15'90 (Note 31) •. Inevitably this grovrth 

~rill .sg_ueeze tho wnotmt available for export, and, at this poi!lt, the 
\. ~. . . 

te9bnical constraints on total oil prod,lct.ion become extremely important. 

:· r. 

34. Clearly, the chances of Iranian cil exports. falling belOI"I hoped-for 

levels are much hig.IJ.er .than .the chance of r,ignificont expansion of the ct•rrent 

expor~ ceiling dm:ing the 1980s,. PoHcY,-making in Iran is likely to remain 

erratic as far as economic issues are conc<erned. The Iranians might, fo.: 

instance, decide to cut ex}':Jrts back :trictly so as to earn nq further 

financial surpl•~ses \Jhich are exposed to the kind of financial retaliation 

which the US launched du:ring the November 1979 Emllassy·-siegG af·'.'air. On the 

other hand, the ethnic and :celigious situation in the Iiliuzestan oilfields 

is complex and at ruw. time could lead to disturba.nces llhich might. severel:v 

restrict.oil pX"oductiop. In addition, on<:> can easily envisage situations 

in which !rag_ feels tempted to intervene in thia area for its own purposes •. 

·All-told then, the downside risks are high, ='-'· it is extremely ·.•· 
difficult to see how the current Khomeini regime can be influencP.d in its 

oil-prqduction policie8 t:r conv<mtional dipluraacy, J?robably the. most th.a{. 
can be.hoped fo?' is to cool the tempterature betl>een Teheran and l!ashinc;ton, 

on the assumption that implicit bargainiilg about oil prc~.uction policies can 

be resumed sometime in the .. 1980s. 

T4 ••••• Iraq (Table 4) 

36. Qf all the oil-producing countries lmder reviell, Iraq is the most· 

enigmatic and fascinating~ . Decision-making is highly centralized and 

difficult to penetrate. The level of its rhotoX'ic :i.n oil m8.tters is high, 

though it is somm<hat ])elied by its actual production policies,. The CIA 

argues .that this. oour1tr~ is likely to cut production levels in the early 

l'l?i2 1980s to,beloyl its 1978 level of 2.5 million b/cl (Note 32). This uoul<l seem 

to put too much Height en a fe1< ministerial speeches and tc ignore ·a number 

of underlying factors \Jhich are likely to lea.d to sloH, but steady increases 

in Iraq.i procluc~i~..r':3 capabi.li ti:3.~ Unlesn the· r.:;:g:i.m.e of Saddain Husain falls 

and is suc_c~E!ded ~y the kind. of pol~tic·::.l and socia.J. unrest seen ?Ster the 
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1958 revolution (or·in contemporary Iran), Iraq should be ·oPEC 1 s second 
. " 

l~ge&t·.E:Jxporter of ·oil ,during most of the 1980s. ' ,,.,. .' 

)7. There is gene:x;al acceptance that proved and potential reserves in Iraq 

will permit considerable expansion of production over the next couple of 

decades, if that is ·the policy:chosen by the authoriti~s. ·Production has 

been rising steadily during the 1970s .and estimates put it for the· fir'st 

thl;'ee quarters of 1979 at between. ! and c).4 million b/d--some 50-.70 pe:l!cent 

U)) up on 197) levels (Iraqi secrqtivel\ess makes estimates .. inevitable) (Note )3). 

There are some app~ent problems uith .its older fields, but there are still 

H34 some prod)lction increasqs to· be got . .from •a .field •:such •as Kirkuk (Note 34). 
• : • '· • • • I ·• ' '" • • • 

Q4 

N36 

In addition. to this, a ,%2 ,billion development progranmie has recently been 

approved for the Hajnoon field, which has been discovered by the'c'Brazi.lian 

state compi;iny_Petrobras and has estimated reserves of 7 billion·barrels, 

m~ing H ?Pe of,'the fe\~ new 'super-giants' .available for development in the 

non'-connunist \~orld ((study rrroup: • this conflicts with .BP's claim that no 

supergiants have been discove~ed since 1968: are the Irqqis exaggerating?)). 

The intention is that this field should start flowi::ig at 350,000 b/d by.l983, 
;,· · .. • 

rising to 700,QOOb/d at a later stage (Note 35). The fact that such · ... ' ' .... 

developments are ·being ·aJlthorized is hardly a sign of a country determined 
.• 

. to restrict.pr0duction at all costs • 

, . 
.. . ' 

..:., 

3B. :.9n the other han(;., there are fs\J indications that serious foreign 

exchange problems vill emerge in the '1980s to encour8£'e Iraq·· to speed up oil 

product.ion_. shollld, t,he AICs start shmling some resistance to high oil prices. 

Available statistics suggest that Iraq 1 s foreign assets had risen to ji{?' · 

billion by 1977 (l~ote 36) :md it has only entered international .finanCi'al 

markets .for .an occasional loan. 1}h8t we can see of the. count~-yr's imports .. · 
', :~ '. 

suggests they are running at about a third of the levels SJlcked in: by Saudi 
·. . . • . J . •·r:-_:·. 

Arabia, despite the fact that the Saudi population .is around half that of.·. 

:::1:aq1s. This is' a picture of a leadership Hhich is keeping its consumers 

relatively deprived of consumer and luxury goods, and which ha~ chosen .not' .• 

to go .for .forced economic growth if that entails importing'significant. 
: ··:·: ~;_.:·:, 1 I .~· .' (' ."r.. .• ·. 

quanti ties of ElXpatriate workers. ·It is possible·, •then; to argue ·that, even 
·'-i· ....... ' .. 

if imports grm-1 about •. 15 per cent a y9a:r in real··ter;ns; this ciountr,r''will 

stilJ. run a comfortable surplus on its international transactions in the mid-19.80s. 

39. In thes~· .circumstat1ces, ~~e should not discount Iraq's freedom to hold 

production· dovn, but its policy-makers \'lill probably focus on gettint( the 

maximum P?.~~:t~cal .. _milea"ge out of increasing oil exports. This means the.t · 
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the w.eit.~rn :oi~ .comp_~ni~J) .~·ill .be _squeezod 0~1 i;he Palestinian· iP~:U~ -(as 

was happening durinG 1979) ~-:~cl, \vhere corupani.e:l cannot. comply,' oil- uhich 

might have· rrone through their channels will be diverted to companies and 

.. governmemts Hilling to take a more positive line on this issue~ .. ·.. . .'- ,., " 

·~ 

40. .In a. roundabout uay, it is. the political dimension vihich should give 

the AICs most encouragement about Iraqi on. developments (unless the curre~t 

regime 1-s engtJ.lfed .in a tide of Shi i te fundnnontalism), The IraQi leadership 

wants, to play. a sigilificant :regivnal role, but it has to vmrry about potential 

disruption from: its Iranian neighbbur (be, this through the Kurdish problem · 

or through heightene(l Shiite a·,:areness). On the other flank; .it is being 

out-spent, by the lGss populous Sandi Arabia ami• t})us has a strong motive 

: for incr€)asing o.j.l revenues to buy a more importa:r~ diplomatic stature than 

it ·nov1 enjoys, ·The Iraqi strategy could be to invest ever more heavily in ... 

armaments or to spread more financial assistance round to potentlal allies 

in ·the 1·egion. or 1d thin the Third .liorld in gr:neraL 

41 •. · Finally, He, should rema:rk ul1 the . distinctive· ;?OL tical links vihicih .· 

Iraq ·poasesses, Relations vJith the Soviet Union, for instance,' have ahm:y~-

been complex, ·out, should the US3R seriously start needing 'to 'buy rtiddie · 

.Eistern oil, thim Iraq uould probably bo one of the first countries 'it 1·iould 

'approach.· . Secondly. ·the Brazili'ln conr<ection reflects Iraq Is intere·s't in 

impiciving its relations uHh tl1e Third 1./orld. Thirdly, 'Iraq h;,s· sh01<~ 'cori:.,_ 
Siderable SkilJ.' .in for(l'iTI(!; lini:S 'fi th the II'~lre peripheral members Of the' L ·, 

'western' camp--such as Fr:mce an.d J·apan. This means th'at Iraq is involved 
·.•· 

in a more -complex 1;eb of re;lationship.n than a:r.e many other of -~:h€> ~il 

producers. Al thou;::l1-Iraq' P pQssession of: c .i.l. means it ~<Hl have a.· strong· 

hand. in all these relationships, there VTill be inevitable reverse obligations 

Vlhich Hill inake Iraq thi.nk twice before taking actions. ·whieh will:affect 

the uhole·range of its custoQers. 

,:· 

T5 ·.;, •• Km-Tait -(Table. 5) 

42, ·. Ku~;ai t ·is likely to· prove. a quintessent5.U:l 'loV~ absorber' during the 

coming decade •. 'I'he problems do. not concern. the pot0ntial evailabil.ity or· 
oil ln this country, but:rathor surround the. capabilities of the one million 

·. _population (under h<3.lf Km1ai ti) to -absorb the revenues Hhlch Y~ould be 

generated if oil production is rna.intaj.ned at 1979 levels or even increased, 

The chances that an oil'C0iling of 1,5 mi1lion, b/d yill. be impsecl ancl. 
'.· 

maintainoc1, ar~- relati vel~~ high~ thus ke~!)ing .. qff_._ world_: r.o.a--cke·Cs perhaps an 

extra .million b/ d. of. oH Khi.ch • Km1ai t could produce if it so chose. · · · 
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KuHai t virtually floats on reserves _of oil 1-1hich are ooni'ortably .. , 
• 

those of tile United States. In 1972, the co~try_was pr~ducing 

3 million b/d-a rate t~hich could have .been easily sustained~. However, a 

domestic reaction grew against such production rates, and a ceiling tms first 

imposed in 1972 (2.3 million b/d??), and this has gradually been made more 

stringent, By 1975, it was do~m to 2 million b/d, and ~re not·r have·. clear 
-·. - ~~-~- ··. 

tVarning that it is likely_ to be bro~ght down to 1.5 mHlion b/d in the, near 

future (Note 37). In· fact, the Kuwaitis interpreted their. ceiling t~ith some . . - . . . 

generosity in 1979, allowing production to. rise .to the 2.3.\nillion b/d mru:k, . . . 
HotVever, their sustainable capacity has been falling sharply since they have 

felt.little need for serious expenditure on petroleum development, 
·.:· .. . .;·; 
... • 

44. There are likely .to be few pressures from ~e expenditure side, which 

cannot be met by rises in the· oi~ price and, perhaps, a gradual relaxation 

of the 1.5 million b/d cetling sometime lil.ter on in the 1980s. By liJiddle 

. Eastern standards, Kuwait embarked on oil;_;led development relatively .early 

in the game, thus·:. its ·basic' infrastructure' is well advanced for the 'region' 

and .does not need· ·m,a.ssive further investmerit·. m' addi ti·.m, bei!Jg a. ci ty-~tate, 

its infrastructural nee~s are-less complex than those of it~ larger neighbours 

like Saudi Ar~·bia, with the result .that its infrastrudural expenditures , . . - - .. 
. t~in plateau considerably earlier. Dema."ld for consumer goods will in!JVi:tably 

grot~ !D?:;e slm'lly in corn.i!'..g·years, In fact, it is only in the defence fi~ld, 

_"lhf>re Kuwaiti expenditure has been lm·r, t?at it is. possible to s_ee a sector 

where national spending ;::,ight ·dse in a ma~0r way. Ny guess _though, is that 
' . . .. 

an_ explosion of defence expenditure is :;mlikely, unless a war breaks ·Ou-t> . 
jn the rjlg.i.on. . . ..... . ' .. 

. ' .. 
45, . ,- All this suggests that :there is scope for a dialogue between Km~ait 

and !lil industrialized ·.~orld, :-,~hi eh wou1d obviously pe happie; if Kmrai t ~rere 

considering producing at higher· ra~.1s in the 1980s, As· with the Saudis,, 

there are tHo aspects to this·potential production increase. Firstly, there 

ic the question 

1.5 million b/d 

of ~rhether Kuwait can be persuaded to ril.ise its ceiling above . . . - .. _ 
(assuming that this is imposed in 1980). Secondly 1 ~rhatever . . 

the decision abcut the c'eiling, ·the industrialized world' iiould be delighted . . .. . . 
if it could persuade Kuwait· ·to step up invest::!ent to increase its maximum .. _ 

! 

sustainable capacity •. At least, this ,.ould give ti1e t·rorld. a greater. s_af.ety 

ma.~gin JL.• future crises like the 1979 Iranirui one. , . 

' 
46. .Given 

l . 
the extent. to tthich Kuwru:~i infrastructure relies on associated 

gas, it is unlikely that it would ever be tempted to ·cut back bel m~ ti1e . ...r: 

' 
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1.5 million b/d level (thouc;h toe devebpment of non-associated cas. could 
,, ' ~ ' . - . 

make so1ne marc;inal difference), Iimmve c, pemuading the KU\>'ai tis to move in 

the opposite d.lrection Hill· be difficult, since expansion of.its production 

is. not demonstrably in its immediate interests, In times of crisis, its 

lead<lrship ca.n be.influenced by· arguments. about the necessity to maintain 

oil produci;iqn, but, in general, .it is less influenced by a concern for· the 

l'rell·-being of the uorld economy .than the Saudis (Le. despite its healthy 

financial situation, it has generally been quitehawkish .i!l OPEC 1 s price 

debates), .· Again, the leader8>ip is acutel;r conscious of the Palestinians 

~1ho make up an important minority 1~ithin the country, and H 11ill a.l1mys 

find it difficult to be generous to AICs 11hich are seen as being P:os.i;tle. to 

the PalestiniPn cause, 

47. At the same time, there is.a feeling·that Kuwait is E;eeking to play· 

a more important .diplomatic role within the l'Iiddle East and;()l'EC ciTcles, 

Its f'inanc;i.al reseryes give Ku~ai t an importance greater than its population 

would justify and, in certain areas., tl:e Kmmi ti leadership can move without 
. •, '. '·'·'" '· . .:.. - ' ' -· 

resentment where the .S<.udio, l<:i.th .. the;i.J? .massive. ;~ealth, 'cannot. Obviously~ 
'. . . · .. ..' . ' _.,., -· '.. . 

ICul·iai t is al~<ays going. to be insec~@ on the military front, (1!ld there is 

some sqope for discr<p8t AIC <liplomacy there, !IoHever, KU\>'8.i t 1 s g:rouing 

diplomatic assertiveness may ;;e.U.·.strengthen Hs independence from the Big · . . ' ' . - . . ' . . 

Po\;ers, If its oil production: policies can be influenced, it' \;ill be Hi thin 

a· Hiddle Eastern, not Industr~a:j.iZ{?d \lorld, context, 
. <'. 

-- ·- .:i:. ' . . . : ~ . 

T6 •• ; .. Uni teO. Arab Jomirates (Table 6) · 

•'' . ' 

48. . On paper, this is another lovl-absorbing country ~1i th a population 

around Kmmit's level of one Lrillion people. It continues to run a relatively 

healthy balance on current accmmt. though, like the Saudis, it rari into 

deficit in 1978. (once one takes .capital tra.rJSactions into account).· The big 
. . . . ' -·. . 

~-·-

contro~st vi th the Ku\mi tis. is that the UAE has been an active .bo=m1er on 

the Eurodollar market for much of the 1970s, though it ~ms oPly in 1917 

that bor,rmdngs 'rent over the one billion Dollar mark. . . ·-' 

49·.· · No clear production policy is emerging for the 1980s. Neither Shacjah 

(20 9000<b/o. in 1978, andfall:Lng) nor Dubai ()65,000 b/d) areL'l.a position 

to mike muqh difference to overall production levels, .They .both.n:<led th~ 
• •J," . •. . 

money and 1;ould expand production if they cOl;lcl--but technical limitatio.na 

mean that Sharjah 1 s prod.u.ctJ.on should fa.l1, ~<hile Dubai's should remain on 

a plj)~~.<>u through the ea:rly 1980s, after which .it should start falling too; 
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50, The key is Abu Dhabi, which is nou the financial lynch-pin of the 

federation, On the one hand, it has some technical problems l·li th exi::Jtii)g. 

fields 1-1hich have led it. to cut its allovmble production ceiling in 1980 

N38. by llO,OOO b/d (?Tote 38). This cut is indicative of· a ve1.7 cautious approach 

to oilfield management, and this might suggest that Abu Dhabi 1'1il1 join the 

cons_ervationists ui thin _OPEC <1ho <1ant to res-trict production •. On the other 

hand, Abu, Dhabi is still pushing ahead ;1i th a jt2. 7 billion project to develop 

the Upper Zakum field, and this expanded_ capacity should come ,_on stream in 

19Sl, building up to 500,000 b/d in 1983. There is some -talk that further 

deve1op1Jlent of this field could .e'{entuaUy add 1-1.2 million b/d to Abu 

Dhabi 1 s. capacity, . 
. ~ - . '· .. . ·· .. -,., ···-, . 

·.-· .. :r; 

51, ., Ort balance, then, the UAE's productive capa,bility is likely to J:ise 

during ~l_le early 1980s, though this is no guarantee that it 1'1il1 actually 

try produci?g at the .maximum sustainable rates.. The competitive element .. 

bet1·1een the constitu_ent members of the federation may ;rell determine that. . ' . .. . . 

investmen-t; .in prestigious, expensive (but not necessarily economic) ventures 

cont.'.nues to bloat the im~'0rt bills_.- Howevel:, a lot depends on Abu_Dhabi Is 

develol_)ing role_ .ui thin the Federation. Should the UAE break up, then the -

pressures on J;bu Dhabi to produce more, crude might well be reduced, thoui'n _ 

it \{Ould still presumably 1-nmt to get a return on its Upper Zakum development. 

On the v1ider_ stage, the UAE plays a relatively lol{-key role anrl_ is probabl_y 

t~e country 1-1hich is most likely to take-its leadership from Saudi Arabia. 

r-ven if the relationship can be exaggerated, .there have still been major 

occas) ons such as the 1977 tlvo-tier price systel'! in OPEC, 11here the UJIE ha" 

aligned its policies closely l{itt that of the Saudis. This should probably 

give the AICs encouragement that the current leadership l{ithin -.the UAE may 

well continue to prove responsive to the needs of the >~orld economy. v.lhether 

the generation -of technocrats belo;l the current leadership ;rould be so 

generuus is more_qf an open question. ·: . 

.. .. • Qatar and the Saudi-Kmmi ti Neutral Zone 

5?.• Between them, these hro sources have a productive capacity o.;: arounil_ 

1.2 mill,;ion b/d. It is unlikely that major net/ reserves 1-rill be discovered 
· ... _L.. . • . 

in.them • 
. ·'· 

The most probable out-turn is that they will sustain their current 

levellii _of production into the 1980s, 1-1i th no significant rj_ses or fe.lls in 

production •. 
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- .. 
T7 ..... Libya ('l'able 7) 

53.. · Some\-lhat to ·.the surprise ·of many people, Libya 1-1ill probably expand 

__ its productive capabilitiHs during the 1980s. 'I'his is despite the fact that-

_ C<:>lo,m:l Q~dafi uas threatening· in June 1979 ·to stop all oil exports for up 

to four yeaxs ._ It iG also despite the faot thai; oil producti6n has been 

,falling since it reached a peak of 3.3 million b/d. in 1970 and, since 1971, 

has run at juot over the 2 million b/d ro.ark~ ' 

54. The CIA .has produced the_ most pess.i.mistic analysis; the country's 

five-year plan for petroleum development is behind schedule,- at· least- in paxt 

because of ·the inefficiency of the state compa.ny·; ne1-1 development work 1dll 

c)o little but·compemmte for declining produc·bion from older fields, and 

H39 productive capacity may 1ve1l decline betveen no11 and 1985 (i!ote 39). On the 

other hand, there_ is now clear evidence that the Libyans axe positively 

encouraging neH exploration by foreign companies, In October 1979, the Libyan 

oil minister announced the initialling of thirteen ne1-1 production-shaxing 

expl'o:fat:L~n contracts 1-1ith a va.ridy of companies. Cleq __ :ly, i'lajor Jalloud 

. is' being optimistic when he talks . of .the possibility of doublinG production 

N40 by'· J 985 (Hate 40), but the exploration rate doos seem to be picking up speed 

again~ 

,, 
Obviously, one has b be slightl;y cautious about such il.evelo:pments. 

It is,, to put it mildly, disco:10erting ~rher, the country's president·talk::<~ 

'_9_f shutting off on exports for several years, but, then, there' is plenty of 

.. evidence that Liby2- 1 s mili tent rhetoric often disguises a fail" amount of 
:, ' - ' ;· ~ 

'pragmatic decision-making i __ n the econom.ic ;ield (a Si(l11ificant number of 

fore:i.gn companies came throuch the 1970·-75 period l<ithout being totally 

natiorialhed). -A further factor urging caution is its 2.6 million· population 

\i'h).ch is not large enoU(",h to force development, at all costs. · • .. · -'--~ 

On the- other hand, Libya 1 s leaders have launched genuinely ambitious 
.... _ .. _ ....... ······-~----- .. -· -······ -- . 

development plans, aimed at transfo):'ming societ;~' by the year 2000.- "'They a-re 

·p~shing ahead '"'i th industrio.lization, Hi thout 1iai ting (like. the Saudis)-, • 

for foreign partners to get involved,_:: In -addition, Colonel Qadafi is -follouing ... 
a."l ambitious forEdgn policy 1·ihich has invol 'red him in brinksmanship l·li th 

Egypt and in (allegedly) helping finance the. development ·of· an -, Islaraic' 

huclear bomb'' in PakiBtan. ThE,re is no Bign of eny debate in·Libya about 
. • . t ' 
the correc-tness of s"ch policies, so it seems ·safe to conclw!e ·that there· 

: . '' '"; . 

·. 
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\dll be steady pressure on the leadership to maximise oil reyenues. In 

this ·context, we should note that Libya has not y::;;t entered international 
• 0 

eurobond or euroloan maJ:kets, so th<!.t it is tmlikely t.'l.at it will substitute 

heavy borrowings on such markets fo::: eit.her price rises or increased pro

duction, • 
{'-.. . J:. ...... -...0 .... 

57, F-inally, w~ should note the grm"iing inte(lrati;::m of the Libyan and 

\·!est 'European boonomiee. There is a ce::·ta.in a!llo~mir of politics behind this, 
r ~ ' -

as ·the L:',byano are starting to re~mrd coimtrie& likE: \lest Germany and Italy 

\;h.i.ch··axe~ oeen ~ · 'sound' on the Palestini.an issu-:J by diverting oil rn·IB:y . 

from American markets towards them. Increasi.ngJ;;-, though, Libya is developing 

:;r!d . . r.~~t:.::ochem.i.cals \-lhoae natural market exports of g:;!s, :..·e.finecl oi1:~o:;n:ou';oct.E: •· - -- ' 
is 8outh.ern 1'nrop"', thus addibg a..''l economic interdependence to th~ gro\~ing 

' diplolilat~.c liul>s; ·:: 
' 

-· .. ' ... 

58 .... _. Ther·e. axe fr,;w questioon"-n;a:::ks 2.bout .!L1geriah polici·es. .The. intention 

is t;o maintain and' (if p:.r·'lible) expand .. oil production which .is currently 

c;,runru.ng ·at clo'se to' 'its 1.~2 million b/d of sustainable capacity. 'Gro~1th . ' 
uill come from the, ;teady exp~1sion 
j!aJl reserves 1dll ~ake po~sible. 

.. .I.: :··'·, 

of gas ·exports ~;h;'.ch· Algeria 1 s quite large. 
' . ..... ~ 

.·59; · .:·.On· the<.technico.l side, no one seems to be expecting major new oi_lo _ 

finds within ·the country, and the planners are assuming that oil production 

has l.oughly ·rM.ched a plateau and should start declining sometime in .the. 'mid-
• . 

1980s, : Since .the country's 18 rrillion population \dll be an increasing market 
,o 

for·refined 0il pr~ducte, the exportable surplus may decline relatively fast 

in the late 1980s. Hm1ever, gas reserves are sufficiently large for the 

planners. to be expanding productl ve capacity ten-fold .b:y" the mid-l980s, 

·.· 'and c:·large part of this output is already committed !by signed contracts. 

60, ·There \·1ould seem to be 10\< chances of a significant ci;:,viation from 
• 

this· projection, . The· country's leaderslup successfully handled. the po.~i tical 

transition after the death cf :President Bc=edienne :in early 1979. Its main 

political \·lorries concern l'Ioroccc and the \1estern Sa.':lara, but the I1oroccan 

leadership· seems much more .... -uJ.nerable to setbacks in this dispute 0 than does 

, the Algerian one, At the sa'!le. tioe, the country is having to borrow ,heavily 

··on· interna'c.i.onel markets-not just to finance imports but, to cover invest-

ments Within the oil and ga.s sector. 

income from hydr0carbon exports. 

..Ul the pressures will be on. raising 
. .... 

- ·-·~ o---- ·----- ·----- ·-----
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61. Be lying tb.e Algerian leade;~ship 1 s charr.pioning of radical 'Third Ho:Cid. 

causes, is tho fact that ab o-x~ half the country's h:i.eh qu.ali ty crude he.s 

been exported to tha UnitE;d States. Hounver, as with Libya, there is a 

deliberate effort -Go diver8.i.f~- customers, but the increasing· emphasis on 

:r·efiner:i..es ~ petrochom:Lca-1 :p1a:n.tn and gas oxpo:ctf~ ;.Ji11 ~ceduc'~; the couL.try1 s 

flex.ib:tl.i.ty in the future. It .i.s noticeable that Algeria..."! attef1tion within 

th~· ·{~:as sector ha.8 tuJ:-nE-<1 fro;n the United S·ta·tf..:s to ·\~'e:st :E:uro1Je;; ati.d -the 

laying of a gas pipeline £:co;n Alge~~~ia.· to J3clocn8. i:n ·It<..1.ly is a. sign of the 
' . 

increasing int("g:r.·at.ion of Alr;eria into the Hest J5tu;opean economy .. /As W.i. th 
Libya~ thiP shou~d incrc~se the countryts sensitivity to th~~ needs of i·hS 

custoruerso '. 

(Table 9) 

62. H is quite likc?.l"• th~Ct }Yigerian oil production ~rill east its~>lf up ·, . 

during the 1980s from the 2.2 million b/d l·•hich seems tc 'oe the cur.r&nt 

level of sustaj,:mble productio!l. (though, for a good pa:tt of 1979, it vras 

rum'ling at close to 2.4 million b/d). Ho~>•ever, there r.re political un-
. . ' . 

cert-ainties surrvu:-.di11g j .nte~':':J:l::t.l H:tge:.ciar~ .:P.Ol:l ticH and "tha impact that 

c.onflict in _·southern Africa m:c.;y h~"'-"'' on Nigeria's :colatJ.onahips 11ith various 

custorr.ers S;,!Ch as the US s::ct' :B~:\.tain. 

63 •. ~ The t~clL~ical ni tuati en. :ts that Niccria h:'!s prob:::..bly been strai:'i..i.ng 

·its sui~ll, 'sh~rt-lived oil f5_elds by p:coo.uci.ng at extremely ru;:'.:li tious lc-:els 
:·.· 

l • "' 1 979 curln~? - o -~'o me.i.ntain or in:::rea~:e p:::-ocluction levels in tb.e 1980s, the 

Nigerians ·ne9d to devotG conSiderable ofi'ox•t to. secondary recovery and -·1."/a.ter

oil sepa:Cation efforts, ar.c~. t~1e~{ also need .-:;o stimulate a major exploration 

effort both 011 and ot'fs~oc:e. cm. the e::ploration front, they have ·taken 
; 

s tepa to thrm·r OlJ'':1 2.11 un :'Cllocr~·b1 ac>ro8.{;e, onsho:cc and offshore, and 

to\'!a.Xd. the end. of 1979' t::ere lT0:r:e si~~~s thStt sorr\e companies \·Iere being'· 

attr~cted in (Note 41). On the enl18.!'1C0d rocove-._-y front, adequate· investments 

are not being· made, Being perhaps a bit uncharitable, it Hould appear that 

disorganization Hi t:-dn lligerian policy-w2Jr.i.ng circles was hc:.d.i..ng action 

back in both th5se ~ey areas-·-and thi8 may be the critical factor >!hi oh 
.. 

Hill dctc'r:-r-i.nG r~:;.::ood.ucti v.e capab.i.l.i ties in 
... 

the md-l980s, " 
·'. ' 

64. \"!itll a hu{;'o populat:i.on (a,:cound 80 million) and an irnport-p~r: capita 

. ratio of one-·:'ortie·(:h of tlw,t sutr~ined l1y. t~e Saudis, there is ?iearly need 

fvr any income t~!~lich ean b8 &:"2-i.:;.sd from oil expo:rts o Ho~1ever ~ onE"~ hM 'Go be 

doulrGful i.f tb.&se pror.~sures ~..:ill ·be .t1~~rne~l into a c.oherent, co"nsis.·t"eni· Oil 

poJ.icy during~ the c.'lrlJ,. 1580s. Compc.:r-cd vri th cotlntries J.ikc Venezuela end 
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Algeria, ~1h;i.ch have .a well-developed tradition of economic nationalism, 

Nigeria has not yet developed a consensus about the exact role t~h;ich foreign 

investment should be given in a key sector such as petroleum. This consensus 

~till take time to d·evelop and will doubtless -be affected by the . .fate of the. 

ne1; civilian administration which is trying to establish itself:. 

65, In addition to purely domestic considerations, Nigerian oil policy 

is likely to be influenced by foreign policy as ~tell, The nationalization of 

BP's interests demonstrates tha-t the development of the political struggle. 

in Southern Africa will, to 

Nigbria is willing to deal, 

some extent, determine with which foreign partners 
,' ' ,'; .; ' 

At the same time, Nigeria has regional aspir(l.tions 

and ~till want to use oil to consolidate its posi t.ion as the leading p01~erc in 

~lest Africa. Should its leadership prove sophisticated enough, it may 11el.l 

have wider ambitions. There are already signs that it is concentrating on. 

building up state-to-state- sales within the Third \Vorld. Inevitably, all. 

thi~ 1·1i:'.l lead to some discrimination against,,the 'vies~' as 9ust9m,er anq_,:·--: 

provider of technical services. . .. , 

Latin America ·('. :--... 

TlO ••••• Venezuela (Table 10) 

r:..·.; ••. ·. 

66, 'rhere are a number of similarities between the.positions in which Venezuela 

anti Alcreria ~·ind themselve;,, They have moderately. large populations (13 and 

18 _million rE!specti vely), an oil sector which has reached a, plateau thus 

forcing the d<welopment of less ea8ily exploitable hycrocarbons ( Orinoco . 

heavy oil and Algerian gas reserves). Both are relatively nationalistic in 

the w<:.:ys they are handling such developments, and both have been l!or,rouing 

heavily_on international warkets. 

Venezuela's oil production lJeaked at 3. 7 million b/d in 1~70,~but,has 

since declined so that its sustainable productive capacity is not; around_ 

2.4 million b/d. Foll6uing a comprehensive nationalization of the oil 

'indust17, th_e country's exploration effort has been steadily increasing, .with 

particular attention being given to the shores off the country's ;3,500_ 

kilometre coastline. There have been encouraging hydrocarbon discoveries 

(particularly one large gas find off the Paria Penim;ular), uhich should at 

least allay Venezuelsn fears that by the mid-1980s they will not have enough 

.light oil even to satisfy their domestic demand. The geologists, though, 

. are pessimistic and sug-gest that the chances of' major new oil f:inds are 

· unlikely, ~hough. the 5as prospects are good. ilhatever they do find as this 

... 
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explo:z:ation:effort devolops Hill be unUkoly to affect Vericzuiilan production 

poliCies.duxing the 1980s. 

68.' .The most' important event· during this decade is likely t6 be the 

initial development of the Orinoco heavy·oil bolt, >Yhiclimay hold between 

ono to hlo ·trillion barrols of oil. 1'here are a number of technological 

problems ·l;o be overcome, ·but Petroven is plant~i.ng to spend j(3.5 billion- to 

N42 develop production and refining capacity of 125,000 b/d by 1988 (Note 42); 

with hopes of. producing between 500,000·and one million b/d by the year·z,ooo, 

· .: '~ihatever one thinks of the cost estimates (and the iri.itial j(3.5 biJ.lio•~- sounds 

•:·· • ·remarkably little giv~m the novelty-of tlie problems which ~>~ill have to be 

· overcome during the initial r.hase), thii>" ;;hole programme is a.> indication of 

· the kind of 1 frontier 1 teclmologies which an oil producers are going to 

have· to come ·to te~'Dls with as their readily producible oil reserves run down, 

Fek countries have this khA of hee.vY- 61.1 belt in reserve, but other countries 

will b,-, seeking to' devel.op equaHy €xoti6 ways of. maintaining their' hydi'D'

carbon-production profiles at reasonably high levels into 'the 1990s and beyond. 

·Alr-eady, 'in the' Venezuelan case, one can see the emerging role '..hat the 

international oil companies are playing as advisers to the national· oil.· 

company, ··Petroven, Hhich is charg-ed Hi th d.t:veloping the ne>v 'resources-. 

Clearly, the development c:f' heavy oils is one area where the e~erti;;;ll-.. Q:C. 

· 'tne' national oil company i.1ill rapidly catch up with and, in many cases,· out-

. strip' the· eXpertise of the tradiCional liiUl tinationals. 'Increasingly,. one 

suspects,· the. Venezuelans Hill have lessons to teach other :p:u-ts of the './Orld 

wnere heavy oils have to be <leveloped--an imJtance ·of the \-my tedmoiogical 

interdependence in the 1980s an<l beyond ~1ill not be the one-\vay street· from 

. t.•w AICs to the Third Uorld as has b~len the case in the past •. 

69. · t'hat is less clear is just how much emphasj.s Vencnuelan plazmers \vill 

·ptit on ·increasing imports, and thus increasing the pressures on ·:;hem to· maximize 

oil production. · Oh the suiface, the picture is clear. The Venezuelans · 

have been iri current account deficit from 1977' and may 'even have run in 

the red in 1979•. Their internationaJ. borrowings have increased heavil;{ since 

1976, and their external debts had reached the %'12 billion mark by Jilid-1979, 

As I write (in November 1979) there is a clear reaction to ~1hat is no1v seen 

··.as· the over_:rapid industrialization drive of the post:...1973/4 years; · Tlre 

· He=era administration, which took pmmr in spring 1979, is looking askance 

at the· state-led atiempts to diversif~" the economy a;ray from·on into. industries 

such us steel.· 'I'he complaint i.s not so muc:h with the strategy but ~rith the 

<~~leged iriefficj.er..Jy Hi th 1-:hich it vias bei.ng carried out. · Alnl6st · incv.ftably, 
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the industrialization momentum ~<ill be slowed. ilt the -same tiine; ·the r.omoval 

cif official price controls in 1979 has led to a sudden upsurgE)·ininflation 

. ~hi eh hrls heightened social and political tensions within the country. In 

the sho:t't run, it is not clear what. these. developments will mean: for .future 

eoonomic'plaris, but they may make the_ leadership .. more cautious abo11t-over

rapid ext>ansion of the economy. 'Hbwever, it_ seems most unlikely that worries 

o;,er the hon;.oi1': economy uill.lead to' a relaxation of the drive to: develop 

the bYd.roca.:&bon sector. The kind of fundamental problems which, have been 

·-~merging-may ~1ell' have been caused by a long-term over-reliar..c_e on the oil 

industry. However, in the short-term future, politicians _will still find it 

-easier -to overcome social tensions 'against .a background .of rising, rather 

-;. . thri.ii- s'tatic. oil -revenues. ..-.... ·. 1\ 

.~. ' 
· .... ·. 

70. 'Agaj_nst this more:of.:.the-'!~e background, there wi)il be·_some _!llo;.e 

subtle developments. Fir:::tly, there. is _going to be •a major Sldtch from. 

light to heavy crudes, which will in;;vi tably cause some upheaval_ in the_: 

. lighter parts of the oil trade. Secondly, it is clear from the country's 

renegotiation of its post-nationalisation supply and servioe c·mtracts .. ~lith 

... --- the<internatiorial majors, that Venezuela is .determined to continue,with: 

diversifying its c_ustomers and technical '''olppliers. '!'his, does not mean._ 

·that: the-majors are.likely to be cut off from all Venezuelan oil(~ oeuld 

. happ~;m in. the ca.se- of any nm~ly-radicalised Niddle Eastern oil producer), 

but ;t t -does mean that Venezuela is- playing its part in squeezing· the majors 

,out of their oil-trading roles. Thirdly, _Venezuela is like: iUgeria in. 

\·Iantihg _to play an important regional role, and it is not acciclf:ntal_ that 

· ·it has been one of the OPEC countries vhich has consistentJ,y stressed: the 

oil producers' obligations to the eH-deficient LDCs. In fact, Venezue!.a 

·is extremeiy interestingly placed, with neighbours which vary from ono of 

the most- industrialized Third \-lorld -countries, Bra><il, to ,some of the _ ~ 

poores-t; countries in the t~orld; the Caribbean micro-states, Finally, it is 

worth suggesting that Venezuela will be ~~atching with interest any US moves 

to .develop ,a d.'lorth American e,,ergy market or wider free-trade area.. }ihatever 

the 'practiCali tiEiS of such ·ini tiati_vas, there is. a growing strand of _ : 
:•i' ' 

_•Americah. 'opinion which _belio;ves the US .could gain from .them. The 'Venezuelans 
..... :;· ., r 

:will ~Vatcll l~ith somewhat jaundiced eyes since, as late as -1972, ,they ~~ere 

· 'T ''proposing a hemispheric arrangement ~~j- th the US, -but >~ere firroly r(lbuf.fed 

N43 ·(Note '43-)oc .: Even though Venezuela."l opinion has eince .become more nationali.stic 

on oil mat~0rs, it would clearly· be ridiculous for the US to ignore Venezuela 

. in any -future consiiieration -of regional e-:~ergy ar-ra.'lgements; . ·' ·.' . 

.... : .... ~ ~-. . . ; ;. 
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Tll ••• -•• Hexico· (Table 11) '· 

'· 7L · 'Hhatever figtcce Nexican reserves ultimately settle· around, 'this is 

one cotintry 11hich uill · clEOarly be inc:beas:Lna its· oil' production through the 

1980s. 'Conventional l'lisdom' l'lithin the inclustry suggests that this country 

·~rill step up production from aTound 1.5 m.illion b/<i' at the end of-1979 to 

N.44 !:'.bout 3. 3 million b/ d m 1985 and 5 million ih 1990 (Note 44}; -If one is 

·, .. 

an optinust, one can argu:e ·that Hhat has haPJ.)EOned: in r~exico· during the' -1970s, 

-is aii irid.i'caiion htM eve'-'-'-increasing oi'l prices, combined uith grouing 

.: .': tichhical ·compil·temc:e on the part of national oil companies and Third \vorld 

plhnhers; rmn· uncover a lot of new ·Oil. However, the pragmatist in one 

· miist point out· that policy-makers have to plan for wl'mt iS likely,· not ~1hat 

is· possible·. So, for the mom<mt, He· !!lust assume that the-!1exican- discGVGries 

are a flash in the pan, and that the institutional upheaval which has taken 

place in the oil industry during the 

irrt~resting discoveries elsewhere in 

it has),· 

1970s has not prevented similar 

the ~mrld (my Jl€rscnal guess is that 

·. 72i' -. ·. Cl'early, thlcre is still considerable controversy about .1-1hat· the 

J·1e:idcans are -actually discoveririG. ~·ne s-'cate of the debate can be illustrated 

by the- discussion about the rzservEis of tl1e Chicontepec Field; Pemex · 

:~e~timates that it uill be able to recover 1'/.6 billion barrels;· from reserves

N45 in.:..place- of 106 billion barrel re (Hate 45) o 'J'his is a claim 1-1hich has been 

· --reced.v~d ''i th some derision i:>y a number of non-l1exicim e>xpert8--thoug!F there 

is no uay of verifyinghm: map~· cif· them have had adequate access to the 

N46 data o:f:f Hhich Pemex is ;;orkint'; (Ndte 46). Clearly, even 6h Pemex' 

. admission, ,~this is an extraordbarily complex. field \•1hich ~rould involve the 

drilling of 16,000 ·vmlls--i.e.- sliGhtly more than the total numbe>: drilled 

in Mexico during the 1-1hole period from the nationalization of the MexiCan 

ihd~stry in 1938 through to 1978. It is not 'yet clear that the Mexicai1.s 

'are· 'lsing the same standards for estimating reserves as outsiders • 
. ·.··• .. . ~ . ·. -·. 

· 73• Howeii-er; vhateYer the truth behind such a debate; we are 'clearly 

seeing/ a major expansion of the proved reserves Hi thin r~exico.;. That oast 

pi:l':3'silliistic obser.rer o:f the j_n'cernationa.l oil scene, the CIA, is· \lillin€ 

~to· concede the discovery of t\;o possible super-giant fields ( the A .J. Bermudez 

N47 col!lplex· and. one possible offshore find) (Note 47). Conserv'ative ·us erperts 

concede that, by ·the end of the 192-0s, prcived 11exican 'an reserv-es should 

,._ ,-,to'tal· bett~eeh 30-60 billion biorrels--i.e. frcm about the currimt·position 

'of the USA tci'that of· Iran or Ku>~ai t (these latter two care currently the 

countri.es with· the third and fourth biggest o:.l reserves in -the' Horld) ;. 
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If the US can currently be producing 8.5 million b/d off. its depleting 

reserves, then there is no doubt that the ·Hexicans could be aiming as high 

as that in the l990s-~if -they so choose. 

;. . ·:· ~ .. > .. '•. 

75, On mechanistic assumptions, there should be little doubt that 

subsequent Hexican administrations ~<ill continue to push production ste~dily 

up~lards. \-le are dealing with ·a popul~tion of. some 66 milli-on which has 

only-very recently sho~<ed SOlli8 sJgns of {lTOl<ing1ess"1\nn.its recent ).4 
. percent annual rate (Note 48). The country is heaviiy'indebted and, in 

1978, · \1as tl::o> largest borrower of eu:r:ocurrency bank' cr.edits in the world 

N49 (Note 49 }c.-a position it has maintained. in the first nizie months of 1979 .• 

i _At"the same time, oil revenues are still relati.;_,.ely insigmficant, only 

j reaching the ¥t1. billion mru:k in 1978--a year in which the cour1try' s insti-

·l tutions borrowed nearly %'8 billion on intE>rnational markets, 
···:f ... · . .. · 

76, ·· It is possible· to argue that, despite all this, the Mexicans will 
···.·· .. 

develop. their 'oil· extremely cautiously. ?or one thing, the i'leicican economy 

is hii;hJ.y divk"rsified by the standards of OPEC's members. (of which Hexico 

is, of course, not o:-.e ). It has heal thy exports of manufactures, and a .. ' . . . ,- . . .. 

particW:arly buoyant se~rices sec-~'Jr (tourism and ever-growing r~mi ttances 

from legal and illegal emi{l'rants to the USA}. The opposite side to this 

:u-gument is that the !1exicans have traditionally run a highly-protected_ 

. econoli(\", which' they will, under US pressure; probably ·start to liberalise 

in the ve~ -iiilar future. Inevitably; manuf!3-ctured ilitports. will be sucked 

in rapidly irt'th:e 'Barly years of -such a. pro{l'ramme. Another argument for 

t1eXiciki':cau-Ei6n 1fii that its planners are scared ot' running into the oil-led 
· · . : ·.- -... :. ·~ · · , r r ;-. · .· : · · · .. 

inflationary bo'om-1<hich Venezuela is allegedly :facing; Clearly, they are 
:· ... ·• ' c r .... , ~. -· ... -- . ' . · . 

. right to look a:t··venezuela, but,' as we've seen iri the preceding section, 

oil is a minor part :of Venezu.elHn ills. ·l-Jhat :Venezuela: and Mexico .do hmre 

in common ~s-the problem of liberalizing economies which have hitherto 
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been kept rela-tively r<>stricted, Increasing oil x·evenues should ·give ·the 

.. ·politicians more hexibili ty in handling such problems. 

77, Fundamentally, thoug.'l, there is the guesUon of whether the Hexican 

leadership can S<J,tisfy the demands of its large population, Inevitably, 

.sc~e' of the questioning cf the Established Order which has been taking 
.. ' 

placein 'the 

'into'' ~lexican 

countries immediately to the south of l·lexico must feed back 

society; If one adds to that the lcind of heightened politj.cal 

debate Hhich is foli.'1d in some of the other oil-producing states elsewhere 

in the· \·Torld, then'we could see Hexico' s long-established political 

. . in~ti tutions challenged. for the first time since the Revolution.. If oil 
•' 

· prmluction is d.eliberately held back, it will be because Mexico 1 s e].i te 

feels it is moving into uncharted waters and needs time to assess \·That 

reefs lie ahead, 

78; \lhatever th~ Ne xi cans do decide to do, they will clearly not make 

at".Y particular· dec.ision because that is \·That the United States happens 
~ ~"{'·. 

to ~rarit, The hir>tory of US-Hexican relations has been too tense to pe:crni t 

'this 'kind ?f bacrgaining •. Cu:rrently, the f.!exican:J are setting a limi, t to 

the proportion of . their G>..'Jlorts which they are 1~HlL"1g to sell to the 

=u~i ted States. Like the Venezuelans and a. r.u'llber of the other oil p:ro

'4ucers, they are deliberately c1.iversifyinc thei:!:' customers, even i.f thi:' .. ·. 
means that they lose some income, since the USA is the' logistically,l~gi.,cal 

destination of Nexican exports. So, the l1exicans ;;ill gradually become 

more involved Hi th the UerJt European and Japanese markets \-t5.t!1 ;;horn they 

should b~ able to have a less emoti'>nally-cha:q;:ed relationsh~p than uith 

theh N~rthern nedghbour, l'inally, l'lexico became a spc!cesman for Third 
. . - . . 

~lcrld is~ues under. the former Echeverria acWj.nistx·o.tion, and his successor 

President Lopez P~rt:i.llo has continued this tradition by.making impo:rtant 
.- ' . -· .. 

proposals ;1i thin· the energ-.r field to the Uil General Assembly, This \'IOuld 

indicate that l1exico is again j)otentially susceptible to the energy problems 

of the energy-deficient LDCs. All~in-all, the 1980s Hill be an eventful 

decade for the l1exican~, · 'l'he more thei:: leaders er:ter it talking of 

Saudi-style. reserves, the hard.er they >~ill find it to restrict future 

production to levels they might fin<!. safest for the cou..'ltry1 s political 

institutions. It could therefore be that thG world 1dll get increased 

oil and gas exports fro~ i1erlco, a.t the expense of' growing political 

: t~nsions uithin Mexican society. 

·.•:· 
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The Range of Problems 

79. The oil producers are not going to set us a unified set of ·problems. 

Saudi lliabia>is not the -~ame kind of society as Venezuela, which, ·"in turn, 

differs· markedly ir'om !Iidonesia •. Anyone who fails to appreciate the ·com-l 

pleXiti :·of the range ·of problems the oil producers are ·likely. to thro~l up. 

\~ill react too rfgiclly, and ~Till almost inevitably walk into avoidable· 

cifses-some of wh"icli-~till actually have been caused by the AICs;·. So, to· 
r r ., . · -·. · · .. · . . . . . . · · • · . · 

··.- ··'l!uide t.l-je· ·second half of this paper, 1~hich will be looldng ·at· AIC policy., · 

options; here· is a list of kinds of problems which could affect interndtional 

oil moi'ketii :i.n the r9sCis •. 
.... ;~· '· . ' . ·, :·~ ~ .. : 

'· .. 
80 •. · .i: It" is"probably·beyond the scope cif this paper· to consider the chances 

of usiso,J:i~i ii"truggles·•for.'oil. H01~ever, the fact that oil reserves have 

been clustered so heavily iri the· Middle 'Ea:st ineans that' oil· pr.cidi<ction is· 

vulnerable to another Arab-Israeli ~tar, particularly should it involve 
. . . . I 

Saulli Arabia more directly than in .. the past .(and the •.faet .. that thec.Sauclis·. 

ha:ire;·l.been "arming themselves so rapidiy since-·1973/ 4· will increase Israel's 

temptation. to attack Tabuk or the oilfields in any future conflegrat_ion). · 

Then; sticking to _.the Vdddle Eastern ·region, 'there is the pos.sibili t-j' that 

neighbours 1iill fi@:;t, perhaps directiy destroying oii proqtic+ion; facilities, 

perhaps it1terfering :with oii' ·floHs from third cou:-it"ries, ·or perhaps ·le8.ding 

to 'long.:.tiiriil poll. tical'destabilization in· one or 'both .of fue combatants. 

~li thoutiftninking'' too'. hard';· . one can raise questions about future Iranian

Iraqi·, ·and'.Iraqi-Km~aiti relati.:;ns. Then, the radicalism-of the PDRY 

means that·· tnere Nill alwayS .be the> chance or'· a· Wru: With' a:try combination· of 

North Yemen; Satidi.Arabia"and Oman •. Elsewhere in the. oii.:.produciilg world, 

there.are~Egyptian-Libyan tensions which could· get mcire dangerous as 

· Egyp<.;is"f'inanci;n'situation improves as its oil production increases, and 

as it can, '~t 'iast,"· divert tr~ops m-tay frdffi its Eastern front. 

along North Africa, Algeria's relations uith Norocco have been 
. . 

' .. 
Further· 

very . 

strained over the \·lestern Sahara issue; a 1~ar Hould be more likely to 

destabilise the Horoccan, rather than Algerian leadership, but the .. impact 

on oil-production cannot· be discounted. 

81. Ui t.l-jout putting an exact 

·chances are clearly· high enoug.':l 

·~ .. 

probability on any of these events. the 

that contingency· pl'imning. has to be c'axr.ied 

out. lmy sort o"f'~:ax =ound the Persian/Arabian Gulf would cause at 

least· the ki'ncl-:o·f chaos in 1m.rld markets ~:e 1 ve seen in 1979--and ~ICl1tld 
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probably be worse, 

••••• PoJ.i tioal Collapse __ ,._ 

82, :!!.'vents in Iraq after the 1958 revolution and_ in Ir.an a£.ter the .fall 

of tbe Shah abundantly prove that the collapse of traditionalist regill\es . 

is likely to be follouod by a pe~:iod of considerable social and political 

convulsion, . Inevi tabJ.y, oil production policies trill be affected, It 

needs very little intelligence to point to regjmes such as those in Saudi 

Arabia, Kuwait and the UAE ~<hie!; are going to ,have to bo extrmnely politically 

sophisticated if trwy are .to survive the 1980s in their present form. In 

paxticular, the fates of these regimes a.ro so intertwined _that radical· 

change in one tvould quite probably lead to a chain reaction amongs'j;. th)3 

otherr.. Hm1ever, radical political change is not just a possibili t;v· in .the 

case of the traditionalist oil producers. The current Iraqi regime is 

extremely naxrotdy based,. and no one can be confident about politica]. 

develop<aents .. in Indor.esia and Nigeria during tho co!1ling decade• 

o .... ., .Hationa~ism_.§!ld Relirgio~1::i Fti;J.damenta~ 

63. Once again, evcmts in Irqn .rel'l.ind us of the .dse ·of fundamentalist 

Islamic values in. the oiJ.-producj_ng )'Iorld, 1·1hich are anti-materialistic 

and--::perhap.s not inevitably--anti-ttestern, . Thi.s has alre::;dy had an effE>ct 

on oil .floHs and,. even if it doe" not lead to _the ovorthro\1 of. other, .. , . . ; ' . 

regimes, H .1 ill inovitably make· them more cautious, and·· this .will .fesd 

pack into loHerproduction rates. There is, houever, a less obvious angle 

to this problem, \le do not just htwe to Horry about C'Onsciot·.s political ,, ' 

decisions to restrain produ.ction, we will also be affected. by the. indirect 

effects. of a country's decision to use less, fo.roigners. in .the. oil fields, . 

or. to make its national oi.l company try to do without littl,e. or ne.. hel:P,,.

from foreign co!11paniE•&. 1'he effects of over-zealous economic, nationa.lism 

canbeinsid:i.ous. , Failures to carr;r out adequate exploration or maintenance 

CP.n slowly sap a country's productive capabili·t,y_•'li thout any conscious 

.;;.,,cision having been taken to cut it • 

• o eo ... Selective Embar~·r:cs 

84.· The probleros herG hardly need spelling out. The OAPEC oil embargo 

of 1973/74 uas qui to effective, 2nd we must assume that any replay would 

~mrk better. One 1wuJ.d expect the. instructions given oil companies .about 

d~~tinations "ould. be. hlCreasin(>ly detailed, and the th.-ceats of ·retaliation 

against .conpanies redj.re.cting_non-affectod crude to enbargot~d destinations 

might become serious •. _ Hmrever, the 'eJ.assi.c' 1973/4 embargo 5.s not· the. only 
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form this prob.~em may take. 1'he experience frolit a country ·such as Iraq 

is that the contractual restrictions on oil companies . as to which ,qarkets 

they can supply have become tough enough that the US companies risk 

offending American. la11 if th~y c~mply. He should also· note ~-~~ squtlJ.ern 

Africa is nmr_ joining Palestine as an issue uhich is sufficiently emotive 
,. . ·-. - '. . 

to trigger oil embargoes. Already, ma.'1Y OPEC countries forbid the sale 
. : ·.··.- . . ·;-.. :. •, . . . . 

of their oil to Zimbal~wet'Rhedesia and South Africa; Nigeria 1 s ·ex-
•• t; • 

propriation of BP sho1.1ld remind us that we are getting close· to thE] stage 
. r=" 

~/here Nigeria, at least, mcy refuse to sell oil -to companies or countJ;ies 
•.;' 

which are seen to be supporting Hhi te South Africa •. 

, •••• Production Limits: Economic Noti ves 

- 85 •. This issue has been covered at some length earlier in this piece, 

\'le are talking both of decisions to conserve oil reserves for technical. 

reasons, as uell as because economies are unable to absorb the relevant 

oil revenues, Hov10ver, production Emitation takes t110 forms: there is

the decision to produce at less than productive capacity, and there_ is 

the decision not to increase ·such capacity. AIC policy-mal~_erEo need to,· 

take both forms into· account • 

• • • , • Technical Restructurinp: of Oil Harkets 

86, . The· final problem to 11hich we should pay attention is that oil 

prod'l.!cing governments are increflsingly trjing to specify the types of 
.· : . . ~ ·.:: - ' ' 

. ·oil they are 11illing to S<}ll, and the types of customGr to whom they wiU 
. . . . . ' ··. . :'. '·.. : .. 

eell. Cumulatively a number of individual decisions at the nat5.onal 
. ' . .- -· 

l<wel may have a major :impact on global trading patterns. · As far as ·--

t"YPeS of crude are concerned, both Saudi Arabia and Venezuela have poHoies 

v1hicl:. force customers to take an increasing p;x::oportion of heavy ·(traditionally 

less attractive) crudes along with light ones. Tl::9 Saudi policy cuxrmatly 

is that customers have to take light and heavy crudes in a 65:3) proportion, 

and they will almost certainly svlitch to a 50:50 formula in tl1~'1980s, · 

This 11ill be an irritant to r2finers round the world; but such decisions 

reflect the fact that the world has been proportionately over-consuming· 

the lighter orudes and such steps arc merely trying to lead the \·my '\:o. 

an era in 1-1hich heavy crudes uill become ever more important._ One variant 

of this policy of t-ying conditions. to the sale of desirable orudes will 

: come as the refining (llld petrochelilical capacity of the oil producers· 

builds up, Should these products be commercially unattractive, ~~e oil 

producers. will try to insist ·chat purchasers of crude should al:oo talte -_.,. . ··: 
· a certaili amount of products. _ .. __ 
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a?'. As >l~ii 
.. ' ... 

the as being more assertive OV0r kinds of products. they 

axe 
> 

<willing to sell; the oil producers .arc also Getting more choosy 

about.the•cli~i:tts they sell to. There is, for instance, a significant 

:·'move to' diversify away fror.1· tho internat.i.onal majors, as can be ·s;en in 

. · trA re'"h~gdtiations of contracts currently tclCinij plac~ in Venezuel~ and 
. . •.· . .. . ... I . . . . . ... . . ··.· 

Libya, Innei ther case are the oajors going to be· ejected,. but there 

iS a consci:ou's effort to deal mor(l directly V!ith ultimate CUStomers, 

Sometines, this will .i.nvolve entetng stat~--to-state deals Hith energy 

deficient LDCs; at otherU;nes, J will. mean dealing directly uith ~on
gove=ental clients· iil c-ountries /like Japan and. Germany \{hich have trad

itionally been supplied by the oabors in their oil-trading role. .This 

can be ootivated partly by a desike ·t6 ~educ0 one' s··a:ependenoe 'on 6b~pa."lles 
which have, in the past, been tooldominant for political tastes, Partly, 

. though, the motivatio~ r.Jay be to 'orge links v1i th industrialized countries 

other than the United States and,l.to a lesser extent, tr.e UK since they 

have been so dominant ~n the oil ,broducing world in the past. Hm~evor, 
>~hatever the; motiyes, this diverslfication of customers has gathered pace 

in 1979. Shell axguc~ ti.at over 2 million b/o. ~~a~ taken out of traditional 

marketing channels during this ylar and put into more--or-less formal 

state-te-state deals (Note 50). Another csti~~te suggests tha-t more , . 

than .a quarter of the \;est's on 'inports nmi'ri16v0' th:i'o\lgh such· iion:.. . 

H51 tracl.i tional paths (i~ote 51). I"' descending m~der of magni ty,O.e, it is " 

N52 

Japan, France, Italy, Spain andTurke;)' 1vhic!J hav~ been most active in. 

signing such direct deals. The 9ore such deals prolif
1

erate, the more 

AIC poliby-mak~~s oust question The effectiveness of defensive I!leasures 

such as the International E'norgyfiigency's Eoorgency Allocation Scheme t,•hic.h 

rests h~avi!y on the ability. of th" international oil comp:mies to divert . . . . . . I . . . 
oil supplies t>ihhin their corporate i1et;rorks (Note 52). 

. · .... , ;_, 
I . 

I 
I 

~ .... Caxr_ot or Stick? I 
.. . . . . . ' I 

88. .All discussions of the AICs I future diplomatic relations \<j.i;h the 

oil producers must. start uith adcepting some bl,illt truths about the 1980s: 
I ,. . 

-given likely supply J:estriiints du:r:ing the 1980s, it is unrealistic 
. .· I • 

to think of 1 breaking OPEC' • 
, , . .··. • I ..... 

·· · -the ll.ICs ca.'1:1ot force ai)Y individ.uaJ. oil producer to produce at 

full choke. . j . 
-·the act of try:inG to b..J.ll.y oiJ. proc1ucers into increasing pro- . 

duction is likely to l>e Jounter-p:r-odi.wtive: .potenti.alJ.y friendlY· 
' 

., 
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regiinos.mey be destabilised.and succeeded by relative chaos. . 

-no single AIC.has such a monopoly of money, food, industrial •or 

ml.litaiy techricilor.,Y ·that it can blackmail any producer into in-

·creasing·product:i:on for more'than the short time ~needed by the 

producer to. find aJ. tcrna'~ive suppliers• 

-it is extrm:u:iJ.y unlikely that a'i.y ·combination of .AICs 'can be put 

·· t&gether with· E;; sufficient combined share of such factors that 

they can, as a group 1 'bJackmail·a·producer.'into chang:i.l'ig its 

· preferred policies. 
' -h01;ever irritating and, occasionally, humiliating it ·may be, the 

AICs-should·base their policies on persuasion; not on force or 

blackmail •. 

'-none of the above ·should be taken to rule out the use of. force · 

should ano.ther·Gl~eat Pouer threaten to use it to· grab oil supplies; 

or should ;:an 'oil-producing regime invite military .aid to .repulse 

· aii'o)Cternal threat which it might othentise be unable to handle • 
. ·~ ·' . . ..... 

89; ~!hat we need is a decade of extremely low-ko.y, 1mbtle and mtil ti

facetted diplonacy. The AICs shoUld abandon the. use of rhetoric tovmrd 

the· leading oil-producers, while understanding that this restraint ~Till 

not necessarily be reciprocated. Clearly, there wi).l; be occasiQP.S _t!h,.~n ... 

the oil prod-;cers will be best treated as a group (i.e. as OPEC) or as· 

sub-groups (i.e. the tr2dHionalist oil producers on the Gulf). ,_Howeve_r, 

not .too mtich hope ·should'berested on such·multilateral approaches. 

Insteaa; ~a' ltt' of: the': most usefUl effort.:.will' eo. ill fine-tuning diplomatic 

relati'6ns ~1ith' each' irid.i.Vidual oil producing state. Sometimes the best , 

app~.oach "will be 'a,c bilatoJ-al, inter-gover!unent!ll one; at other times, 

relations l<ill best ~CJ left to non-:,,o-vornmental bodies such as private 

companies,· Hone of this meatls that AICtJ-·should stop planning for crises 

such as wars or extreme political provocatl.otl: by given oil' producers •. · 

~.'hat it· does mean is such measures shoUld· very much be matters of last 

resort. In the past, Teddy Roosevel t tJadci sense when he said: 1 Speak 

softly and ca:rry a B:!.g stick' • In the coming decade, there will be 

nothing ~1rong vTith the soft-spe8lcing, but sticks ·will be out. It ·will be 

an era in l'Thich the AICs VIill need to tailor incentives to the specific 

needs of each oil producer, 

\·lill· be all about.· 

-~ ••• {.AIC Goals 

.· · .. '- :. 

90; .: Before d.iscuss:i.l1g .vae"ious incentives 1·1hich EI.iGht be offered to 
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producers, \iD .should first ·,')e clear. exactly what the goals of tho.AICs 
I 

should be, They. should seeb 

. -

1, to pel~!?1Bde the loading oil producerll, either singly or 
\ . . 

collectively, to maj_n·ca.i.n (l'enerous prod.uc:Hon levels, a.nd, whore 

.this is technically posBiblo, to increuse thoLl. 

2, to Jlersuad.e ·those oH-.p:roduoers in • a position to do so to 

·increase th\'ir productiYe capacity; oven if thoy do: not intend to 

. utilize. this fully on a sustained basis,· 

3, to persuade the :Jil-·producers to node:rate their oil-pricing 

policie.s~ 

4. to :persuade as nany oil producers as possible to shm-i productive 

flexibilit-y in timefl of ind.ush-y crisis. 

5. to. identify and v10rk Hi th (as closely as is. wise) those re(l'imes 

in the ~il-proclucins 1-mrld which cart be persuaded to modify their 

oil policies in the interests of the \mrld economy, 

6. to .rEnnenber the in·~erests of weBte:tn oonsu..raers and, if it is 

possible, to play off oil producer against oil proch~cer to drive 
' '· 

dmm prices. However, such a policy should riot be adopted if it 

endange_rs goals 1, 2 and 4,, 
. ,_ ... .f. ~~--1 

Potential AIC Incentives .. 'j . : • '· ·'' .• -

.. O."Oii'Re~ime maintenance .. , ·.·· ...... 

91 •. . Of all the potential incentives th<3 AICs can offer governoents' to 
' . produce oil reasonably generously, the mos ~ ethically and politically 

suspect .is ,for the AICs to offer, understandin(l's that they wi:ll back' 

pa.r.t5.oular cil--produdng :cegiDos. if they rim into trou'ole, If the,AICs 
'• 

ru:e not careful"· .they end up supporting thoroughl,y discredited, re(l'imes 

. ~lhich, uhen they. d.o fall, are suc.ceeded by regimes \Vhich must inevitably 

be hostile to ostentatiowly-ciose friends of the fallen leadei:ship~' 

?~ere. is also .the vory.real d~n(l'e'r in some parts of the world that it is 

positively dangerous for a regime to be seen to be too friendly to1-:a:rd • . -
certain-AIGs--in ~<hich case, too enthusiastic· bac~Lng for a regime may 

actually be "'elf-defeating •. · 

92, ClearlJ'•. the regimes whose falls vo;.lld apparently matter most to 

1-rorld oil consumers would be the conservative oil producers round the 

Arabian/Persian Gulf. 'l'he ch~mce that the Saudi :recime might be replaced 
. . ' . ' . 

. by a regime \~hi eh SGttled for production axound the 4-5 million •b/d.lovel 

is, to p11t it deJ.ic;ately; profoundly diDtu.:~b:i.ng. In conh•e,st, there are 

:· 
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a range of middle-ranking .OPEC meobcrs (Libya, Venezuela,. Algeria and. 

Iraq) where .it p:~;obably. does not matter crc2.tly who is in power, because 

we would !;lx;pect oil policies to remain substantially the same, 

93.. In these circ=stances, perhaps the single biggest step 1~hicll can 

be ~aken tq improve the dm;Jestic survival .of the, traditional l"liddle, ~astern 

oil producers is to refrain from putting too much press~e. on ,them to , 
' . ·, ' . 4. . ' . ' ~ . . 

. follow oil policies which leave them uneasy, Let thma.set .produc,.tion 

,/ ceilings, even. if thes~ leave the, wor~d market a b:i,t tight for ~~de, 
Let t)lem develop their own positions on r•liddle Eastern matters'· even if., 

these continue to be hostile .to the Camp David apprqach •. Certainly, let. 
. ' . . . ., . ,·,·.··· 

them become more nationalistic in economic ruatters.if that helpsithelJ1 

buy off domestic criticism, To put it bluntly, let them distance themselves 

J from the Unito\1, St~tes, and from any other AIC which gets too strident in 
. . 

demanding higher oil produ.::tion from OPEC members, 

94. Clearly, such advice could be embarrassing for the \~orld economy 

if .it leads to a lowering of oil production lmrels throuGh' me J.980s, 

but such embarrassment is probably inevitable, 

being badly _qi'f<1cted by political .change rcund 

The risk of qil-production 

the Gulf is quite_high, 
'_. . . 

and the Ales have to ask themselves \'lhether they might be in;reasing the 

chances of such change by meking politic ally risky demands of the system. 

At the very least, all AIC polic,f-mekers should ask i;hemf'elves \-ihether . 
'·' 

they are not putting proportionally more pressures' o'iL1;he o.:.l poliel.es 

of r1iddle Eastern. O~EC menbers than they havG put on thqse of co•.mtri'es 

lit!:e Nor.~ay (why. hasn·• t ·it opened up its northern waters' more rapidly?), 

B:ri tain ( couldn 1 t it be persuaded to try for a more ambHious export 

policy _by the rnid-:-1980s?) or J1e):ico (if it is getting US trade benefits 
·.•' 

from not being a member of OPEC, :shoulc1n •t it be shm·ling a bit more . 

generosity in its pricing policies?) •. If the AICs are ~peratinc- a· cllpl~matic 
. . . . . ,, . 

double-standard in being much more circumspect with key non-OPEC oil . .. ~ ' . ' . ' . . 

producers,. then AIC policy-makers must_ask themselves 1~hether such a . ' . . . . -

double-:-sta"ldard (however unintentior,P~l) does not indicate that .. serious 
' . 

pol~tical strains may be being created ~:i thin the OPEC w.~rld by \li'.r~aiistic 
ambitious demands, 

,1'• 

95. The question of providing lliddle Eastern oil producers 1-!ith help 

against external aggressors is a vexed one. In general, it ~rould be fair 

to say. that the AICs \1ould be happy if some . I over-the-horizon.' fire·· 

fighting force could be developed in a suffioiex1tly acceptable form. that 

•. -. ~ -... ? ....... ________ -·-·---_ .. -·-.- ·----



threat~n0d oil·producers uerc able to call en it fo~ he.lp (as Kul~:;dt 
Q;i called'for':Bri.tish help a(l'n:irwt Imq_ in 196 ; and as Zaire, in Africa, 

1ms able to' call cm }':ri:mch, ·BelGian and Horoccon troops in 1978) • On· 

the other hand, in the current fe1)riJ.e atmosphe:cG vri thin the Hiddle East, 

no ·political leader is goinc; to risk his· neck b;y- ·calling for the crc"J.tion 

·of such a ferce--pGrti.cularly sinGe it still seems that part of American 

public· opinion favmirs taking over ~IJiddle :Gnst0ri1 oil. fields, ~;hether the 

N53 local authm.·Hies call for US aid or not (Note 53), Ho11ever, since He 

aro lookinG' up to a decade ahead, it should not be beyond the 11i t of 

diplol!lats to col!le up ui th sor:ie Gulf Sec'.!ri ty Pact or sone oul ti-'-national · 

intervention force uhich is even tu ally politic ally acceptablo ( a.:nd re-· 

aosurin(r) to key· oil producers. 

96, · Houever, there· are ·controversial elements ·to any offer ·from AICs 

to !llainta.:in oil producing regimes. There is the perer.nial debate about 

what policy one should foJ.lo<'l on selling arms to a part of the uorld i'lhich 

H54 is already ~o insecure--but this is a relatively i·!ell-1·/0rn .i.ssue (i1ote 54). 
;•_! 

One of the ne1rer 6ont:cmrersies is IVhere a H1l.I:Hin ili:.:;hts policy should fit.· 

Lvito oil O.iplomacy 9 : since there. are not P.lal:'l~;.:- d.em0cra6ies aniong the leading 

OPFf! members. There are voices 11ho still arg.ie that oil is too important 

to· be~ put· at ::rj_sk· ·bY d.emonstratioris of liberal 'bi:e8ding-heax·t' conscier .. ces ~ 

and they· so!!'etimes go. on to bJal!le the ·ran of the Shah· on the pressures 

that President Carter put on him to liberalize. On 'the either· hand; th~re 
is the arc-l!;lent ( "hicli I support) that on0 of the les'lons from the Shah's 

fall is of ·tll':l. dangers 1>1hich come fron the lliCr>' identifying themselvGs·. 

too closely~leaders Hhose position is ultimatGly'i.ndefensible; Clearly, 

'it Hould be crazy for AIC;; to be scourinG the Gulf states' fcir fr~'.stratecl 

democrats and disrrruntlHd technoore.ts. On the other hand, it must be · · 

I:lade clear that no leaders of. o.i.i' producing r>tates can expect hacking ·at 

an·costs if they have lost the a~ili ty to adJust to the changing social 

and poii tical forces belovr theQ. Pe~haps a ici~sson can be dra1m frem ,. ~-
.. 

recent events in South Korea. In thlfi case; 'the US authorities made'. a '' 

clear diStinctioP.. bei;wefm their supp~rt: for'' ·the country's rrenerai" lines . 

of development; ·'and ·cheir qualified disapproval of an unyielding autocrat. 

President Park '.<as killed 1d thout trirrcering a. radical brea.k in South Korea's 

(l'eneral political oriontation, Other autot;rats might lea:cn a lesson from 

this. .. 
1 . I 

97. It \·TOuld ·be a ad Stake if· ·Ghe foretsoinc; pe..r:ar.:,rr-aphs axe recid as a 

· p:lb~ fo:C the ;.\ICs to co::lceni;ratG ~prima:riJ..y on rnaintainine the conse:P.-..rative 

' ·. 
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Gulf:r.ulerS in pouer as long Qs it is decent to do so. Quite clearly, 

though, lw·!iave to come to. terns •~ith ·a nuch itider poJ.i tical spectrum of 

oil-producinc.countries than these, and the cunulative mod:ifications which 

ca01 'be.' uon 'in the latter's oil policies may be just as important as the 

chPnr;es 'which rnit:ht be ;.,innablo from the con~ervative Gulf producers •. 

On the''other hand, it ic difficult to see any of the non-i'tiddle Eastern 

oil producers' beinG pa:cticularly susceptible to offers of secm·i ty assistance 

from the''AIC!.~; The Alc;erians, Venezuelans and Nicrerians probably do· not 

see any exte'rna.l t..':tmat ~;hich really vro~ries them (r1orocco in Aigel-:i.a•s 

case?). Possibly. only the Indon~$ians, •·rho view Vietnam's adventures 

in SouthEast .A.s.ia with some alarm, are going to be very receptive to 

offers 'oi'~ecurl.ty assistance and, even here, the uorries \-rould be more 

about thii' potential destabilisation of ot.l:ter ASEAN members, rather than 

of Iiidbneisia i tseif • 

• ••• ".'tJust• Solutions tci' tl!g Palestinian Issue ••• and to Southern Africa?· 

98. It iS probably notuorth the J\.ICs (read 'the USA') 

into an 'even-handed' Nit.2.le Eastern settlement, if it is 

bullying Israel 

aosumed that 

this uill en<;ourar;e the moderate Arab states to increase oil production: , 

above 'their self-ioposed ceilings. On the other hand, "hateve~ the rights 

and \JrOUGS of the Palestinial'l issue, steady, visible pressuxe on Israel 

:is R·aamar;e•limi'j;ing policy op"cion Hhich should be considered :in the 

context' of ·the cominc; decade. 

99. ThE:!' reason for rejecting the simplistic arsuments for til t.ing: 

:to\vard the Jlrabs is that the analysis in the first half of this paper 

suggests that many of the Arab. oil-;:>roduoers have strong domestic reasons 

for not pushinG production capacity up. too fast. Cn the oiher hand, as. 

long as the Arab and other Inlacic oil producers are unable. to .accept . 

the ;:,olut;i_ons a,_,"'reed betueen Israel and Egypt, then we are .going. to be 

left uith an important force for instab.ili tY vr.i thin the Hidcll.e F.asterr• 

oil-producing vrorld. iie are dealing •-ri th reg:irnes vrhioh have. to be very 

sensitive to religious opinion around them, ru:td the less satisfactorJ .. 

Israeli. concessions are to mainstream Islamic opinio!1 ( \•ihich is obviously 

moving irl a· more fundamentalist direction), then the more uncertain of · 

themselves the oil-leaders vrill be •. At l·mrst, .inadequate (in Arab eyes) 

settl~merit of Israeli-Palestinian disputes could be or:e :of the final 

strmrs J.e.ail.ing to the serious des"tabilization of regimes. At best, such 

an 't in&cl9qu·at9 1 state cif ·affairs will 18-ci'd. tO o:il rec:iffie~ widening the 

perce_iVcd distance beti-Ieen them and those l~IC Por:e!.'s \l!hich arc· held to be 
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respom;ible for getting Israel into line. Thus, the fact that tile Niddle 

Eas·~c:rn oil producers ;;ere uni.ted. in their rejectj_on of the. Egypt-Israeli 

peace. treaty should be taken se:::·iously, even if it is possible to point 

to subsequent strains in this rejectionist front. 'i.'he Saudis were subse·:. 

qucntly persuaded to breach their 8. 5 r;.illicn b/ d ceiling at leq.st . in part 

because they Here pcrs·,mded that -!;he US 11ould keep the pressure on Israel 

to behave generously tcward the Palestinians. AssuminG that they are 

di8appointed Hith 1;hat has been deliverecl, then it .is less likely that they 
. . . ' . 

will b.e persuaded to behave mocler:..tely (:L.e. step up oil production; try to 

moclerate OPEC price. incrca.ses) in future cr:Lses. It is tllis range of 

cooperation \;hich is put at risk should key AIC:; be seen to be condoning 

IsraeJ.i ir!transicence, Hitb the re.al possibilit;r that. lack of a def8l1sitls 

settle~ent t-.rill lead io the destab~lization _of. ke~~~ regimes in the reGion 

~li th almost inevitable trauma He results for the \;orld economy, lie should, 
' 

h01~ever, forget the idea that a satisfhctory settlement Hill lead to liiddle 

Easte:cr• vi.l p:cqducers cucldenly deeopping their n,.,ervaticn about ipcreasints. 

oi~. product,icl1,·· The, argunents for, producticn-limi tc..Uon do. not turn round 

this ~ingle is~ue. 

, ,, .. 

lOO., . This is ,_,ne of the !wy issues :';here tbe extremely visible involvement 

of the USA in l1i.tldle Eaotern politics is as much a liability as an asset, 

Certe.inly, if Israel is ever go:,ng to be persuaded to take diploma tic risks, 

i·t ~s Ameri.can support nnd pressure ~lhich ·,{ill be the key, On the other 

hand, should anything go ,1rong tiith the US-):srael.i relationship (say, the 

US loses i.ts n8l.'Ve for domestic electoral reasons~ Israel just _remains 

intransigent)~ ·(:hen there is. a real ri~1k of a chain-reaction jnto the 

Arab oil-producing 1rorld, \·lhere rerrimes .tha":: a.re seen as being pro-American 

uill _corue under_ straina 

101. Since ue are thinking a decadeo ahead, it is possible to argue that 

the stability of the oH-producinG" >mrld would potentially be improved by 

tl<e Uest Europeans and Japanese consciously developing a role as friendly. 

critic o:C US policicos toward the Hiddle J:iiast. AssUI!ling there is not 

much disacreement ·oet.;e<:m the US and the EC about what kind of overall 

H55 settlement is desirable in the Hiddle East (Hate 55), there is plenty of . 

scope for disag:>:eemeni; g,bo1.lt tap tics, particulg,rly given the fact that the 
'•., ' 

strength of the Je1-rish, electorate in the United .Statee may mean that there. 

uill be years at t, time in 10hich it. is politically impossible for the USA 
' to la1.mch serious ini tiati"'tes in this 2.:ree... In these _cir~umstsnces there 

V vrouJ.d. seem to _l)e i1.o_ harm ,if Europe ~1d, p~rha.ps, .Tapan ·oecar.ae nore active 

. -
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lobbyists for the Arab viewpint 1d thin ·l;he liiddle Eastern debat,e (this 

assumes that the Israeli cause )_s well defended i·:ithin the United States). 

At the very least, it should mean that, supposir.l!i. there is .. a perio.d of 

der,dlock or Horse 'over the Palestit'iian issue, there would be· al tetnative 

blocs 11i thin the AICs llhich ;Jould not be sem as fundamentally being:wi thin 

the Israeli camp. Clearly, the USA \hn i1ot b€ happy td th the loevelopment 

of Hest European or Japanese ini.tia:tives in this area, but these would: add 

diplomatic vG.tiety to 8n 'issue 11her-:J the diplomatic choices- are currently· 

too stark for the political heal t.':t of the Niddle Eastern oil· region. 

-·· 
102. · · The AICs should al:jo consider their atti tucles to1~ard political 

change in Southern Africa, ·In the past, they have assumed that this is an 

area which, having little oil' of its own, is irrelevant to the fate of · 

the· oil :industry'• They have dtmm confi.dence from the fact that a company. 

like Gulf, mice thought badly endangered ihroug.'1 its relationship 11i th the . 

Portuguese colonial regime :'..n J\ngola, has managed to maintain .its position 

even \inder such a radical post-<rndependence regime ·as the i'lPLA. H~uever, 

·there should be little &"rounds for complacency. There has been considereble 

controversy over the disclosures about the role western oil companies played 

1-!56 in supplying the rebel Rhodesian regime in the 1960s and early 1970s (note 56). 
Nigeria's nationalization of BP'" asseto uas closely tied up with-Britain's 

perceived um~illingness to take a tough Ene ,{i th \ihi te dominated regimes 

in Southern Af:dc8". ·!'lost·. OPEC members nm~ :-an· the sale of their oil to 

South Africa, and there is a real chance that, should -~he negotiations over 

Namibia go Wrong; the United Nat;_ons Hill declare an oil embareo on· South 

Africa. 
.,,. 

·' •'' 

·103. Clearly, each AIC will have its vie\iS on how impor-tant the Southert. 

Africa issue ·1Jill be for international· oil markets. iligeria is c&~tainly 

going to be involved and there can be -little doubt that its oil policies 

\dll discriminate between friendly aild·.hostile AICs on this issue·. However, 

it is difficult to see other o~.:.-producing countries determining their 

production levels as a direct or indirect result of de-velopments in s·outheJ.'ll I Africa, On the other hand, should the situation olip into major bloodshed, 

(surely the most likely outcome?) one. can see oil embarGoes on South Africa 

being broaderred to discr5minate against cou.."lti·ies which are somehol-1 seen 

as being too closely invol-ved 1-1i th the 1<hi te regime. Finally, companies 

with large visible subMcliaries in South Africa uill be vulne:>:able to 

retaliation elsewhere in the oil producing 1-10rld - inevitably this \dll 

involve some of the international majors \lho are already under pressure 
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elseHhere in· the system.· · ... 

• ". o .. Accelerated Conservation. 

104. i'loving on from o•rertly political 'c:.a:rrots', there are a· range of 

more technical actions which .AICB could use -as inoentives for the oil 

producers to behave relatively·. responsibly. Arguably, the first technical. 

step ;rhich should be taken is 1·:very visibly, to step·up AIC co=itman:t to 

cutting back oil demand. Clearly, there is a defensive aspect to this: the 

lowar '~orld oil deman.d is, the .less pressm·cs thc:re "rill be on the oil 

price, and' the less- traUllla.ti~ wHl years like 1979 be uhen leading oil

producers decide· to proihwe a.t well belou their poter1tial. Houever • .there 

are more positive arguments to be made for putti.nc increasing symbolic 

'~eight': en ene~~gy.· conserving measures. If ue a~cept the: analysis that. the 

AIGs a:ce straining the political loyalty of those oil-produping re(l'ime_s 

'"hich have stepped up production in the \·Ta.l;:e of the 1979 Iranian crisis, 

tben·.:\·le should be a1~arc that they are no\'1 ipplioi tly arguing that ti,erc) 

should be two sides to •such decisions. If the leading oil producers are. 

aske.'. to. court political l•"lpopulari ty ·Dy increasing oil production, then the 

leading oil- consumers chould 'be equally bold in taking positive steps to 

reduce consumption.- This is a theme which has been particularly stressed 

m' Saudi. statements this y-ear. To take the views expressed by _Sheikh 

Yamani' in tuo recently ·publi.she•'" intervie••s: 

·•ue incr31wed our production. \"le did our part. It is Ii6'~ your turr: 

·to. do :something. . ••• ·.r thinlc we are losing control over everythi!)g. 

,. This is clue 'to'·high oonsum:Ction and the loss on control of the 

Rotterdam ma~ket a11d the spot market. The consumorn are responsible · 

for that, You have to do something about it before it is too late; • 

• ; .T ·don't th:i.nk the question ia one of :i.ncreasing supply. The question 

is one of reducing consumpt5.on drastically so that you, the consumers, 

can correct the balance ••••• I direct blame neither at OPEC nor the 

oil c'ompanies for the energy crisis •. •It is the commmer that is t6 

blame.' (Note 57). ··· 

105. Such a:rguments will irritate many in the J>ICs; Hho 11ill be tempted 

to respond that the efficiency of their onerg;,• and oil usage has been 

N58 stead.ily improving since 1973 (Note 58)--but this is to miss the ·point. 

All this steady progress counts for little if there is im~ediate squabbling 

over symbolic goals set at meetinGS like the July 1979 Tokyo Summi.t • .- Thee

point is that symbols matter in the 'era. "e have entered.,,. i·le .are not. tryL'!{; 

to o'onvince the Yamanis of the <TOrld vli th teebnical arguments. He are trying 

·• ·-
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to influence the partly- or ill-informed 1dthin the, oil producing 11orld 

who a.Jie convinced that their 'noble' hydrocarbons are beinG gratuitously 
.. '. ' 

frittered away by irresponsibly self-indulgent western consumers, To. 
•\;' 

allay the suspicions of such people, symbolic acts are important •. 

106. Clearly,- this, is not to arg.1e that the AICs should stop the slm~. 

improvement of their. existinG· energy policies. It is, though,.to argue 

that t..l:le. AICs should· do 1:1ore · foreward thinking for the next· year 11hen ue 

face a c:dsis like that of 1979. The principle of. cutting back oil imports 
. ~ . . '· 

by a given percentage ~fithin a short time (as .the .IEA meml::ers accep.ted in 
. '·· '··- ·'--

the SprinG of 1979) may be a necessa~J commitment \fhich has to be made 
· .. ·. 

before . .one even,starts tryinG to persuade key oil producers.to .step up 

produc.tion· above · the.ir politic ally-safer, preferred ceilinGS, · Next time 

round, these commitments must be strong enough to stick, in .contrast.·to 

1979 11hen the majority of governments lacked the ;fill .to enforce them;. 

••••• Asset J'.!aintenance 

· 107. . Honey' is obviously going to remain or:0 of the str...,ngest carrots for 

most of the .. •oil producing states, but we ~<ill cleax::.y continue to be faced 

11ith the .problem of asking some regimes to produce o.il at h,i.gher levels 

than they believe is economically necessary. In these circumstances .• only 

the blindest AIC citizen uould deny that amassing unspendable CtU'rency. 

reserv!'ls is ell unattractive· option for the oil producers. At the. very least, 

s.uch reserves are .inexorably eroded by apparently endemic global inflation. 

At 1~orst (in the oil producers eyes), their overs,.,as a<mets can be gx,a.bbed 

by key AICs like tpe United States in re-runs of the gxeat US-Iranian 

money uar of ).ate 1979. It is not enough to point to the exceptional 

ciro1l1Jlstances behind this } .. atter dispute, and. it has raised a .whole series 

of,questions.which haU. better.not have been asked, 

108; Clearly, .though, there should ;be continuous thou.:¥tt given throughout 

~~1is decade to ways of reassuring reluctant producers that building up 

overseas assets is not a bad economic and political alternative to leaving 

. oil in the ground. . This is a debate ~1hich has been rattling round. >fOrld , 

financial c:i;:t:>cles for some years now but is none the less pressing for ail 

that'; .One. ne~< aspect ~rhich·must no\/ be taken into account is the demon

stration of US financial counter-measures against Iran.. This indicates · 

that the. Ec a..'1d Japan might each•con.sider deyelopin.G their own indexed-"·. . - . 

assets sc!lemes foJ.' deployment at .some future..~tage when ,some oil :producera 

might be interested it1 modifying their production policies as part of an . 
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explicit or implicit ba:rcnin. ~~hi.s development: of regional sche)lles. is 

particularly import:m·o if 1·1e decide that e..ny conceivable indexed secuxity 

at the -global levo1 would be vu1nw:v.ble to aggressive legal challenges 

from a..l"l -aggTieved 9 leadi~1g AIC. 

', 

109. Age~in 9 1·re s11011~~Ct spend the ~ecade ;refining our policies tn'\iard the 

oil producers' eq_uit::r investments in AIC companies. There is something. 

distinctly ·Hrong_ ,._,he:l I-:u;;~ui t ~ one of .tb.e cou.~.-·:rtries tii th a ~hronic surplus 

problem,. feels i·c oho:lld limit equity purct.ases to r:Jinor stakes. (around .. 

2-3 per cent) in· \vG8te:m compar•.:Cen, as a re&uH of the public hostility 

N59 triggered 1·1hen it tried making l(<r~jer purchases around 1974 (Hote 59).· 

Hm:rever, 1·1here it has been possible for oil-producers to take significant 

·equity stakes, . the q_ual:i. ty of the companies available for such penetr.ation . 

have ·left .. a great deal to be desired •. Can He really be sure that Niddle. 

Eastern and l1orth African exposure in financially troubled companies such 

1J as !Crupp, l'!ontedison·, Gornmcn\<cal th Rc~i.ning o:r, to a lesser extent, }'iat 
~ '~ 

~;ill not lead~ to at least one financial disaster ;1hich will scare off. 

f 'h . tm t f tb '1 , . . ., d? ur·c er ~UV0S en S _roru· _Q OJ.~ I)rOQUC.~..ng ~·ror.l.. .,.: Should. not Al:C gove;rnl:l,ents 

be preparing public opinion f'm~ the fact the:t asking .oil producing states 

to produce at relat:i.vely hiGh !:ates e::1taHs giving them a good-quality 

homE!· for ·cheir mon">y? Only lta),y curren·cly seems to accept the logic of 

1 the neu :posi tion 9 but tb.en is ·c:·::5.s an economy ~ne ,,.rould. really. adv:i..se 

Should we not instead. . '~ . 

be thinl:iri.:S of· eacoura.c5.ng oil p:roducers to ta.l.;:e J!d.no:::5.'bJ stake'! in 

compar.J.es ·like :BP and Ex .. -xo;.l?. 

·", 

.J·.· .• 

110. The fact that the AICs arc the fount of most advanced technology i:J. 

not a very potent~bargaining CaJ.'d, though it is one ~lhich, With a..bit of. 

ifuagination, could be strenethened. For one thine;, AJ'atoll.ah Khomeini.'s 

example 'shot·/S ·there ma;y- \<ell i)e periods in 1;hi.oh key cotmtries =e led by 

people '>tho· believe they cnn t1;;:·n their backs .. on Jvestern technology •. ~In . 

a.YJ:Y 'case, there are very few tcclmologies \;here it is not possibl';' for.~ . 

rich· oil-producinG oou."ltry to acquire them by shop:.;ing around among the AICs 

and·, incrcasint;lY, the? so~·callod 1 l'lmvly-InC.us trie.lizing Cotmtries '· such 

N60 as Tah1on o:r South Eorea (Uotc 60). '\;hen Sa,udi Arabia ca..-1 deal Hith Taiuan 

for a: fer-tilizer· .factory 9 ._-,·~i tp. Japan fo:c its desa1ination needs and \'li th 

South Korea for c., lot of ·ita construction 'viorkil '•'~ sho~~ c~early. fo~&'(~:t, 

about arguments that r;uch oi~.-p:roclucing ste~tes c?.n be ~-:ept i11 lin~. tl"'J::.-ough 

their technological dqJEmd.enc:e on AICs such as the .United. States. It is, 

. . 
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even possible .to extend this argument into tlwmili tary field. Clearly, any 

Middle ,J.<:astepl ·cmmtry t<anting planes and missiles to rival those of Israel 

will still dep.end heavily on the USA 'or ·the .. soviet Union. Hot<ever, if the 

wor:ry is internal security or disputes wi thneighbours (other than Israel), 

then virtually all needs ca."l be satisi'ied from liest European sources or, 

even, . in part, · from a country. like Brazil. 

·_ -' ... 
J,ll. This does not mean \le should comple~ely ;;rite off the technology card, 

CleaJ.•ly there is an area around oil. and. gas. production ;;here .interests of .. ., . . . . ' ; ' ' ~ . . . ·- . 

oil c~msumers and producep; are ve:cy .similar. There has besn a period of 
.... : ' 

some ye:SXs. JI1 ;;hlch many.·oPEC members have, placed little: .stress on what ~re ..... 
have ea;~?Jer .called 'Good Husbandry'. Exploration l'fi:orts h<>YEC been half

hear~,e,~; ~fforts to· eJ:lhance .the recovery rate from existing fields have been 

r01,JJin(!; among the 'high .abf1or'tJers 1 there has no.t a,hrays been an :;Jggressive 
-·-··· •.l ·. ' • • ",'• 

as;>,ess:nent of· the opportunities high· oil prices have. give:n to . developing. 
; ,,._ ' ... 

non-:-trad:;. tional energy resources, Hm;ever, it would be fair to say t):lat 

much of' the debate ~<it):lin OPEC circles about production-limitation reflects 

a 'grm·ring awareness that such i.osuuJ now require constant and urgent con- · 

sideration.· 

ll2 •· . In these circumstances, it should certainly be possible for international 

energy companies to capi taliz.e vn their experiences on the technological 

.frontiers of er,ergy production. · Here,. AIC 1·olicy-makers should t<atch 

developments in ·Venezuela--a co,mtr<J.,yit)wut some of extreme emotional 

reactions to foreign oil companies Peen in other oil pr>ducing states such 
·''·• ;,' 

as l'iexico--and Hhich is consciously. trying to 1 fine-tune 1 the contracts 

under ~1hich such companies supply technologies and skills not possessed in 

Venezuela. I would argue t':lat the relatively unemotional, calculated 

bargain_ing going on there is the modt'l to\lards which most other OPEC members 

>dll more or less steadily approach. If I am right, then· the AICs should 

do aJ.l they can to sharpen the a1~aroness of oil-producing governments . that 
. 

i'. ·really is possible to get access to-porporate technology on terms. which 
. -~·'· 

do· not inevitably offend national sus0~ptibili ties. The other side of the . 

coin ·is that some AIC policy makers need.to accept that service contracts, 

~Iill p~ay an ever-increasing role in the industry, and that this need not 

add to instability in the industry. 

'.-

ll3. Hare thought neods to be given to the role that t.IC governments might 

play i.n the technology fielcl, Certainly, there are bilateral, inter

govei'limental opportunities as instanced by the US-Saudi agreement to cooperate 
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on the development of solar .P·ower. Such opporbm.i ties are obviously open 

for exploiting by a.Ir,f AIC government which is distinctively active in some 

energy field and whioh can .identHy oil'-producing states interested .in the 

same ·area. On a multilateral basis one can identify· the general AIC, push 

into enhanced recovery techniques and into synthetic.fuels--areas which are 

of grO\dng interest to runny of the oil-produco~·s as well. In the- longer-run, 

one suspects that the> fliCs' gToving experience 1V.ith energy conserration 

techniques may :prove interesting to oil producing states ~Vho; for all their .. · 

lectures to the AICs about· curbing such usage, seem to be proving-profligate · 

• energy· comr\:Lrners in their ·o•,m ri(lht ( thoue:h clearly· starting· from _a much:· - .. 

H61 loHer bas;3) (Note 61). It is therefore important that AICs devote some 

time to id8ntifying those reseacch-intensive axeas in which both :they and 

the ciil producers have ciO!lllllon interests.· It .may not be possible to dra\~ · 

on·such ·areas to lau11ch diplomatic initiatives specifically calling on ,the. 

oil-producers to raise production: levels •. ·But, on'.the other hand, eny action 

vrhich improves enhanced recover;{ technolog-.,r vlill:. inevitably allo;; the high-

abE:·Ol,bing oil: producers a chance of increased production from 

of reserves, thus benefi tting both sides. He shall corn<' back 

a fm·r pages further on. 

a given set 

to this idea 

• 
'114".' · · In the years immediately follo;;ing the 1973-4 oil price explosion it 

;;as' poDsj.ble ·to put some substance into the E'Jro-Arab Ilialogue by having 

d.etailed ·discussions on projections of industry developments in Petrochemicals 

N62 and oil r.ef'ining (Hote 6~). 'I'i:a fact that ::here >l(3re people on both sides 

of this exercise \~ho found it useful, shoul<l.not blind us to·1:he grO\·ting 

ability of 'OP1c0 and ·other Thh'd-\iorld oriented bodies to do innreasingly 

sophisticated projections on their ovm iritt.out calling for AIC help. 

Hovrever, there uill alHays be areas ·in ;:hi eh there vill be benefits from 

joint efforts, ;md there ha.ve been suggestions that a joint producer._ 

consumer consideration of the future ener{fJ outlook could be one a.rea 

N63 offering sc'ope for such cooperation (N63). This is not the sort of area 

wnichof£ers either sids 2nypotential leverage on the other, .but no ham 

can come from "identifyin& the common 170und in perceptions of the future 

and orie can hope that such efforts uould at least help to avoid simple· 

miscalculations (such as under- or over-estimating the extent to ,\ihich 

energy consex-va.tion measures really can replace the need for steadily in-

creased oil production). 
·' ,·! 

. -
· ·' 115. The bnergy-Jlefiderrt Developing Countries (EDllOs) are going to be 
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relatively worse affected by the 1979.,.80 oil price rises than by the 1973-4 
ones, since· they entered 1979 with considerably higher debts •. Reliev;tng. 

the plight of these countries is thus becoming more, rather-than less, 

. : ·urgent, Although the following comments may imply a somewhat cynical use 
. -

of the EDDCs' plight, nothing should be taken to argue that the AICs should 

not be helping the EDDCs independentlY of any joint efforts that the A!Cs 

might eht~r into with the oil producers, 
.. -~: .. ·;C. :·:-I .. : .. : 

;, ! . 

li6. . There is ii~ doubt that the oil producers are \.ulnerable to th~ cha:r!:ie 

that their price hikes hit ihe EDDCs reiG.tively h~der than they do fu~ AICs, 

• ' '~hich ·a.t least have some waste built into their· enei:gy wade. · The non

Hiddle Eastern oil producers ~1ill know this be~al1se 'they are an integral 

part of regional Third \·lorld groupings: Venezuel~ 'c8Illlot for'~et its Latin 

Am~rican and Caribbean neighbours, -~or can Indone~ia d£vo~ce i trlelf i.com 

the needs of ASEAN, The Arabs htwe found themselves under-iriCreasirig 
. . . 

pressure from the African states who, tbroughthe Organization of African 

Unity,. have shown the~selves more and more unwilling tofollow the Arab 

line on !·liddle East~rn matters. Cn. an even wider leveL OPEC members .are 

rin'<llna it more difficult to keep discussion of oil policies out of fora 

like U1lCTAJ) a;-,d the Group of 77, 
· .... ·.- .. - .· 

117; Hov1ever, OPEC stillhas the Third \-!orld fairl;r Hell tmder control. 

_{- Fol:· one thing,, the _aid perfnrmance of OPEC members is p:1Portionally_mcre_ 

generous than that 'of the A!Cs. Secondly, most OPEC members have gone to .. 

considerable lenfii;hs during 1979 to see that EDDCs have had tl1ei.r supplies 

maintained and, in niany cases, there have been undisclosed price discounts 

arid., in the Iraqi casri, loans to compensat-:: for increased 9il, prices .• 

Thirdly, OPEC members still champion most of the causes dear to the heart 

of the Third. vlorld in Gene~al, so that, whatever the iritra-Third Ho~ld 
,tensi~ns bri oil· matters, the AICs are still seen as common adversaries on 

'nio'~t other ~conomio issues. Perhaps the state of OPEC members' t.'llnking 

is best.exempiified by Iraqi proposals for a jo.i.ntOPEC-AIC effort to . 
. . ·, . ' . .. . ,: ._ i--. . 

oompen~~te the EDDCs for the combination of higher oil prices and.of. 

N64 .iri.tiation' exported rfom' the AICe (Note 64). OPEC members really do not 
.. - . 

believe -th~t they c~f1tr:l b.rte much to ••orld inflationary levels, and they . 

do not eee lll:ly they should be expected to carry the blame for the bulk of 

the ills of t.tie Third Horld. 

118. This propoeal for an AIC-OPEC fw1d is almost certainly a non-starter, 

vJhereas most OP:U.'C members could probably be persuaded to accept some version 
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of :it, .:it is difficult to se.•.e any AIC agr.e.eing to join.. But this should 

not stop the AICs thiclc:i.ng of ;mys of identifying aspects of the ;EDDCs I 
:-;. ·::·-:·. ·.··;.: 

• , . 

plight where a common approach might be politically acceptable. ~rhe generally -· .. . . . 

positive reacti;n which the. \'iorld Bank has wen from both sides for its 

dec:;,sion to step up lending in the energy sectors of theEDDCs. clearly 

indicates v1here this policy search should go. It is in. the interests of 

the AICs that more reserves of oil and other energy sources should be 

discovered within the Third 'dorld. J'.t worst, the lucky LDCs will speedj.ly 

develop any discovered reso=.ces since, a:lmost by definition, these wi:J.l 

be high absorbing countries. At best, spme more 'l1exico 1 s 1 or 1min.i.-Mexico 1 s 1 

will be discovered--and, though not premising miracles, the vlorld Bank. is 

generaJ.'ly b~llish -~bout the potential for oil and gas !l!scov9ries in th~·-· 
N65 no'n-OPEC 'l'hird 1'orld '(N0te 65). It shouid however be possible to gene:~;11te .. ,. ; ,_., ,._ 

initiatives which go beyol}.d the mere oil exploration stag-e, For instance, 
., - • ' ,._, ·- ,. • < 

the EDDCs have potential_sourCl'JS of eDGrgy which deserve more technological . -· '. :' : ,-_. ~-: ·- ... ' .. -~.. _: 

attention, so, should the idea of AIC-OPEC collaboration in the energy-
' 

,;eec-arch -field be developPd, then it would be a r;roall step to involve the_ 

EDDCs as \1ell (in fac ~ OPEC would probably insist on their inclusion a.~ay), 

••• , ,1-larket Access 

119. As the OPEC members continue to industrialize, they will develop an 

ever-increasing flow of bydroca:.:bon-based expo:?ts (petrochemicals and re!-i."led 

oil 'products to start with: energy intensive products like steel and aluminium 

N66 i~ the longer,-run). As I've art;twd elsewhere (!late 66), ther·~ \1ill be a ' 
' . ' . - ;, \ . . ~ ; .: . ; 

t(l~!ltation for 

the oil market 

the AICs.to bo obstructive but, should the AICs accept that 
-.. :·_; ;:;._·' 

is likely to be dangerously tight in the 1980s, they mignt 
···~ 

consider giving some understa.'ld.ings to key oH producers about the' treatment 

such products uill be given when they start t:J flo<r in significai1t quanti-ties 

in the later 1980s. This will mean opening, some industrial policy debates 
...... 

to oil-link()d consid.t,rations_,. and tl).J_s sh9_uld happen sooner rather th= later. 
. : . . . . . ~ ·:· '. . . --- :· ~ .. ' . . ' .. " ' ' ... - ' . ' . •. 

For inst?~lce, th.e. current dispute. J_n petrochemical and textiles about the 

competitive ~dv~t~gc whl~h the US i~:gain.ing o~e~ the EC indu-stcy through 
'.!,' :_· 

its. access to che13:p gas, is virtually identical '-'i th the debate which \-Till 

come \1hen I-liddle. Eastern gas-based products emerge. . Some countries like 

Japan seem resigned to persuading their industrialists to .adjust to this 

development by taking part in the J."elevant projects in the oil-prodt10ing 

\iorld. In ~lest Europe, more advanco thinking is needed about hm; Brussels 

might react to demands that it assure oil producing states of unfettered 

'futuro market access. 
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. '.. ~ ... 
\·)e should also hero: in m.fh.d the gro~oJ:Lnc importance of the gas. trade 

for OPEC members •. It seems difficult to bolievo that, should there be. 

serious oil prOduction sho~tf~lls ir; the 1980s·, available gas i:nlppl:i.~s · 
will not be ilriappod up instead. Hm>evcr, thoro are countries like Kuua:i. t 

with LFG · (Liqu6£iedPotroleum Gases) plans for Hhich they have ::~bt yet 

found the ~;d6ss~ n;nt;ber of fu·~liTe clients •. At the very least, Ah:s 

sl:i:buia"think through the implications of OPEC'S greater stress on gas; 

At tho "o:itte~o, Aics should assume that oil producero ~orill increasingly.· 

insist oii"keeping oil production doun to ietie"ts· permitting the disposal of 

most of tho associated gas, Anything Hhich ·;;gi;'"bo dono to dispose of S"J.Ch 

gas will thus dispose of one barrier to raising oil production • 

• • , •• Oil Pricing Ilochanisms . ::: .. · . 

121. Ono rocun·in[l" conplaint from OPEC' s members is the fluotuatin~ value 
' . 

oi the Doilar and the orodit1g impact of global, :i.ri:fiaHon on oil prices. 

The proposed remedies h;,_ve ranged from the Gene~ a, 'basket' of cu:r:i:ch.cies . 

to a seri.os of .pro~ossivcly planned incroaoo~' aimed at co'.:,~rjii~ ·~~~ offe~t 
of· inflation. and dollar fluctu8.ti~'h, along Hi th the explicit goal for 

the nud-l9~0s of ~oving the oii·~~ice steadily tward parity with the price 

N67 of a,lternaiive energy sources '(iibt'i;67). 
-~.' .:·1 

122, Once 8,gain, this is a, ~oi;,.i,lvoly ~mJl.-woni debate which 1dll un

doubtedly r~cur throughout thK 1980s. . It j_s' of course:' possible for AIC 

policy i:na.kors to scc.ff a.t th6' desirabiii ty of such stops; · The damage whiuh 

m:i.{3ht be done to the Dollar · it"b'il transacticns 1·1ero' don·o~inatod in other 

curr~ncios 1;ill remain, though 'this will presumably do6lil1e rapidly as a 

seriouz 6onsid.orati6n duril1g th~/-l980s'? !lol-l does one dei'ino the alterna~ive 
ene1:gy .sburcos' 1;hose. price shotifd determine that o.f ")il? HO>; can one sot 

futuro prices Hheri. W6 are extrbmoly unclear how much oil is likely to be 

available during the dccado under everi tho m6st favourable assumptions? 

Iri any ca.se, the argument goes, OPEC is perfectly capable of unilaterally 

adju~tirig crude prices, so ~1hy the need for any automatic indexing? 

12}, Against this, one can arg11e that t11e unpredictability of up1-rard oil 

price movements is an important factor in destabiUsinG uorld e·conomic 

growth. Allo1·1ing inflation to erode the value. of oil prices merely means 

that when the compensatory jump comes, it tloos so in a"much more fevered, 

unsettling . jump than if there 11as some mechanism for ~~.t6m8,ticaily (semi

annually?) ad,justing the prico of madwr, crud.es to tak<.i ;.,orJ.,i· c~ency and 

inflation movmnents into account. · Clearly, in c yoa:-: liko 1979, no 
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' mechal'listic· system liould have worked with open market prices so fax ·above 

those of official markGr crudes, But one can dGbate whether·OPEC members' 

dissatisfaction ·.vi th the falling ·real value of oil prices over. the preceding 

years. may not have been a contributing factor to the somewhat frenzied 

reactions to the events of this year. If one accepts that there is cause.:: 

and-effect at l<ork here, leading from eroding oil prices, to OPEC ovGr- : ~ · 

reaction, to over-deflationary responses by AIC economic policy makers, then 
.· '. 

one might ~mnt to at least indicate to OPEC members that the world economy 
. . .. ,. ' . 

. . '"'· ,_,. . . 

might perform batter if they attempted to" raise oil prices by reGU].ar 

:Ln,stallments, rather than makinG major adjustments once every three. or 

four years, 

...... 'Club 1 Hembershi p 

124, The general argument behind this paper is thil.t we ·sltould·t.ry to--· 

maint~in diplomatic relations betweer; the AICs and the leading oil producers 

on as relaxed· a level as possible; This does not mea.>J. that either side 

stops arguing its case, but it should niean ;that it is possible to fashion 

creative compromises which would be impossible in times of confrontation, 

'l'he AICs can obviously help this process along by treating the oil producers' 

preoccupations courteously rather than by· rejecting them out· ·of hand;, One 

'important further step, though, is gradually to invol-ve the leading oil 

,. 

producers in international circ~.~s \ihich have tradi. tionally _been the preserve 

· of the AICs, · Thus, given the importance of the Saudis to the world financial 

system, it was only commonsense to give them an Executive ·Directorship ~.f 

the TIIF, in recogni:tion of the fact that Sandi Arabia has become one oi the 

Fund's t\w largest creditor members. Again, we should approve the fact 
. ' 

that 'thE! UIF 1s InterjJJJ Committ~e is now willing to perinit OPEGis Secretiry 

N68' · General to attend at least some of its discus.sions' (~Jote 68). l!eY.ico has 

-been encouraged to join tha GATT,. a.'ld there are some indications that Saudi 

Arabia may do so as uelJ. during the next couple of years. 

125. He should approve all such steps i even if they will not necessarily 

lead to· decisions to set more generous oil production policies. \le should 

note, though, that most attention has been paid to coopting Saudi Arabia 

in this ~1ay, Perhaps the til:le has come to think more about similarly 

, involving the next tier of high-surplus oil-producers-Kuwait, Iraq and . 

the IJJI.E, Clearly, any initiatives uill have to be tailored to the specific 

interests of each' country but, for instance, given Kuwait's (l'enerally 

constructive role in using its oil surpluses, it probably deserves some. 

symbolic recognition, At the very least, the AICs should treat s~::ch 
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. countries with respect by ,notifying the.!!\ qf. major :f,':i_nanc.j.al developments . . . - -·~ ;. ' .. '... ' . ' . . 

at least as .fast as they notify ,G>the:t, . .J\ICl3_Jthe fact that. the Saudis have 
••• •• .. ···"'. •' J,. -...... .--.... • • 

been informed of imminent. US financ:i,al actions evep before major Hest Euro-

pean powers seems to. show .a. defens;Ll:>le. ord,er of _priori ties). 

A Residual Role for Defensive. Heasures? .. 

126., . In putting most of th.'-' .emphasis on d(lveloping incentives and rational 

argumen~:;;.to persuade OPEC members to f_pl~ow generous oil policies, I am not 

suggesting we should- totp,lly reject m_qre negll,tive pressures •. vihat I am 

suggesting, though, is that gratuitous confrontation and abrasive diplomacy 

are likely to be counter-productive and lead to the very mean-spirited 

production poli_cies w.e axe. trying to avoid. 

127. It is, however,. still important for the AICs to insist. on taking some 

defensive measures, .. such as th,e building up of strategic st()ckpiles and the 

fine~tuning of-Emergency Allocatio_n programmes. Of course, OPEC membe1:s 

will perceive theE!e as_ being aime)l p~illlarily,.at them, but events. since the 

Shah's fall j_n Iran demonstrate -~>.mt there will contin-tc to. be unplanned 
)",.. . ' •, ·: .. --,--- . - . 

events in the oil-producing world against which the oil-importing world hes 

every right to,take precautions. If the AJ;Cs want to put a positive gloss 
''. . . ·. ·-·-~: ._:". '.. ·_ .. :' ~ 

on such steps, they .l!light point out t)lat ~uch steps "~,~;Ld,_be les.s necessary 

shouldkey oil produc:ers. (these ,ought to include Brit~l~-and ~Jorway) install 
' • • .• - . -, . '_; : ,j :-:.::· ·'' ":;·"-~: . ', ... 

surplus productive capll,city '.ihich could be_ brought into ,ac::fiion un.der pgreed 
. . - ' . ' ' . . ... :.; :.u _ _.- ' ... '.: -- -·- = .. ·. 

circumstances.,-a. bit like the l'Xisting IEA "mergency .allocation .scheme. which 
• • • -. .. • • _1, • • '- -- ~:-· • ' ., ' ... • • • -. 

is. to be triggered under clearly defined conditions. Clearly,. there ~10uld be 
. '~!T.: . -- : .-. ; 

plenty of diff,i.cul ties in defining the circumstances under whl,,h an emergency 
. :'_'(d{>"~·r.·· . 

would be declared and in dP.ciding who woulc'. finance the necessaxy· capacity 
. . '. :···, ·; 

construction. It might, however, be possible to bring in innovative financial 

incentives as part of any package--i.e. oil produced during a formal emergency 

would be paid for i11 some inflatioP··proofed asset, 

128. Nuch more controversial is the questiot: of how much effort the AICs 

should put into strengthening their bargaining position with OPEC members . 
. _., . 

on routine _pricing decisions. 'J.'he _AICs should never forget the _nl;le_d fo:.;-
. ,._ .. ".; ' . ' 

some such r;;trengthening, since the OPEC mem'bEO>r~ are a classic, oligop~ly. 
' ' ,• L • , - • 

(note, not. 'cartel') faced ~1ith numerous, we.al<: and_ divided customers: Like 

alLoligopolies, it will require super-human :restraint on the. part of the 
. ' . ' . ' . - ·;"' '. 

producers if the interests of the consull)ers a:r\' not to be badly f!-f:f,;~.ted, 

In the past, the inte=ational oil companies_)~_!f\' bi.g and powerful enough. 

to act as effective counterHeithts to the ;ir;tpipient producing-government. 
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oJ.igopoly, so that the AICs did not have to worry too much, Today·,. the si tu

ation has-changed. Certainly, there are still some economic advantages to 

be:.gained from the sheer scale of the purchasing needs of companies like 

Exxon. On the -other 'nand, these are private" companies faced by sovereign:, 

sometimes irrational governments. No company needs reminding of the 

companies which have been arbitrarily .Bjected from· countrie& -such-cas Libya 

.and Nigeria. The international oil companies currently see their role as 

:maintaining workable relations t;ith the ieading oil-exporting countries. 

This means there is a Tifuit 'to how aggressiveiy>they will .~eek to 'e'iploit 

divisions within the OPEC' ra:1ks. 

129. Consumer governments are no stronger counterweig..11ts. Hany of them a:re 

poor EDDCs, for whom oil supplies are almost a matter of national survival. 

~~he supply of oil is more important 'to them than its price. Even t~hen ~re 

move to governments as powerful a:s those of Italy and France, they prove 

half-hea:ded negotiators since they are as .interested in opening up export 

markets in the oil producing world as in minimising the prices they are 

willing td pay for crude. · -'--'' 

·.-

130. The time, hovrever, is· not ripe for a major attempt by the AICs to 

·improve their ba.rgaining pot;er as consumers. ·Their immediate needs should 

be to encourac;-e the OPEC members to develop stable production policies and 

it Hill only be during the l980s that both sides will see whether there is 

enough' supply flexibility for the AICs to ~tart barg-~ining harder. ·Clearly 

ti-,er~ is a lot that the AICs can do to improve future supply flexibility-'" 

they can encourage·,the development of Third \rorld resources, improve _the 

efficiency of: their own er,ergy usage and seek t'o· increase their p:coduction 

of non-traditional energy sources. Ultimately; '·though, the :1\.ICs ~rill 

probably have ·i;o · ~rai t to see how energy markets 'develop. This does not mean 

that a major oil importer like the United Stat~s'should not consider 

P.'tggestions such as that by Adelman for launching an import ticket system 

(though the economic gains currently a.re probably out•{eighed by the diplomatic 

N69 hostility such a sche::'e t~ould drmr from the oil-producing world) (Note 69). 

Againi- quite clearly, the AICs are well advised to push ahead t·ri th their · 

plans_:-for registering oil imports, since this should, in future crises, 

give ·their governments rather more leverage over ·their more. panicky members 

and-.·over the increasing number of end-user companies Hhich have suddenly. 

been -fo~·ced into world markets by the rapid curtailment of the international 

marketing role of the traditional-majors; Any intra-AIC 'coilaboratiOI1 to 

liiDi t prices paid on the open ma.rket Hill marginally reduce tne importance 
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of spot:market signals to OPEC that the time has·come.f0r anotf.J.er round. of 

oil price hikes. 

131. ·However, until· we get a clearer sense of the ·medi~term political 

stab~.lity. of key· OPEC producers and, once that is. sett1ed, a better under

standing of what their· production policies are likely to be, major AIC 

ini tiative.s on the price front would probably be mistaken, 

Inst5.tutions 

132• In the second'half:of this pa.per, there has been relatively hea\ry 

analysis of .. the .various incentives the AICs might offer the oil producers in 

, retu:rn for more· genero1,18 oil policies during the 1980s. · This has left 

relatively 1i ttle space;: for a discussion of the institutions through which 

initiatives might be·launched, This apparent lack of,.institutional coverage 

does not metter too much, . precisely because all options he.ve to be Jeft open 

until we see ho~1 the 1980s develop. He should not yet· be spending too I!IUch · time 

in deciding·tb.at certain initiatives should be launched through given 

institutions.· The·AICc· shuuld be a1~are of the fall range of incentives. ~1ith 

which they can play; and should sit back and respond to developments within 

the oil producing world with initiatiires.specifically tailored t;:, the evoJ.ving 

circumstances. 

, •••• Global Approaches: North-South Dialogues and the United Na tic~ 

133 •. There a:.:e consistent efforts to get energy matters discussed at.a 

global level. '.rhe Conference on International Economic Co-operation (CIEC 

or the 1 i~orth-South Dialogue') was an interesting first a.ttempt to put energy 

issues into a 1~ider context but camE< to an inconclusive end in J'une 1977. 

Despi to its apparent failure, it did at least inark an important step for1~ard 

in the process of integrating leading oil-producers into the world financial 

N70 1 club' (note 70). · · 

134, The AICs have little to gain from a re-run of such an exercise. Formal 

and informal links with OPEC members are steadily improving, and the key 

stui:nbling-block remains--OPEC members are· determined not to sit down at any 

table to negotiate about their production and .pricing policies. They see 

these as matte:r::s of national soverefgnty, tvi th t..'le result that any ·global 

exercise in which OPEC is involved t·:ill remain of marginal·.interes.t to AICs. 

This is not to say that positive results cannot be gained from the,proposed 

ffiJ .co!1ferenc'e to be held in '1981 on He11 and Rene.vablc (Energy?) Resources, 

For instance, the idea of some UN International Ene::-gy Institute is consistently 
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being f;Loated,, Initially, this was proposed by Secreta:JC,r-Genera:l Haldh0im, 

but it was dropped as a result of OPEC's suspicions that oil prices 11ould 

be brought up under its auspices; !1ore recently, this idea·was floated again 

N71 by Hexic<)n:President ;Lopez Portillo (Note 71). \1hatever the initial reaction 

to such a proposal,. there d,s j1 great deal of logic behind it •. As argued 

earlier, there .is ,a, crying need for some research-oriented institute .which .. 

will concentrate on. problems concerning the EDDCs, OPEC ~Dembers and.th10 

. r. 

AICs. 'The AICs should probably give any such.proposals a go~d welcome. 

It would be logically complementary to the ~10rk the \lorld Bank is sta;rting 

to do in the. energy area, and CO)lld very easily l1e made to be compl!"mentary 

to the existing .research effort of the International &tergy Agency. In. 

general, 'though, it is. difficult to get too excited by proposals for. throwing 

energy matters• into the United Nations. If .the Group of .. 77 insists on further 

global talks to discuss energy in the same breath .as the .usual. range of 

North--South issues, the AICs should only go along if they sense that .the 

leading OPEC .. :me • .rs ,axe enthusiastic • 

. · .. ·• .: ·: 

135. It is probably far '<JO soon to be proposing specific OP:E.C-OECD talks 

on. anything except the most general issues, Before entering such talks, .· , . 

OPEC lfould have. to .be willint;.to see itself as d.eliberately tu--rning its 

back on wider Third \·lorld interests and, in any case, the OECD is not · 

geared up to coordinate such a Dialogue. On the other hand, one cru1 see 

functional issues whioh>migl:rt encourage. OPEC-OEqD links sometime in the 
' .... ····------. . ------·--------. -· ...... -.·~---- . ---. _: ... :.-.:.:_. _____ . 

future. ·. OECD' s. IEA ·affiliate 1~011ld be a. logical partner in: discussions 

about energy research.and.about long-term energy projections; similarly, 

should the problem of exc·esp capu.ci ty in the rGfining ancl .petrochemical.· 

industries become sericus,: one can see OPEC holding discussions. wi.thin 

relevant OECD ·industrial working parties (though D1'liDO shows . signs ;f 

becoming quite. a useful agency for the early identification of capacity 

problGms in industries such as petrochemicals and fertilizers). 

· > ; • ··;;Regional Approaches · 

136 •. Jliost substl'ntive issues will probably be discussed in less neat 

institutional frame;~orks, vith both·regional and bilateral approaches being 

used. Institutionally, this will be messy, but if the end result is to 

modify oil production policies in more generous directions, that is all 

.which should conce~"n us. 

137. It is not accidental that the :E.'uro-Arab Dialogue, despite setbacks, 

continues to be discussed. In its original form, it was probably I.'UI'.nL'lg 

. " 
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out of steam even before the Egyptian-Israeli pea.ce treaty gave it a 

coup de grace. Although there were some quite useful discussions in the 

industrialization area, serious questions have to be asked about whether · 

the ~ab .League was the right partner at the Arab end and about the level 

N72 of peopie involved (Note 72). There are signs that some Dialogue bet-.reen 

the EC and some ·grouping of oil producers is going to re-emerge. ·· Ini t.i.al 

soundings between'the EC Coirimission and O~EC's Long-Term Strategies Group. 

proved Somm;hat. abortive thailks to differing perceptions about the value of 

N73 newspaper publicity (Hate 73). However, Kuwait and France have been actively 

promoting the idea of a meeting between the EC and the Arab Gulf states• 

there is still uncertainty on the Arab sid·e as to which countries might 

get involved, ·and, on the European side, of what positive outcome might be 

N74 expected (Note 74). Given the relatively closer economic ties of the Arab 

oi.l' producers to \lest Europe rather than other trading blocs, there is a 

strong logic behind attemptf> to strengthen the li.nks across the Mediterranean 

and d01m the Gulf. Houever, ~1i thin the con text of trying to improve. the . 

oil;:: trading environment during the 1980s, there are other grounds for 

encouraging. such developments. For· one thing, as argued earlier. it is • 
' desirabl.e that the oil...:producers open dialogues 1<1 th groups of' AICs 11hic.h 

can act as alternatives or counter.;eights tc. the TJSA. Secondly, there are 

a series of technical issues from energy forecasting to discussion of market 

access·which are sUitable for regional discussion. Used imaginatively, it 

is not difficult to think up some proposals lor buildin(; on the initial 

EUJ:o-Arab Dial0(,'1le • s 

the' t1m blocs, 

discussions about technological cc:>perat.:Lon ·betl;ecn , 
' . I 

1)8, It is more difficult to see what might develop in the \le stern Hemis!Jhere, 

Clearly, the· US Hill continue talkin& to Jl'lexico and Venezuela. 1-lhat is less 

clettr is 11hether some North 1\merican or VIe stern Hemi~pheric energy- ·market 

is feasible, The need for the Mexicans (and Canadians) to prove their 

independence from the United States runs very deep, and the Hexicans probably 

have a confidence in their indiganous political stability and technological 

capabilities wh:ich is stronger than that found among Middle Eastern oil 

producers, In paxticular·, 1'1exico 1 s >~illingness to join one of the Inter

national Energy Agency's research projects is an indication that it may play 

an increasingly important role as an oil producer 1d th feet in both the 

Third \1orld and AIC camp. L'1 certain areas (such as trade. diplomacy),' the 

US has been shouing growill(; sophistication in Hs relations 11Hh Nexico; 

\·/hat has to be proved is 1-1hether 1-!ashington can consistently. tread the 

delicate path through the minefieldil of.>a.'1ti-Yankee nationalism both in 
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f.lexico and Venezuela. 

. ,-, .... 

Intermediaries 

139. Hention of Tlenico 1 s potential half-t-ray role, should remind one of 

other countries ~lhich might develop such roles, Ttw which spring to mind 

are Bri~ain and rlorwa.y, ,;hose oii reserves may give them some role as honest 

brokers bettmim the tHo sides. Perhaps too much can be made of such arguments, 

but the Hort·TGgians have been quite active in.this area,_holding·a Nor'legian- · 

OA.PEC seminar in the autUinn of 1978. ·()i~~ly, Hnks are gro>line; bet-Teen 

the national oil companies of llri tain ru1d !Jonmy alld th~se of various OPEc 
., : 

members, but it is still too early to see what the long-term importance of 
.· ··- ;, 

such countries ma;y be--as it is equally too soon to see \~hat role the French 

and Itali~.ns t·Ti:U play with their relatively great willingness to dissociate 

themselves :from American positions on the Middle East. 

Conclusion 

140. In general, although there are ·(].;,.;1ger~ that the AIC camp will fall to. 

pieces in an orgy of competitive direct deals with the oil producers, there "/ 

are positi~e b"''O~ds for encouraging fndividual countri~B~~r(;~~~-~ ' 

.. d,.e='='e,.l,.o..,p ~h:'i~l1£Jjye r~.lationshig[..l:!i;!;!J.. ~he •• ~:U-PI.~~~s.o:_;;~r 
As long as direct deals· either add to the a.bRorptive capacity_ ,of the oi). . . . . 

producers or encourage the additional production of oil \.rhich \~o~ld not 

otlwr~<ise have been forthcoming, then there is a net gain to the 1·1orlcl 

economyo_ It shoul<l be to everybody's benefit that the oil produc~rs divei'lify 
. > .--;:' _.. ' 

their economic and diplomatic relations o Hm;ever, there may he costs 

involved in such diversity, Competition betvoeen states may 1ead to a too 

easy acceptance of high m<1rginal prices, which may play hayoc tii th the 

mainstream price structure, In times of crisis, the kind of oj_l-sharing 

arrru1g8::tents 1;hic:1 have been formally accepted by: the AIC:; since the 1973-4 

cris:cs could fall to pieces, ~i th each country in'Tolv·cd in direct deals . 

refusing to put 1 its 1 oil in the communal p~ol.for ·reallocation (and here; 

"J.,ra!1Ce' s umdll:Lngness to join the IEA is clearli ~~elpful). Competition 

may lead to a totally reckless <ilsregard of spedai interests (say, those. 

of Israel) uhich are se'm as standing netHeen indi 'Tidual AICs and ·available 

sources of oil, So, given such dangers, it is important th'it bodies like 

the EC play a role in this broadening of oil-related rel~tionshl.ps," in that 
. _ __, ____ ------- - -:-,-.-- - ... 

it should help keep the pote_ntially _irresponsible AIC.s a bit closer to 
. . \; ____ . ~ . ....._ ____ . ~ ··- _.. . ......._. :: ., . . 

responsible paths. l~etting· the on producerlrplay off ·f.he USA, the EC and 

Japan is pTobably bcmeficial to the long-term intercost~. ~>i' the AICs in g;eneral. 

Letting them play off every AIC against every other. is probably not. The 

secret will be in dratfing and mainta.ining the divi.ding line where AIC tensions 

ruo-vo frora being creativG to J.estX1J.ctive. 
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--_2);0 cutback: 

--PoHsible 1985 

(if bri) .. 

Exports: (3,0) 

_.-_ .. 
Exports: 

. . . 
OIL PRICES 

20 25 30 35 40 
21.9 27.4 32o9 38.3 43.8 

. '16.4 20.5 '24.6 28.'7 32.9 .. 
29.2 '36.5 43.8 51.1 58.4 

1985 Income Heeds assuming annus.l incremental needs (1978--85) of: 

10;!: 42.8 (;;J bn) No Gro1ith: 20,0 

15%:: 61.2 5% 29.5 
2~·~: 86,0 

25%; 119.2 

f/{)_ 

45 
49.3 
37' 0 
65.7 

"!: .• 

' ' . 

~ --- . 

50 
54.8 
4l.l 
73.0 

. .... 

55 
60.-2 

45.2 
80.5 

·,: 

·' ,. 

. '-' , .. 

60 
:'~65.; 

t_C -:: 
,/. ~ 

67.5 
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TAJJLE 4 

C01JN'PRY: IRAQ 

19'/;i 1.3 
]4 2.7 
75 2 .. 3 
I~ 4.0 
]7 5.8 
1~~ n.a. 

. ··~----·'· .. 

.8 
2.6 
2o7 
3·7 
4·5 
5·6 
9.1 

.7l. 1.9 
;7;1 6.5 :·\ 

...•... 

.72 8.2 ' .'..t. 

.7£ 9.1 . --
]]_ 9.5 
1Q 10.8 

.,,_ 
; 

.. --:mTL BOi'Til~----I.Oli.NS. 
] -.'- ~--___ / · . .:CY 
74 
1i 
76 
]]_ 

.1.§. 
12. 

·-·· 
c, 
··:-~. 

16.0 (1976) 
18.3 

OITJ RlSl:iTIVES (b bbl):- ---
....... 32.1 --

'. -

GAS RESE_TIVBS (t rr.3l 

.8 
, . 

·• 
. ' ~ 

Reserve: 
Rat5-:-o ( 

PHODUCTIO:;· _ 
) (Ye-=s) 

. - -- ' ... :: _._·. 

OVEHAJ,I, BAI<ACTC:S: 
73 --;7--
li L9-
J2 -.5 
.le?. 
ll 
]8 
12. 

--~: 

... ' 

.:·.:...~l~. 3,8 
(3.4) (1979) 

.. -:_j_ ___ ~:_:_, 
.·.:. 

·: · 2.7 7 (JIIEES.3.12.79) ... -,:·--- ~ ;..... ·-
·. ·. ·' . 

. ------ .-.w::) .;.:~~: OIL PRICES.Jll 

on -~J.VEI!l~lOH: ;:,;- 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 '·'·, 

i>o ton t"io.1 1980 Oil Ex;ports·g (2-.5) 18..3 22.8 27·4 31.0 )6.5 41.1 45·5 56.2 . '=="l -:: 
..,~_-~&-

·'- --25): -.· 27.7 }1.2 34·7 38.1 41 .. ~ cutback: .. 13.9 17.3 20.8 24.,3 
' -··-

. ' 
--Possible 1985 ·Exports: .. : .. . r 26.3 )2.9 39.4 46.0 52.6 59.1 65.7 72.3 75.2 

1985 Income needs assuming··:annua1 incremental needs (1975-85) of: .... 

1~~: 15.3 
. " 

15%: 2).9 

20)~~ 36.5 
25~{.: 54.9 

~· '. 



i ! . 

I 

POPill)t'l'IOH (m):. 1.3 DlDIGEHOUS N): 45 

OIL PRODUc:nml (o b/dh- I~Q~T'OHT_IL{rn.;. b/£1: 
. . 197 3 2 ~-ii-G-:-o )(2 )~ 75 ---c 2 • 8 )\?.) . 
. c. 74 2.). (2~5)(2) . ,'14 (2;4:)(2)· : 

_,_,_JtJI H:~m~ ~ ~tnm 
78 1.9 (2.1)(2) lf!. (2.1)(2) 
11. (2.3) 

'on RE<:Tcrnr,i''< .. (b b'-1 \ • J .. lJ , o .. ~::;L\~u -V.-;-.' 

66.2 . 
.• -, •.. ----·-;,_ ... . . . - -~--- ..... -- _, __ . --

GAS RES]~~(Fi33) 

1.0 

BORilO\iiUGS {gf_ b) 

Clt'HULNJ~I\rb FI~~AHCI.t"1L llt~SEIIVJ:~S 
1§7 3-------:liCi) 

74 1.2 1) ... --~..:.~. ·-----~:.'_- __ · ... ~ ::.:.------ -· . ·- ~-- --------- -- -
15.. 1.4 1) 
76 l, 7 1) 
11._7 2.5 1) . 
78 2.0 1) 

I • 

,) 

2.5 
3.0 (1972) 
1.5 ? (HEES, 3.12;79} • 

. - ... . . .-: .· .. ..... :· ... ····-----~-: ... :. ------- --
OIL PRlCES (;t) 

pn, RE\IH'·1UE FROih.: (0 ll_i;>,):. 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

Potential 1980 Oil bxpOrts~ (1.5) n.u 13.7 16.4 19.2 21.9 24.6 27.4 
.. ·- --·-·· . 

2i'::r11 _ ..... -;,~ cutback: ; .. 8.0 10.0 12.0 l4.1- 16.1 . 18.1 20.1 

-"'-Possibl'e·19B5 EXports: "-4~6 18.2 21.9 25.6 29.2 32.8 36.5 

1985 Incom3 needs assuming annv.a..1· incremental needs (1978-85) of: ·' ' 

20!6: 27 '1 

25i~: 3'/. 5 
Sources: S0e Appendix 

(1) 

(2) Incluct:::~D Neu·flral ZonG .. 

... : ·. , ... 
. • ~.' '- .! ·. 

. ' 

. · ... 

'•:. . :'~ .· . '. 

,··-

55 60 

30.1 .. ,.... -
;c..;; 

... ----- .. ·- ---
22.1 24 .. : 

40 .• _2 43.: 



'rii13Ll~ 6 

: .. -· . .. ;·. 

, com~~t~JiY: -··~· -u ~"A :·E: ~~--:·-· 
--~ 

.· '\ 1.' .. 

. . . : . 

G.1J.P. ([b): 

i,-. . 

12.95 (1977)(GDP) 
10.81 

OIL £n0]).\/QJ.:JOI! (m b(.!)._)_: K~POH'rfL{m b(rl); 
197? .L5 ·· ··73 rs······· · 

OIL RESERVES (l, bbT) : 

31.3 74. 1.7 ... 74 1;7 
75 . 1. 7 12 1. 7 
.t!i. ••. 1.9 1~ 1.9 . 
11. . 2.0 . . . 77 2.0 
1Q .. 1.8 . . . . lQ 1.8. 
12 .. (1.8.) .••... 

... , .. 

1972. n .. a. 
]..1. n.a. 
7'' .12 

3 , .v 
76 ~.5 

li 6.1 
1§. 6 7. ·;! 

12 

n .. a. 
:.;.6 
2.9 
3.) 
4.1 
3·4 
5 •. 9 

.. r,: 

Qli· REVEl.TU.~ l'ROH: 

Potential 1980 Oil 

--2)% cutback:· 
.. 

--PozsibJ.c· 1985 

(p{ bn) 

:E.'xports: (1. 7) 
,,.. . t:.:• .: . . ·-:~ ·_.: 

&~ports: 

2.5 
2.0 
1.7 

20 
12.4 

9.5 
16.1 

. ...... -_ 

BORRO\TIHGS ( rz' JU: 
-INTL BOi.JDS 

li 
74 
.75. 
76 
77 .. lle& 
,78 .. 
12.. 

~ :- . . 

• 3 
" .~ 

Ne& 
.1 

1.1 
.• 7 
( .4) 

GAS RE~l~S ( t m3) 

.6 

.• 
.. '·,· 

--~-:-

OVE..R.I;LL Ili<1i;l1CE: 
D.. . nea . 
74 2.0 
12. 1.5 
12. 2.2 

-.~>~~:: .. :.~.--:~·:~: .. 

. ·l : ~ 

(1977) 
(•rechniea1) (!iE.E:S 3.12. 79, p.2)< 

OIL PRICES 

25 30 35 40 45 50 55 6G 

15.5 18.6 21.7 24.8 27.9 31.0 
16•;6 19;0 •21.4 '23. 7 
28.1 32.1 36.1 40.2 

. -·: ~- ;.-
3'4;1. 37.2 

11.9' 
20.1 

14.2 
24.1 

•26.1 28.5 
44.2 48.2 

1985 Income Needs assuming annual incremental needs (1978-85) of: 

10)~: 13.5 (;t bn) 

155$: 19.3 
20}b: 27.1 
25:;(,; 37.5 

-i §ou.rs.:.2.::~ See i:LIJ!Jenclix 

~ (1) I:ot strictly com.PJxablc l'lith othCJr countries. 

~ 
,; 

i 
'·-·---·---~-
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TABLE I 

COUlmlY: · ' · LIBYA •.. , 
> ...... -. 

·- .'-_.::._ .. ::)....:.... . .-. ~ ~- :. · . .' ..... 
3.0 JNDlGEi]OUS (ill_: 

,;;, 

17.5 (1977) 

24~3 

GA~ RESFBV:CS · ( t c3) : 

.7 

.. ';' . 

EOR!l.O\HilGS ( ;t b) : 

CD~Rlr-··m re· ·co1JJ"" - _c1:'_,1\ll .i. _...£:,:.~_ .. 
7"< l . ' ..J..L. ". . 12 . 

.74 
75 
76 

74 1.8 
•' ]j_ ·-.1 ... ' 
~6 2.4 JL 
l7.. 2.9 
1§_ 2.9 
12. 6.0 

. .OIL RJ.\VE@l'i . .fllQ.£1: (jt bn) 

· Potential 1980 Oil Export~: 

--25% cutback:, 

--Possible 1985 Expor.ts: 

2.1: 

l7.. 
_78 
12. 

3.3· (1970) 
2.0/2.1 

20 25 
14.6 18.2 

n.,o J.). 7 
16.1 20.1 

30 
21.9 

16.4 
24.1 

OvWliLL. BALicl·'C2 
J2 -Ll 
74 'l. 7 
15.. -1.6 .. 
]£ 1.0 
77 1.5 
JS l.!f . 
'19_ 4.5 
. ,_,~ 

. '·-

... · .. : .:.;. : .. -~~- .. ,.,.,. 

.OH PRI9].':8 ( S) 

35 40 45-- 50 55 -·.c. 6c 

2,5 .;6 29.2 32.8 36.5 40t2 43~= 

19.2 21.9 24.6 27.4 30.1 :.~ -
_,·L •; 

28.1 32.1 36.1 40.2 44.2 . -~ ,.. 
4: . ..:_ 

1985 Income Heeds as,suming annual in~~emental needs. (1978-85) of: 

107~: 17.1 (;t bn) .. _· 

l5;,G: 24.5 
2Cf,'): 34.4 
25"' ;..:;: 47.7 .- ,· 

See Appendix 
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.I@IG~HOUS {;:0_: G.i'i.l'. ~~b): 
19.4- (GilP: 1977) 
15.4(GDP; 1976) 

orr.J rri~xwnuE FRO;!: (if bn) 

Potenti2-:L 1980 Oil EXportsi 
.. 

: ;_-25 %'cUtback: ' . 
.. 

· :...:.J'ossib1e 1985 Exports:· 

' 

.. 

-1.7 
·-. 9 
2.3 
-.6 
-·4 

(1.1)-

1.2 

OIL RESERVES- _{b bbl): 

... · 6.?_._ 

-Til'rl., BOiJDS_ --I,OANS···· ·· ---OVERAI,L BAI<UCE: 
.li 1•1er; • 3 : ··-n · .·· -.--6 · 
H. --· ···-----·· )4 ... '_- ',&· ., ... 
75 Heg .5 12. -.3 
I§_ .• 1 .6 76 .6-
1]_ .2 ..• 7 77 -.:r 
7fi . 7 2. 6 78 .. L 7 · 
12 :(.1) '·(1.7) J.:l 1.9 

_ _'_; : ··~~:: 

\ . 

.:.'. 

l. 2 (197'1-9) 
1.2 

. .. 
-----------~- . 

c • on. 
20 25 30 35 
8.0 10.0 12.0 14.1 

6.0 ?.5 9.0 10.5 

1·'5 9.1 n. o 12.8 

PRiCES 

40 

16.1 

12.0 

14.6 

(;t) .. 

45 50 55 
l!Jco.l 2Q_, :L·,. 2::;._1 

13.6 15.1 16.6 

16.4 '18.2 20.1 

12.: 

1985 Income rleeds acsum.i.ng annual inc.rementa1 needs (1978-85) of: 

1CI)6: 19.0 (jl bn) 
15;•',: 27.2 
20;6: 38., 3 
25~S: 5),.0 



~.;_ 

}.fiGEHIA. 

POPULNriOlJ (m}: 80.7 

.-,-_•_ 

·:C.-

4·9 
.1 

-.3 
-.9 

-1.9 
-1.1 

.. . :·. ~ ··-· ·::. -: 

O:Q~ Il£iVJC::11JE ]JlOli: (" Y' bn) 

Potcnti_a1 1980 on Exports: (2.15) 

; ~ .. ·25;0 cutback: 

--Possible 1985 JI:xports: 

BOHHO\iiliGS (lf..l?l: 

-IFTL ]OlcDS -WAtTS yy----." ----
H. Neg 

12 
1§_ ,.- -
I.Z. 
78 . {1.0) 
12 

• :· ·.· '• . t-

2.4 (1979) -·· ..... 

33.8 (1977: GiiP) 
24.7 (l975:GDP) 

- ....... -

Ql1.J.m:S l'!H'n~.§..JJ_, ·ob 1 ) : 
.... i8:2 

GAS RESE;HVES ( t c.3) : 

1.2 

···--·. 

Rese:r.ve: PHODUCTIO;'.: 
Ratio ( }(J.ec~-s) 

·.· -.. 

.2 
--4 ... 
-.8 .... 

. .:..1,9. 

-1.1 

• ? ... , 

2.15 (11JEJ~S 3,12. 79, p.2)· ('I'echnica1)· .: . 

20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 

15.7 19.6 2),5 27.5 31.4 35·3 39.2 43.2 ~- .., 
'-+ { 9 ~ 

11.7 14·0 17.5 20.4 23.4 26.3 29.3 32.1 ,- .-,.....:;:.L 
.; •.· :· 

17.5 21.9 26.3 30.7 35.0 39.4 43.8 48.2 ·t;,... I" 
,......:::..::-

1985 Income lJeerJ.s · asswni;;i; annual incremental :needs (1978-85) of: 

10]£: 31.0 (ft bn) 

15;£: 46.4 "· 
. ,-.·· 

20.:6: 62.4 

25;7~: 86.4 
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VENEZUELA 

l9T5 
74 

. '7~'" 
_2 

1§. 
.TI 
]_0_ 

2.0 
5.3 
7.6 
7.4 
6.8 
5.0 

on, REVE?\UE Ji'R OI·I ~ 

Potential 1980 Oil 

--25% cutback~ 
--.J.•ossib1e 1985 

(itb) 
Exports: 

Exports: 

(2.0) 

2.4 
3.8 
2.2 

20 

14.6 
11.0 
Same 

4.3 
10.3 

8 .. 3 
8.7 
9.1 
8.7 

G.l!.P. (F£JU: 35.8 (1977) 

OIL RESBliVES (b # bbl): 

18.0 

GAS REST£.c'1VES ( t n3) : 
.• ? 
.J:.. ,_ 

Reserve~ PTIODUCTIC'i': 
R2.tio( b~_e~) 

BO.RHO\./lfiGS (;t h): .... . :· ... : .. · ... 

(1970) 

.. ,·_._ 
--~.-. 

(!lioES 3.12. 79., p.2) 

OIL PRICES (;1) 

25 30 35 40 45 
18.2 21.9 25.6 29.2 32.8 
1). 7 16.4 19.2 21.9 24.6 

~-1-S 1980 potentio.l. 

50 55 e V 

36.5 40.2 43.E: 

27.4 30.1 32.5 

1985 IncolliG i''eeds assuming annual incremental needs (1978-85) of: 
lC%: 31.5 ()'I h) 
"15~~: 45.0 
20)~: 63.2 
25%: 87.6 
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TAilLE ll 

couwrnY: NBXICO 

POPULATION (m)_: ()6, 9 IlTDIGllNOUS (ill_: 

OII, .PRODUC'l'IOi! rm b/d): . JD:PORTS (m !2fj}: 
1975 ;6 . 12 . 
. 1!l .6 1!1 

75 .8 ~t 
. ' ·]2.. .9.. ·"'·. -· 

11. 1.1 77 
78 1. 3 ]jl_ 
12. (1.4) 

. . ;· _ ....... _._.- ~-- . ' ; . 

'::> . 
.. . ·- ····--···-~"> 

. CUilRi';i'JT ACCOUnT: 
. 12 ---

74. 
15_ 
1§. 
]1 
78 
12. 

CUHUJ.J\T:C\'1': PD.lA:HCIAL m::smVES: 
1973 1.1 -

74 1.2 
12 1.3. 
]6 1.1 
11. 1.4 
J..fl 1.5 

·OIL HEYEHUE .J?R_01'1l: (jt bn) 

· I•oter1tial i980 Oil Exports: (1.0) 

: :,..-25;~ .cutback: 

20 

.'/.) 

5.0 

G.;T.P. (%b): 72.6 (1977) (GDP) 

on, RllSEilVBS (b bhl): 

.1:. 
·5 
·4 

Gf>S HESBi\VBS ( t m3): 

• 9.' 
.. :·_, 

(1.7) 

BORR.OI'nlGS (_[J?.l: 

-Ii'lTJ, 1'.0!1DS -I.OJ\118 .. , .• ·.·.· OVEllAJX BI\J,A::CE: 
T5 :::--;-1. · · ..... ·. 1.2 ll 
li 1.5 lA 
7') .1 2.2 15_ 
1§. .4. 2.0 76 
77 1.3· 2.7 11. 
].§. .6 .··· 7.2 78 
12 (.3) (?..6) .79 

'··- . ~. . \ 

.... -~ -
·•. ·c ··. 

OIL PR. ICES [~) 

25 .30 35 40 45 50 55 ... .. 60 . ·-- .... - ~-... 

9.1 11.0 12.8 14.6 ~6 •4. 18.2. :20.1. 21.9 

7.3 .8.8 10.2 11.7 13.1 14.6 16.1. 17.5 
--Possible 1985 Exports: 14.6. 18.2 21.9 25.6 29.2: 32.8 36.5 40.2 43.3 

1985 Income Needs asnuming U.'lnua1 incremental needs (1978-85) of: 

28.7 

15%: 41 

20)(: 57.6 

25%: '/9.9 

·; '· .. 

I ··• 
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TABLE 12 

INDOllES IJ\. 

- ' -.:. :.-.~- ~--

.7 
1.2 

• 5 . 
1.3 
2.1 
2.0 

OIL REV:E~HJE PRCi\I: 

Potential 1980 Oil 
:. :...-259$ cutbaCk~ 

---Pos·sibJ.e 1985 

.. D:JJ)IGEMlUS (S~): .----G.l\J.P. (~ :J2.2.: 44.4 (1917) ... 

. ' · '-'· 'BOR'"01·/JJ''G" \t,-t lJ) • .~:v,;,,,,,----.--._. __ 1-t .:....~-~ ... --.--

l0o2 - .. , .. _--

gAS RE.§ERVBQ.i.:!<_ rc3): 

.:r ... ·'· 

Reserve: PRODUCTIC:': 
RaTio. ( )(Ye2:c~) 

........ .:.~----- ;.. _____ .. ·-·-- -~--

CUilRT!J!•r ACCOU!'l'l': 
73 ---:.5 
l!l. . 6 
12. -1.1 
76. -. 9 
]]_-' -.1 
'(8. -1.0 

79 2.2 

(it bn) 

}1/:ports : (1.3) 

Ex]Jorts: 

(1977) . 

.4 c:•. 
1.6 

• 5 .. c 8 ., . ·-
1.1 

(1.1) 

....:.: ...... ;,. _______ . 

.: .... ·. 

- --· ...... -.~ .... ,.;..: ___ -_·_ -- ~. --~---; __ . __ 

1.6 
1.7 
1.5 (IiEES 3.12. 79., p.2) 

20 25 30 

9.5 11.9 14.2 

7.3 9.1 11.0 

Same as 1980. 

OIL PRICES _(7,) 

35 40 . 45 50 ... , 55.... 6C 

16.6 ·19.0 21.4 25.7 .26.1 ·28.5 

12.8 14.6 16.4 is.2 20.1- ~1.5 

1965 Income lieeds assuming· mmua1 incremental needn (1978'-85) of: 

10%: 27.0 (Jt bn) 

15%: 38.6 

2C\}6: 54.2 

25%: 75.1 

------- --.,-------- --. -------·-··--"··~------··-·. 
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Abstract 

Implications for Socio-Political 1i'utnre: Japan 

Joji Watanuki 

Thinking about possible consequences of.continuing and chronic energy 

problems for socio-pcli tica.l future of Japan, two factors of energy problem 

seems to bring quite different consequences. One is the "level" factor, 

mea..'ling degree of "under-supply" of oil by o~producing count:..-ies •. Japan 

cannot stand for total stopa.ge of import of oil for long. But on the (>t~.er 

hand, Japan ca.'l absorb rise of eH-price by better performance of her economy, ---
coupled with her more resilient society -~d compete;t· b,;;;;;,;cr;;:t:;:~poi'itics.-

HOHever, it is not certain hew Japan can cope with under-supply problem 

below the total stoppage of oil-import a.'l.d above. me·re rise of oil-price • 

• mother factor is the "time, u neces.sary for developing al,ternative energy. 

Time factor is ;Jtore crucial to Japan, with her rather slow but steady 

Nspcnse of bureaucratic politics and he_r s·d.ll persisting iriertia of 

passive role in international arena after viWII period. 
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2. A not so unhappy scenario. 
. .. 

Assuming that oil-supply would not , be cut· totally except short 

period not extending a. couple of.month, and under-supply should not· 

become a serious one in coming decade, we can imagine the following 

scenario. Saving enere~ was achieved considerably first by industry 

through motivation of cost-cutting n.nd improved technology, followed 

by less use of private automobile"' and. lowering down the heating by 

reviving traditional Japanese values and ways of life emphasizing 

simple life and frugality. Development of alternative energy··. 

is enhanced and achieved· by throwing an unprecedont sum of government 

fund into this field beginning from 1980 fiscal year. In spite of 

the rise of oil-price, Japanese economy could grow 4 to 5% steadily, 

thus providing enough employment not. only to newly enoe.ring labor 

force but also to older labor force facing difficulties under 

vresent Japanes_e s~·stt.~' of early retirement. Government could afford more 

.expendi~utes in developing alternative energy, increasing social welf~re, 

and upgrading Japan's international activities. Moreover, Japan' a . 

ever developing universities supply increasing number of !Jl:illed · 

personnel. not only to domestic industry and administration, but also 

to various international deztands, contributing to fill the gap bet>~een 

Japan's gigan~ic economic po&ition and meager international activities. 

To add to this, as the scenario ~oes, rising demand for decentralization 

and participation would prcceed congruently with ·stimulating various 

s~all scale alternative energy projects such as solar heating, and geothermal 

energy plants, etc. and etc. 
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3. Some ominous signs 
... · 

·.·There are a·number of factors which will threaten the abovA scenario. 

First of all, if the economy· cannot create· enough emplo;Yment i>oth for 

young people and older, '• that. will ·result in serious social disorder. 
Skillful) 
'reorganization of life-long employment and seniority wage system is 

esential not only for keeping Japanese industry efficient but also for 

maintaning Japanese social order based on that system. 

Problem of social welfare Qspends partly to the degree of success 

of creating employment for those older, eRrly retired people. Japan is to be 

a rapidly aging society in terms of population composition, which will 

generate increasing demands for social welfare. With the limitation of 

governmental financial resources, in order to cope with these demands; 

Japan has to develop a system of social welfare of her own ·type• 

The role of traditional values of simple life and frugality is not 

so clear. The "indust·rial value" emphas.i:zing better ="B.tt.:::ial living has· 

been strengthened d~·ing past'high economic growth period and is persisting 

so far. Actually, energy consumption for home-use and transportation has 
c energy~ 

int':!'eased eten after 1973 to now, a~ though still the level of. consumption 
i I' 

for home-use .. in Japan is about one forth of the u.s. and about half of 

West-"Europe. anci. the increase after J.973 has been very gradual. In case of 

energy ·consumption for transportation also·; continuiing ±ncrea,;e of 

ownership of private automobiles has been a pushiing up factor for 

gasoline consumption, although shorter mn·eage and more effi.cit:nt consumption 

·ratio of fuel/mileage have been puf>hing dr,wn factor, resulting in rather 

modest increase of total consumption of gasoline since 1973. However 
' 

modest, inc1ease is increase. 
I 

Among' alternative energies, nuclear power generation has become a 

point of issue. The attitudes of general public to nuclear power generation 
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is more favourable in comparison with those in the U.S • .According.to._a opinion 

poll conducted in Japan and in the u.s. siruultaneoualy, the ratio of. responae 

saying that we should shut down nuclear power generation plants is 7.7% in 

Japan, whereas in t.he u.s. 22.1%. However, positive attitudes approving to 

have more nuclear generation plants is 34. 8"~, and remaining 46% ;:ore rather 

lukewann, just wanting to keep statue guo (in Japan). (The Yomiuri Shim bun 

Novem'.:ler 28, 1979). There are groups of specialists opposing nuclear 

}.ower genera.tion. And the largest opposition party, Japan Socialist Party 

has been against nuclear generation. 

Japan's bureaucratic sectionalism has been famous of its efficiency and 

· devotion. in promoting its interests within the jurisduction of each ministry. 

Energy is under the jurisduction of Ministry of International Trade and Industry 

(MITI), which has shown a sense of mise ion in getting more budget in energy 

development. However, transportation is under Ministry of Transportation, 

and road construction is under !1inistr.f of Construction. Effe{'tive energy :x>licy 

should be linked with overall transportation policy. Who makes and impl~ments 

this kind of linked policies under Japanese bureaucratic sectionalism? 

As for political leadership, ~ven at the period of solid LDP majority 

rule 1 Japan's Prime l<iinister who was at the same time the president of the 

majority party, LDP, was in weaker position '.'1an that of British Prime Minister, 

because of faction-riddden nature of LDP and Japanese c~stom of group concensus. 

Now, LDP' s majority has become so thin and vill remain so in 1980s, 

Last but not the least, Japan might hav-e. a "danger of success" or 

"danger of isolation due to her success." It seems that both Japanese government 
,more__; 

and in<l•~strialists arevconcerned with quanti ti ty of a.Maila ble ~~than 

J!Fi"''• or not to speak of total supply in the world, eta J'1pan .--· 

To some degree, it is understandable, because of Japan's total denendcncy 

to imported oil. However, since enrgy problem is a global problem, and 

Japan, as an economic giant, sho•Jld be more concerned with global security. 

If Japan alone should succeed somehow survive and thrive the period cf 

higher and higher oil-price, then it will mean the d~cer of isolation, 

from other advanced industrial countries and developing countries suffering 

from high priced oiL 
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ATLANTIC INSTITUTE PROJECT ON "ENERGY AND GLOBAL SECURITY" 

PAPER 9 Implications for the Socio-Political Future of Industrial Societies :
The United States 

I. 

I I. 

Role of Economic Growth 

A. Solution to the crisis that afflicted industrial societies in 
1920s and 1930s 

B. Resolution of internal conflicts 

c. Harmonization of goals with other industrial societies 

D. Cheap energy - and cheap oil's - contri b•Jti c~ in the 1950s and 
1960s 

1. Oil regarded almost as a free good 
2. An instance, auto buyers and manufacturers in U.S. in 1960s 

concerned about many factors - initial cost, styling, per
formance. Not fuel efficiency. 

E. Unwillingness to face the fact of a fundamental change 

F. Era of energy stringency : poses main challenge to fundamental 
stability and functioning of American economic, political and 
social system, at least as currently constituted 

Conseq~ences So Far 

A. Inflation 

B. Reduced growth 

C. Premature ob sol esc:nce of behavio•· patterns and capital stock 

D. Income redistribution 

1. Regional conflict 
2. Those who can and those who cannot pass through costs 
3. Sectoral transfer 
4. Conflict over price 

E. Effects on producers 

1. Loss of markets 
2. Investment problems 
3. Protectionist impulses 

the 
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III. 

IV. 

V. 

F .. Political immobilism and bitterness 

1. Disagreement over nature of problem and goals 
2. Rapid economic adjustment called for in a system not 

, very responsive 

1

3. Search for a villain 
4. Fragmentation of authority 

. 5. Question 
a) How much systemic ? 
b) How much circumstances - Watergate, Nixon ? 

Cr~tical Issues Is A Sufficient Process of Adjustment Possible ? 

A.l In essence - to much greater levels of energy efficiency - decoupl ing 

B. Buy time 

C., Goal : negative energy growth 

D. Race with .time - increasing enE>rgy stringency 

Condition Of Greater Energy Stringency 

A.: Likely scenarios : 1970s as prelude and preview 

B. Possible reasons 

11. Process of readjustment insufficient 
, 2. Time continues to be telescoped 

a) Rapid price hikes 
b) Interruption and uncertain supplies 

' c) Political change and conflict involving oil producers 

sobicl And Economic Consequences : Sharp Discontinuities 

A. Stagflation 

1. Low growth, no growth 
2. High inflation 

B. Monetary instability and depreciating dollar 

C. Industry 

1. 

12. 
' 3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

Problem of pr·zmature obsolescence - need to accelerate capital 
investment, but difficulty of access to and competition over 
capital 
Loss of markets 
Insecurity of production line 
Failures 
Chronic weakness of certain key sectors 
Export of production 
Utilities 
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VI. 

D. Unions - shift from seeking share of growing pie to highly 
·!protectionist stands - both domestically and in terms of trade 
policies 

E .. Socia 1 patterns 

11. Effe~ts on living patterns 
.2. Mobility and transportation 

F. IConti~ued erosion of savings 

1. Speculative society 

I 

2. Permanent flight for certainty- or quick returns- on investment 

G. Effects on attitudes 

1. Bitterness and suspicions 
2. Reduced expectations : loss of confidence in the future 
3. Increased tensions among social groups 
4. Sense of betrayal 

11. • 1 Po 1t1ca 

A. Low Growth, inflation and redistribution will promote social and 
political conflict 

1. Regional 
2. Sectora 1 
3. Over goals : energy versus environment 

B. Immobilism- inability of effective 
I 

1. Competing claims 
Inability to meet problems 

political response 

2. 
3. 
4. 

I 

Beyond several levels of government 
Fragmentation of authority 

C. Search for quick fixes 

11. Protectionism 
2 .. "Miracles" 
3·. Nati ona 1 ism 

D. E1rosion of social welfare 

1. Budget-cutting 
2. Hostility 
31. Relation to shifting demographics 

E. Vulnerability of system to demagogues 

1l 
2. 

Easy solutions 
Political "reforms" of 
of political system 

the 1970s already undermined stability 
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Can This Energy Future Be Managed Better ? 

A. Underlying problem 

1. End to American exceptionalsim 
2. This kind of dependence (oil) new in American history 

with its reverberations 
3. U.S. buffeted by world economy in way more familiar to 

other OECD countries, but unfamiliar to U.S. 

B. Process of adaptation possible 

1. Urgency could be reduced by significant technological break
through - not prudent to assume 

2. More likely- urgency increased : would be overwhelmed on 
other side by events and stringency outrunning adaptation 

' 
C. Nature of adaptation 

1. Move much more rapidly to higher degrees of energy efficiency 
2. Changes in behavior, practices - and substantial acceleration 

of investment 
3. The issue - can apparent penalty be turned into an opportunity 

for economic renewal - higher productivity of energy 

D. Requires shift in public and Alite opinion 

1. Acknowledgement of realiiy of situation 

a) of dependence and its cost 
b) of major security problem 

2. End to search for villains 
3. End to expectation of technological fix and miracles 
4. Key principles 

a) much greater flexibility in relation of energy use and 
GNP than most thought 

b) conservation as a source of energy 
c) opportunity, not penalty 




